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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1. Significance of the problem 

"Art as expression which is to be deeply moved or affected emotion for 

empirical with media, such as sound, line, color, texture, form and others" (Royal 

Institute of Thailand, 2003: 1101). Art can be portrayed by the artists to people 

through 5 senses of human. The artistic qualities of a picture can be accessed by 

eyes (Shapes, forms, and colors). Taste or palate, such as salty or sweet is a 

perception by tongue. Smell of flower or perfume is the perception to nose. Sound 

of music or human voice is heard through ears. Touch of something soft or hard, hot 

or cold, is something we feel by finger touch or skin. 

Looking and seeing of the pictures are the first steps to appreciate all kinds 

of art. Brain is a complex organ, it takes aLL channel of signal to integrate, interpret, 

memorize and decide. Visual art needs eyes to receive optic signal, shapes and colors 

to be interpreted. 

Nevertheless, there is one group of people who have not opportunities to 

appreciate the arts by seeing, they are the visually impaired or the blind. EspeciaLLy, 

the visually impaired who are the congenital blind. In such case, visual art cannot be 

appreciated by this specific group of disabled. It is impossible to communicate ideas 

and art forms of visuaL art to this type of person. 

For decades scientists, educators and artists had tried to find the means 

to help the disabled to gain special access to art, for example, the conductor using 

visual signal to help the deaf to gain access to music. In the similar manner there 

were persons who tried to help the blind to gain access to visual art (Painting, 

sculpture, architecture, etc.) The triumph heLp the congenital blind broadening their 

opportunities can be possible. If touching of the blind can substitute for Sight, the 

blind can appreciate the visuaL artworks. 

The researcher thought "When I closed my eyes, I tried to observed and 

made to understanding my surrounding, and I have some research questions and 

1 
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thought that the visually impairment or disabled just have not occur only since bom 

and then it can also occur from an accident, sickness, and be old age. Instantly, so I 

got the idea that if I am the totally blind, how can I and they see the coLors and 

interpret the 20 pictures or paintings?". That was the inspiration and beginning of 

research information to make the technique for heLp the congenital blind were abLe 

to perceive colors and shapes of the 20 paintings. 

How do they can perceive coLors of the 20 realistic and abstract painting? 

Moreover, they can make image by forming shapes but they cannot perceive flat 

surface or 20 picture because they can touch onLy feeL the texture of it The 

congenitaL blind are simiLarLy right to perceive and express with the Sighted peopLe, 

including the knowLedge, information and experience. Even if they lack the 

perception of vision but they can understand like the Sighted people for life in 

SOciety. Color perception is important for the totally blind perceiving and Learning in 

art. Art is indicate for growth, civilization, taste, though and intelligence. 

Moreover, touch the artworks can aCCidentally damage it to broken and 

peel. The pictures are the flat, they were created with various techniques by the 

artists for present or communicate to the viewers were evident But how do they 

communicate the coLors of painting for the congenitaL blind? Therefore, this study is 

attempted to find the way to portray the coLors of 20 art utilizing sound through 

hearing nerve system for the totaLLy blind. As a resuLt, they wiLL have the abilities to 

perceive the vaLues, characters, eLements of pictures and the aesthetics from coLors. 

However, there were the attempts to use the technique modifying originaL 

artworks from drawing and painting to bas-relief so that the totally blind can feeL and 

perceive the artworks by haptic. Oue to feeling artworks by hand can onLy give the 

access of form and shape but there is stilL no technique to portray the colors. 

Furthermore, the activities for the blind drew and painted, they did not 

know what coLors and shapes are they painting? There are necessary assistants for 

heLp to teLL and hand to some pigments for them. The blind are not abLe to do by 

themseLves. However, the art activities for aLL made the blind to satisfactions and 

experiences. Thus, this research studied to soLve and made the device and software 

development these soLutions. Computer can store the data of colors and sounds in 

the digital, then decoding the color vaLue to human through the eyes by color 

monitor and sound through the headphone or Loud speakers. 
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These 2 variables have some values in common. For example, in 

Psychology, both colors and sounds can convey the feeling and emotion, "in Physics: 

colors and sounds can be explained in form of wave, in Mathematic: colors and 

sounds can be defined and stored in the digital forms" (Gleitman, 1993: 138), "where 

as the Buddhist religions regarded as a visible object and an audible object" 

(Tongsook Tongkrajang, comp, 2010: 8). These relationships can represent the codes 

of color and sound to converting. 

The device are used in this research, such as computer and touch-screen 

monitor, and software development utilizing the technique is the theory of 

converting color codes to sound pitches of musicaL note by pairing the HLS coLor 

hex-cone model with the helix of musicaL notes (Shepard, 1965, quoted in Deutsch, 

1982: 353). This research is focused as color perception of painting of master pieces 

and color expression with drawing and painting follow with the original painting. The 

blind will be able to draw and paint colors from the sound pitches of musical note. 

This purpose of the research does not make the congenital blind to have 

the ability to perceive be seeing colors actually but it can help them to perceive 

colors and shape on the 20 painting in term of conceptuaL understanding. They can 

do through hearing and touching represent seeing. The researcher expects that this 

research will help the totally blind, who never had an opportunity to see or perceive 

the vaLuable pictures cause the deveLopment of humanity, imagination and 

creativity. The same way as the sighted peopLe can get to recognize and appreciate 

to visuaL art. To close the gap perceived Lack of sensory visual art is onLy part one. 

The artistic will create truLy for humanity as the universaL design in art, using the 

computer-aided design in art technology to help. In addition, this research also 

developed the application to the tools for the congenital blind just have the 

opportunity to draw and paint by their creativities and imaginations to evident 

present truLy with their thought to the sighted peopLe. The technique used the 

converting colors value to sound pitches of musical note utilizing computer through 

the touch-screen technology. The totally blind wiLL be able to leam the art lesson 

including, the elements and basic principles of composition. 

CoLor is the one of elements has importance. The blind and blindness 

students have been leaming about the eLements and basic principLes of composition. 

They will' be able to make an understanding and experience to be able to continue 
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in the next life. This research is abLe to make the experience of the blind for 

opportunity to touch and perceive coLors of the painting of master pieces and 

express with drawing and painting. They wouLd satisfy and enjoy with making their 

artworks through the device and software in this research. 

However, the device is in the research needs the practicaL course for how to 

use in step by step or conceptuaL using. Therefore, the participants wouLd Leam and 

practice in the operating of activities which are made in the research. The activities are 

including, the practicaL course for using the device and software, the art Lessons about 

eLements and basic principLe of composition, the coLors perception of painting, and 

expression by drawing and painting utilizing the device and software without heLpers to 

heLp or hoLd their hands and seLect coLor for them to paint. The researcher expects 

these activities and research methodoLogy couLd be made further to the new knowledge 

between the blind and coLors, and it wiLL be base on art education of the bUnd. 

2. Aim of the research 

2.1 For the congenitaL blind can perceive the coLors in paintings, and can 

express with drawing and painting utilizing the device and software. 

2.2 Make the practicaL course and art Lesson, for instance, the eLements 

including, point, line, shape and coLor, and the basic principLes of composition for 

the totally blind. 

2.3 Study the technique of reLationship between coLors and sound 

pitches. Both can use and work with the device and software used in this research. 

2.4 DeveLop the computer software to interpret the numerical vaLue of 

coLors and sound pitches through the device as touch-screen monitor technoLogy for 

the congenitaL blind to be abLe to perceive the painting and express to draw and 

paint something similar to the sighted peopLe, and they can do to foLLow their 

imagination and thought. 

3. Hypothesis of the research 

3.1 The reLationship between color and sound are used in this research. 

They are separated colors to cover, such as light, dark, white, grey and bLack, be 

paired to the sound pitches of the musicaL notes in the chromatic scale wiLL be abLe 

to perceive coLors and express to drawing and painting for the congenitaL blind. 
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3.2 When the blind learned about the elements and basic principles of 

composition, will be painting from the knowledge learned, used the experience and 

imagination to communicate as 20 pictures be evident to others. 

3.3 The congenital blind can perceive the pictures by the representation 

of the colors and the sound pitches, they can gain to the impression and satisfaction 

with artistic pictures. 

3.4 The device and software of this research can help the congenital blind 

to perceive the colors of painting. They can describe, analyze, criticize and comment 

about the paintings that they touch. 

3.5 The device and software of this research can help the congenital blind 

can express with drawing and painting by the test methods, and they can thought 

and imagination to drawing on both the realistic and abstract, and explain their idea 

and imagine. 

4. The problem and the questions of the research 

The definitions of the question structure are for the data coLlections have 

the important. They are prepared beforehand to estimate the direction, conversation 

and the observation for the answers of the problem and question of the research. It 

is the way to make the interview form for the questions related about the 

experience, opinion, emotion and feeling. 

4.1 The research problem: There are research problem that the 

congenitaL blind are able to perceive the colors and shapes of the pictures utilizing 

the representation of colors with the sound pitches through the device and software, 

or not? How? They were able to express with the drawing and painting the colors 

through this device, or not? 

4.2 The research questions: 

4.2.1 Is it possible that the congenital blind will be able to learn about 

the elements and the basic principLes of composition? 

4.2.2 Is it possibLe that the congenital blind can perceive and identify 

the color of the painting utilizing the device and software are developed in this 

research? 

4.2.3 Is it possible that the congenital blind can express to draw and paint 

picture. It has the coLors utilizing the device and software is developed in the research? 
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4.2.4 Is it possibLe that the congenitaL blind can anaLyze, criticize the 

artworks. They can describe and express their opinion about the pictures? 

4.2.5 Is it possibLe that the congenitaL blind can expLain their ideas and 

imagination through coLor or shape of drawing and painting? 

4.2.6 Is it possibLe that the device and software deveLoped in this 

research can use with the other types of the blind? 

5. Scope of the research 

5.1 The procession of the study. 

Table 1 Gantt chart of the study 

Remark: (A) is January - April; (B) is May - Au~ust ; (C) is September - December 

5.2 The target groups are the congenitaL blind students at Khon Kaen 

SchooL for The Blind, ThaiLand. They are studying or the LeveL of high school 

education or higher, and also some basic art classes. Due to the researcher focuses 

with great maturity, the interview that goes on to understand and be controLLed. 

They are not the disabLed redundant. 

5.3 Types and details of the blindness of the volunteers and participants 

obtained from the interview and selection of them from the Reld work of the research. 

5.4 Defined the target groups or the participants for this research to 

separated as foLLows: (LowenfeLd, Berthold, 1981: 67) 
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5.4.1 TotaL blindness, congenitaL or acquired before 5 years of age. 

5.4.2 TotaL blindness, acquired after 5 years of age. 

5.4.3 PartiaL blindness or Low vision, congenital. 

5.4.4 PartiaL blindness or Low vision, acquired after 5 years of age. 

Classification of the study target groups and the need for test the device 

and software and to study about coLor perception, and expression in the arts of the 

congenitaL blind had no experience in the visuaL of coLors mainLy, and aLso testing 

the device and software for the other blind and other. 

5.5 Factors are effect and reLationship in this study as follows: 

5.5.1 Factors of the master paintings are concerned with contents, 

composition, coLors, shapes and other detaiLs. 

5.5.2 Factors of the participants are including age, LeveL of education, 

type of blindness, experience, background and attitudes of art and other reLated 

backgrounds. 

5.5.3 Factors of environment and equipments are, such as the device 

was different as type and size of touch-screen are affected to work. 

5.5.4 Factors of participation of the activities obtained from the 

obseNation, such as wiLlingness, each participant's expectation and motivation 

contributed to the perception (Rucharee Nopppaket, 1997: 210) and the expression 

from drawing and painting to artwork quality. For exampLe, experience, imagination, 

inteLligence, enjoyment, impression, and satisfaction of the participants. 

5.5.5 Factors quality of practicaL course for using the device and 

software, art Lesson about the eLements and basic principLes of composition, the 

inteNiew or conversation, and participation of the participants and the researcher is 

flexibLe and controLs. 

5.6 This research is not the aim to make the congenitaL blind can see in 

coLors but it wouLd like the blind perceive to a variety of coLors. The coLors are in 

different positions on the pictures through the perception by hearing to the sound 

pitches of musicaL note represent to the coLors, and they can express their 2D 

artworks with drawing and painting utilizing the device and software in this research. 

5.7 Make the art Lesson about the eLements and basic principLes of 

composition in 2D paintings onLy, such as the eLements, including, point, line, shape 

and coLor, and the basic principLes of composition, including unity, harmony, 
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contrast, proportion, balance, emphasis, repetition, variety and direction. They 

referred to the textbook of the level of high school education. 

s.a The software of research is developed as prototype, and experimental 

participants. The practical course, the participants must remember the sound pitches 

represent to the coLors codes in the limited times, then to defined the number of 

coLors necessary and appropriate aLL into 12 coLors. These described in Chapter 3. 

5.9 CoLor system and coLor wheeL are used to create Lesson pLans of visuaL 

arts about the eLements, basic principLes of composition and the activities as a popular 

color wheel in art. It comprises of the primary colors, such as red, yellow and blue. 

5.10 Colors shown in this book may be incorrect or distorted to some 

extent, due to an ability and effectiveness in the perception of human coLor vision as 

unequal, or some people may be coLor blindness. (Rucharee Nopppaket, 1997: 103

104) Color display monitors are each unequal or image scanners are responding each 

unequal, and also color printers are not as weLL, etc. As the resuLt, the colors showed 

the incorrect or distorted. 

6. Research outcome 

6.1 The new technique used the computer software utilizing the sound 

pitches of musical note to represent the color codes through touch-screen monitor 

technoLogy as a tool for heLp the congenital blind can perceive the coLors of 20 

paintings, and can express with drawing and painting without helpers to heLp or hoLd 

their hands and seLect coLor for them to paint. 

6.2 Collection of the artworks of the congenitaL blind painted, and present 

to the exhibition, analysis, art criticism, and studies in art lesson and other fields. 

6.3 The blind students, who Learned about the elements and basic 

principLes of composition, got the knowledge and development of other fields, there 

are imagination and creativity. 

6.4 Help the congenitaL blind can perceive and begin stages to appreciate 

with the paintings. They got the impressive and satisfying by means of there were not 

the barriers to watch in the pictures. 
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7. Defined terminology 

7.1 The perception is in this research is the sensory and perception 

without the vision. The participants are the blind. 

7.2 The expression is in this research are emotion, thought, inspiration, 

etc. The participants expressed and conveyed with drawing and painting into their 20 

pictures. 

7.3 The device means the total set of equipments and tools including, 

touch-screen monitor, keyboard, computer and software are used in this research, 

whole desktop, laptop and all-in-one computer. 

7.4 Software is developed in this research including, touching, painting 

program. 

7.5 Primary coLor systems used in this research, such as the primary of 

lighting color is called that "RGB" are abbreviated from red, green and blue, and the 

primary of pigment color in arts is call that "RYB" are abbreviated from red, yellow 

and blue. 

7.6 The identification of the colors used in this research is the basic name 

of the color, such as purple (Violet), blue, green, yellow, red, pink, white, black, etc. 

The coLor is between main colors by expanding basic name, such as red-orange, etc. 

8. Summary 

From the significance of the problem of the congenital blind were able to 

perceive colors of 20 paintings. Therefore, the definition of the aim of the research, 

hypothesis of the research, the scope of the research and research outcome began 

to study. 

This study is using the device including, touch-screen monitor, keyboard, 

computer and software. Those are able to show colors, images and sound at the 

same time and real-time. The device will help the congenital blind can know colors 

and shapes of the painting by using a fingertip to touch the screen, and also they can 

express to draw and paint utilizing the device to make their painting by themselves. 

They can select colors and drawing and painting by themselves without the helpers. 

There are making the practical course and art lesson for the participants, who are the 

congenital blind, are leaming and understanding of arts and be creating the art for all. 
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Figure 1 Concept of using device and software for the blind in research 
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Chapter 2 


Literature reviews and related studies 


The study of literature reviews and reLated studies are in this research to 

concern with 3 the main of fields, such as the psychoLogy, the science, and the art 

education are consist of the art history, the art practice, the art criticism and the 

aesthetic of art. There are the reLevant contents and references used in the study are 

the integration of the various fields and aLso to take the knowledge to deveLop 

toward the aims of the research. The users are the congenitaL blind. The researcher 

studied the literature reviews and related documents. The study of the coLor theory 

and sound theory to found and created the reLationship of technique to represented 

each other and used in this research, and the study of the case studies and research 

reLated. To collected and summarized the concept of processing further research. 

The literature reviews and reLated studies are separated the way for 

studying into 7 types. They are reLated to the research. It is the knowLedge toward 

the analysis and deveLopment of the device and software for the congenitaL blind to 

perceive colors of the paintings. It wiLL be the tools and device for them. They can 

express the drawing and painting coLors in art as imagination correctLy. There are the 

issues to study including: 1. The visually impairment; 2. Art for the blind; 3. Principle 

of familiarity of the orientation and mobility; 4. Perception of human; 5. CoLor theory; 

6. Sound theory; and 7. Case studies and research reLated. 

1. The visually impairment 

1.1 Definition of the visually impairment: 

The vocabulary is "The visuaLLy impairment" is the word as widely 

meaning. There are the words to communicate meaning to replace together, 

such as the blind, the disabled eyes, the disability of vision, the defectively of 

vision, the Low vision, etc. (Nuchanat Tohdee, and Siriporn PLaisang, 2006: 42, 

quoted in Sommarat Wijit, 2010: 9) 

11 
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1.2 Classification of the blind and low vision: Visually impaired couLd 

be classified into 2 types as: 

Totally blindness means the persons lost the vision much more 

until they could not see anything or see something less but they could not use 

their eyesight was the benefit in the field of learning and teaching or taking the 

activities... and the Low vision or Partially si~ht means the persons had the 

defective of eyesight. They could see a little but not the same as the normal 

people. They could read the large text or used the magnifying glass or some 

special equipment that helped the eyesight as well to see more clearly... 

(Suwimon Udompiriyasak, 1995: 11; Varee Thirachitra, 1998: 23-24; Thailand 

Association of the Blind, 2001: 8, quoted in Sommarat Wijit, 2010: 11) 

Berthold Lowenfeld (1981) studied about the visualLy impaired. It covered 

the types of the totalLy blind and not totally blind. He focused on the difference 

between the blindness since birth (Congenital loss) and the blindness after 

(Adventitious loss) and he had the definition that 

Adventitious means that the impairment or condition was acquired 

after birth, generally as a result of an accident or disease. The term is used to 

refer to the loss of vision after visual memory is established, generally by age 

5, and Con~enital means before or at birth, the term refers to a loss of vision 

that occurred before visual memory was established, never experienced vision 

or do not have visual memory leam differently from those who lost it 

adventitiously. (Holbrook and Koenig, 2000: 58) 

It would use to define the participants' selection. Therefore, they were 

categorized into 4 groups of people who are visually impaired as follows: 1. Total 

blindness, congenital or acquired before 5 years of age; 2. Total blindness, acquired 

after 5 years of age; 3. Partial blindness or low vision, congenital; 4. Partial blindness 

or low vision, acquired after 5 years of age. (Lowenfeld, Berthold, 1981: 67) 

It is summarized that the research defined the scope to study of the 

expression and perception in the colors of painting. There are the target group are the 

congenital blind. They have into 8 persons. The research obtained the assistance the 

voLunteers and partiCipants from the place the fieLd work. It was enough for the 

experiment and research proceeding. There was the study and test aLso with the other 

participants because the researcher required testing the device and software 

development. It covered the using with whole kinds of the blind. 
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2. Art for the blind 

2.1 Definition of art: The researcher referred to academicians and 

personages and then summarized that, if the blind had the creative of artworks 

utilizing the inteLligence through the thought, consider, ponder and plan, expression 

of imagination or emotion and feeling. They purposed or intended using many media 

with skiLL and creativity to make the work by themselves, it is held to be the artwork 

and the blind are the artists. 

2.2 Definition and significance of the drawing and painting: The 

painting has the meaning widely than and aLso cover the drawing. It is summarized 

that drawing and painting are the reLationship. They may happen at the same time. It 

is the writing or scratching or paint to make some kinds of shape. The painting has 

the definition to cover the drawing. The drawing wilL be scratching or writing the 

shape to event but the painting will be the overview of the artworks to evident. 

Therefore, in this research will use the definition of wording as the painting mainLy. 

There is the expression of emotion, feeling, imagination and creativity to 

communicate the thought, aesthetic and experience using the techniques, tools and 

equipments properly. It can aLso use the finger drawing. 

2.3 Creativity of artworks for the blind: In the present, there are the 

aims about universaL design include aLso the artworks. The artists had the ideas 

about art for aLL. There was the creativity of the 20 paintings. They are increasing the 

bas-reliefs and made them to the learning media. However, the bas-reliefs were not 

abLe to communicate about the coLors for the blind to perceive, in spite of the color 

values are the important perception of the picture. 

2.4 The artworks of the blind: they always were saw that they were the 

disabled and couLd not do anything like the normaL people. Their occupations had the 

limitation. The development of tools tor device was for the blind Mostly the tooLs 

would be made for the blind learning or the blind couLd take care themselves in 

everyday life. The creation of tooLs had often the expensive because it produced to 

the minority and it might be saw that was not seldom to important. Nevertheless, 

everyone have the chance to born as the disabled. Therefore, the production of tooLs 

are for heLp the visually impaired, it is the production of tools are for aLL human there. 

The society opened the opportunities for the blind to learn about the art. 

The mostly they wouLd focus to the sculpture molding because it could show in the 3D 
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form and understand easily. The art lesson of the painting was also less and difficult 

explanation to the blind understanding about the method of drawing and painting. It 

must use the experience and the comparison and also the blind just learned the color 

theory to recitation. It was the memory of the color positions put them on the circle like 

a color wheel for they knew the color names to use in their everyday life only. 

0) The activity of "Art for All". (2) The 2D painti g art picture. (3) The bas-relief picture. 

Figure 2 The blind students painted in activity of 14th"Art for All", learning media 

of bas-relief pictures but they cannot perceive colors 

Source: Photographer by Khon Kaen School for The Blind, Academic Affairs of The Christian 

Foundation for The Blind in Thailand Under The Royal Patronage of H.M. The King. 

The "Art for All" activities are the art and the improveing the quality of 

life, 14th between to July 23-27, 2010 at Arayana Phupimarn Resort, Pakchong 

district, Nakhonrachasrima province, Thailand. 

The blindness participants of activity had the satisfaction and enjoyment 

to the art activity. The researcher queried the totally blindness students who 

participated in the activity of "Art of All" and painted by color and found that they 

could not perceive those colors and shapes of pictures that they painted. They just 

touched the surface of paper only and the color sets were selected to give for them 

by the teacher. It made the totally blindness students did not understand to express 

about the colors that they used and painted anything. 

It is summarized that the art is the work was created by human using the 

creativity, imagination, experience, faith, satisfaction, etc. It overcame the process with 

the attempt, perseverance, refinement, they re lated to the beauty. It was created for 

expression and communication to evident using the equipments and some media, 

such as color, sound, line, texture, form, etc. It carried the perception. The art 

indicates to the intelligent, taste and growth. Therefore, this research then developed 
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the device for help to the perception and learning for the blind, including the drawing 

and painting. The blind should be learned in the art subject like the sighted people 

for they obtained to making of knowledge, understanding and experience cause the 

intelligent and growth. They have been someone in the society as well. 

3. Principle of familiarity of the orientation and mobility 

The familiarity is in the orientation and mobility abbreviate as "O&M". It is 

the principLe of the making to skill by the practicaL familiarity of the blind in the 

environment, such as in home, out of home, in a schooL, etc. They must use the 

remainder of perception, such as the hearing, the olfaction and the touching. They 

use the movement as they are going to any places by themselves and safety. This 

practice will focus to using the walking stick and the guide dog. There are the 

assistants or the helpers to take care them before, and until they are practiced 

without the helper. This research would use the principle of "O&M" to apply the 

creation the practical course of the using device and software in this research to the 

next. It presented the literature reviews about as follow: 

The orientation and mobility mean that ((Orientation is the ability to recognize 

themselves where they are in such the environment. MobiUty is the ability to move from 

one place to other places in the environment." (Chalam Yam-iam, trans, 1988: 9) 

Therefore, it is summarized that the skiLL of the familiarity of the 

orientation and mobility means the skill of the visually impaired have the 

ability to use the sensation skiLL of perception that remained to make the 

understanding with an environment around them and can move to the 

environment freeLy, safeLy, and to be follow to the aims that they want in 

every situations. (Suwimon Udompiriyasak, 2005: 2) 

The importance of principles for the practice to skills of the orientation 

and mobility, there are the criterions into 3 respects including, "Now, where I am?, 

Where I am going to?, How I am going to there?" (Chalam Yam-iam, trans, 1988: 35) 

It is the basic of rules for the blind can make the understanding between 

their own position with the dimension or environment, for example, where are they?, 

how are their environment around?, how are there the relationship and association 

with their own dimension at that time?, comparison between the directions and 

themselves, etc. 
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Teaching process to the skill and familiarity of "o&M", the method of 

teaching focuses the process is the teaching of the processes. It related to the practice 

of the o&M skill and using the device and software in this research. It referred to the 

process of operation and it is the process to take the students are practiced the skills. 

They will have the expert and skillfully. There are the stages as follows: 

Notice and recognize; the students obtained the skill of the notice, 

recognized and saw the various examples to make them understanding and 

they had the concepts. 

Pattern; the students patterned to the examples that showed to 

step by step from the base to the more complicated and complex works. 

Make by themselves without the pattern; the students practiced by 

themselves without the examples. It is their practice at the beginning and the end. 

Practice into the expert; in this practice, the students wouLd be abLe 

to operate with the expert from their practice or they could make it 

automaticalLy by themseLves from the works as before or the new works that the 

teacher assigned. (Sukon Sinthapanon and others, 2002: 240) 

It is summarized that the principLe of the orientation and mobility (O&M) 

are abLe to use the concept and principle to appLy using the device and software in 

this research. They will be applied to use with the practical course because they 

have the analogy. The orientation is including, the size and shape of the touch

screen. The mobility is including, the fingertip movement pOints on the touch-screen 

in any positions and occurred the process of the remain sensation to know that at 

this moment where this position displays the sound is on the screen?, where the 

next target or goal is moved to point the position?, how the fingertip goes to there?, 

what the ruLe of fingertip movement use? They will be practice to use the method 

of teaching, such as to pattern, to make by themselves without the pattern, and to 

practice into the expert. The target groups who are the participants in the research 

ever learned the principle of the orientation and mobility or "O&M". 

4. Perception of human 

Perception is the evaluation and interpretation processing of 

information. They are self around the surrounding to pass the sense organs. All 

kinds of the creature would sense to reaction with the things to stimulate. 
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Sensation is the portion of the perception. It has the appearance 

easily and straightforwardly. It had the meaning less than the perception and 

was not in the influence of leaning, experience, motivation and emotion. The 

perception was the process higher than the sensation. The learning, 

experience, motivation and emotion whole had the influence affect to the 

perception. (Rucharee Nopppaket, 1997: 1-3) 

The separation of different are between the sensation and perception are the 

difficulty because while the sense organ are working, the perception will be also happen. 

In this review, the researcher studied to show the procedure of human 

perception system in some parts. They were showed to sequence of the reason to 

select the perception in each part. They were studied to find the representation 

method of the blind's vision lost. 

4.1 Vision: All of the sense organs, 

The eyes are the important organ to perceive anything surrounding. 

Because of the perception of the objects would be in the form of shape, size, 

characteristic, surface, distance, color, brightness, movement, etc. The vision 

then was the important sensation and it had the influence over the other 

sense organs. (Siri-on Wichawut and others, 2007: 170) 

4.2 Hearing: everyone hear the sounds that occurred from the vibration 

through some media or medium might be the gas, liquid, or solid. They were the 

moLecule distribution of the air around the sound begin. The molecule of art would 

compress and expand in the same time. It caused to be the sound wave. It had into 2 

characteristics, such as the frequency and amplitude. The human heard the sound in the 

range of perception between 20 20,000 Hz (Hertz). (Rucharee Nopppaket, 1997: 30) 

4.3 Olfaction: All of the sense organs, 

The olfaction is the systematic that we knew as least. For the sense 

of olfaction had very small and deep-seated into a head. It was difficult to 

study. The sinus had the complex characteristic more than use some stimulus 

to study. It could not analyze to categorize some smells strictly as the other 

stimulus of the sense organs. (Siri-on Wichawut and others, 2007: 175) 

4.4 Palate: "The palate or taste is the same the olfaction. The stimulus 

would be the form of chemicals. The sensation of taste is called that "Chemoreceptor". 

The taste and olfaction are the relationship. If the ability of olfaction was decreased, it 

will effect to the taste." (Siri-on Wichawut and others, 2007: 178-179) 
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4.5 Sensibility of the skin: the perception was occurred the nerves of 

sense were under the skin. They made the feeling of touch, hot, cool and painful. The 

skins were consisted into 2 stratums including the epidermis is outer stratum and the 

dermis is inner stratum. The nerves of sense under the skin were in the various positions. 

They wouLd stimulate to perceive into 4 different of kinds, such as the sense of touch, 

cool, hot and painful. The most of human would sense from hands and feet. The most 

of senses were under shallow the skin. There were some deeply. The stimulus was 

occurred to the mechanism of deformation. (Rucharee Nopppaket, 1997: 72-74) 

The studies were above-mentioned. The researcher focused the issues of 

the other nerve perception to find for the representation of vision, especially it was 

about the vision of color. Those showed that the perception of nose and mouth. 

They were stimulated with the taste and smell. Both might represent frankly to the 

perception but the color perception was complex much more, for example, the 

gradient of color levels, the display of various colors were limited in the area, etc. 

The both had the complex much more, then they were not proper to use for 

representation of the visual perception. 

Due to the blind lacked the vision, then they remained into the 2 parts of 

perception were able to represent. The hearing have the factor as sound. The 

sounds have the complex but they could be distinguished to the categories. Then 

sounds could represent to colors that also have the complex. It would be explained 

the contents to the next. The haptic perception or touch was the primary of 

perception for the blind to use. Therefore, the taking of both perception are the 

hearing and the sensibility of the skin to represent the vision have the possibility. 

5. Color theory 

There were the studies about color into many fields, for example, In the 

field of science studied about the color phenomenon, in the field of art studied 

about the relationship of color and using, in the field of psychoLogy studied about 

the influence of color effected to human, such as emotion, feeling, etc. In this 

research then studied and coLlected about color in any fieLds. It uses to explain the 

phenomenon and how color was relationship with sound? Using in the research and 

expLain to the congenital blind or the participants. It presents the particuLar of the 

content is the importance for the research as follows: 
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5.1 Color vision: The definition of coLor is "Color means the properties of 

light or something which appeared to the eyes to see a white, black, red, green, etc., 

such as the coat color, the dye color, and the painting color." (Royal Institute of 

Thailand,2003: 1,197) 

"Light is a part of the electromagnatic spectrum. The eLectromagnatic 

spectrum is all wave frequencies at the source of energy were emanated. It is since 

the shortest to the longest wavelength." (Somchai Pomsuwan, 2005: 41). The color is 

the phenomenon of nature that human can see in general. In case, it was the 

rainbow, color of pictures, coLor of objects, coLor of organism. The coLor is the 

importance because it is the first of perception. The human can use the vision of 

coLor to interpret the thing that they saw and put together the decision. They use 

the coLor to compare for distinguish to the different of pictures. WhoLe were 

mentioned, the blind Lacked them because they couLd not see. 

CoLor is the waveLength in the various ranges. The waveLength is inverse 

variation with the frequency of wave. The human eyes wiLL be responded to the wave 

frequency in a range onLy that is about 430 750 THz or in the range or wavelength is 
-9

about 400 - 700 nm. (nm. abbreviates from "nanometer"; 1 nm. :::: 10 meter). The human 

see the coLors from the spectrum and separate into 7 coLors. It occurred from the ability of 

human to see the different coLors to be the Levels or ranges of coLor and indicated the 

coLor naming by the understanding and experience. Then the description of coLor in term 

of ScientificaLLy is described to be the waveLength and the range of frequency. 

The light throws or expedites as straight line. When it affected the object, 

it wouLd reflect and make the beam of light to refract and reach to the eye. It saw to 

be many colors. The eye of human wouLd be the ending pOint to work and receive 

coLors before sent to interpret by the brain. 

CoLor vision of human is the phenomenon to occur between the 

outer environment and the inner human organs. However, there are the 

visions of color in the another methods, for instance, if the eyes were closed 

and press to the eye sockets, it wilL occur to the vision of some colors, or 

using some hallUcinogen medicines, or the happening of the afterima~es. 

(Somchai Pomsuwan, 2005: 49) 

The range of color vaLues couLd be separated unboundedLy and much 

more. The coLor classifications could do by the coLor name definitions and aLso 
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could defined color by the numeric. Nevertheless, the color classifications were by 

human had the limitation about the experience, understandin~ . The difference was in 

each person because the each human could see to the same color as unequal. That 

reasons were the ability of the or~an perceptions as unequal and also the difference 

of the environment. The experience also affected to the color classifications. 

5.2 Color properties: There were many colors appear to the eye. The pure 

colors are in the ideal occurrins from the white liSht. If the white liSht has the photometry 

as less, the appearance of coLor will be not briSht or dark. Therefore, the coLor vaLues are 

besides to be separated with the coLors appear in the spectrum and aLso they depend to 

the photometry. The colors are separated the properties into 3 respects as follows: 

5.2.1 Hue is a color is defined with the wavelensth of Li~ht reach to 

the eyes. It takes to see many coLors. It can explain as the color wheeL. 

5.2.2 Saturation or Intensity is "the freshness or pure of a color. If a 

coLor was mixed with black, it will be melancholy, the brishtness or pure will decrease." 

Hue was reduced the coLor bri~htly or the paLe color to srey. They are happened to be 

the sradient of color Levels to srey in each color. 

5.2.3 Lishtness or Value is "the brishtness or darkness of coLor. If the 

white was mixed with a color, that color wilL be bri~hten or lishter value. If the white 

was increased sradually in order, it will be the color values are arransed from darkest 

to lishtest." ((halood Nimsamer, 1999: 57). It is able to describe to separate into 2 

parts, such as levels of liSht are the distribution of brishtness of lisht from white to 

black, and levels of color are the distribution of color to compare with the levels of 

liSht. The lishtness and darkness of colors are arransed from lisht to dark when they 

are compared with the srey. 

Q) 
Q) 3: 
+-' ~ C'" 
1:grey green grey a:!red '" 3: > 0 

Colorgrey blue grey 


yellow grey purple 


orange 

grey Grey scale 

(1) Circle of hue (2) Gradient to saturation. (3) Value of hue 

Fisure 3 Hue, color saturation, and color lishtness 

The HLS double hex-cone model is used to explain in this research because 

it is easy understandins and balancins. The relationship of this picture is in the 3D 
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model. The hue will sort from hue colors to black in the X-axis and Y-axis on the 

circle shape. The black color will sort to white in the Z-axis. This model of color 

relationship could show many colors to the most comprehensive. 

As above-mentioned, they can be separated the properties and create 

the relationship of the 3D color models. The HLS double hex-cone will pair with the 

model of sound in the Chapter 3 as follows: 

(1) RGB cube. (2) HSV cone. (3) HLS double hex-cone 

Fisure 4 The color model of RGB, HSV, and HLS 

Source: HUSh Fisher, "HSV and HLS Color Space", Computer Graphic: Colors, accessed 

January 14,2012, available from httpJ/escience.anu.edu.aulledurelcs/Color/HSV_HLS.en.html 

A color could be seen whether was in some positions of the 3D model no 

matter. Whether it would be some hue or a color was reduced the brishtness or a 

color had the different dark and light or a color value was some no matter, a color 

appeared to the eye to be regarded as the whole colors. Then it had the color 

naming. Some names did not have the source clearly. Some names were defined or 

insinuated to follow the name of nature, such as a flower. Some names were called 

into 2 colors. Some names were used the dark and light of color, such as red, 

orange, yellow, green, cyan, blue, purple, indigo, pink, brown, white, grey, black, 

magenta, purple-red, dark blue, skin color or buff, ivory, rose, crimson, etc. 

Therefore, there were the colors have the special properties. They 

occurred from the characteristics of material, such as gold, bronze, reflective color, 

etc. These are not in the scope of the research. 

5.3 Color mixing: It is the bringing of the 2 beginning colors to mix in many 

and various ratio to happen some new colors. The besinning colors are called that 

"the primary color ". The color mixing are able to separated into 3 kinds as follows: 

5.3.1 Additive Color Mixing, RGB (Red, Green, Blue) Primaries as Light. 

(Morioka, and Terry Stone, 2006: 10) It takes the light color to shine or project to 
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convergent or clash with each other and it occurs the new color. The principle of this 

color mixing was made to produce the monitor. 

5.3.2 Subtractive Color Mixing, CMY (Cyan, Magenta, Yellow) Primaries as 

Transparent Pigments. (Morioka, and Terry Stone, 2006: 11) It takes the principle of 

lighting color as additive color to opposite reverse. The subtractive mixing occurred in 

the pigment color. It is the translucent color. The principle of this color mixing was used 

in the printed matter. 

5.3.3 Physical Color Mixing, RYB (Red, Yellow, Blue) "physical mixi ng of 

artists' paints. Physical mixing of opaque paints involves a substantial component of 

additive-averaging as well as subtractive mixing. With transparent pigments the 

process is more purely subtractive." (Briggs, 2007) If it took the primary colors to mix 

up in the variety of ratio, it will occur the new colors. This color mixing was used in 

the artwork and the industry. 

R+Y=orange 
yellow 

yellow 

green=Y+C green=Y+B 
B+R= 

green cya b lue 

0) RGB Mixing color (2) CMY Mixing color (3) RYB Mixing coLor 

Figure 5 Additive color (RGB), subtractive color (CMY), physical color mixing (RYB) 

5.4 Gamut of color: 

The gamut of a color display device is the set of all colors that the 

device is capable of displaying, ... for any color system, the primaries of the 

system define the range, or gamut, of colors the system can produce,... These 

are systems that model the gamuts (or color sets) of specific instruments. 

(Levkowitz, 1997: 4, 21, 33). 

If it refers to the gamut of color to explain about the color mixing, it means 

the color range of the primary colors are mixed to appear. The physical color mixing 

deAned to red, ye llow and blue as primary. The primary color mentioned that they 

have the real color, or not? That is to say, What value is the red?, Is the red to be the 

real color?, red colors are produced different brand names that are unequal colors. 
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Therefore, the color was selected was from the group or range of red only. Then the 

inequality of primary color affected to occurrence of the color gamut unequal there. 

5.5 Color wheel: It is the taking the primary colors mixed to pair together 

obtains the secondary colors. The next it is taking the secondary colors mixed to pair 

with the primary colors which it obtains the third colors. Whole are into 12 colors. If 

they are arranged into the circle or triangle shape, it will use to explain the relationship 

of colors including, the color mixing relationship, the color schemes, the separation of 

color tones, etc. The deAnitions of the primary color are not need to have always into 

3 colors. Due to each color have the singularity of them or they are the hue. The 

primary colors are increased are able to enlarge the gamut of color but they were not 

the popularity to use for explanation to the phenomenon of color wheel. 

(1) Compare with 3 and 4- primary color. (2) Johannes Itten color wheel. (3) Color wheel in 2D but not 
show color in saturation. 

Figure 6 The color wheel which used 3 and 4 primary colors and Johannes Itten's 

Source: Tom Fraser, and Adam Banks, Designer's color manual: the complete guide 

to color theory and application, (San Francisco: Chronicle Books LLC, 2004), 40, 44. 

Source: Adams Morioka, and Terry Stone, Color design workbook: a real-world 

guide to using color in graphic design, (Massachusetts: Rockport, 2006), 17. 

There were to propose the color wheel by many persons. It had the 

difference. It was occurred from the different definition of primary colors and also 

the mixing of colors had ratio unequal. Therefore, the researcher referred to the 

colors of Johannes Itten' s color wheel. 

However, the colors were saw in the book might be incorrect any because 

it was the limitation, gamut and ability of speCification to display by computer 

monitor and printer unequal. The color wheel is the 20 circle. It is not able to 

display and cover all colors. Due to it lacked the axis value of white and black or 

brightness and also it lacked the saturation values. The researcher proposed the 

description of color system to cover all colors with the 3D color model at above. 
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Mostly, the in the 	 did not often use 

mixing. 	 computer display or the color, most would 

for or 

pick color to or 

select palette. They did not mix any palette 

or CMY or color wheel. if the user defined 

complementary color always the mixing in the 

computer such as the the painting, and so on. 

CMY were not to learn in the color theory 

art basic in art the 

"Mixing red, and blue the traditional s primaries, creates a limited 

" Adam RYB color wheel was to 

teach in the blindness They 

had the already although they 

the must to use the color 

wheel in 

It is color is the phenomenon nature. It occurs 

in the wave aDrJeared to see 

black 

relationship cover all colors 

with 

RYB primary to studying and yoc£"c:.rr-h This research then to 

such as the or displayed on 

monitor screen. in 

color, were into It used 

application of knowledge. It will use in learning about art for participants. 

6. 	Sound theory 

Sound phenomenon was in many for 

of science 

the sound 

effect to emotion, body; the musical education sound 

to music many etc. 
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studied widely in order to understand overview of the theory of sound. They were 

selected some parts to use for creation of the method represented color to sound. 

In order to it is able to use with the device in the research . 

Waveform: sound quality
Wavelength: 2 curve 

Amplitude: volume of sound 
Nf UNN11NN,l W~r.Wtf.·:t' .'/I'fi.~.W1Jj,f.~~tll!I'!I. 

(1) Wavelength, amplitude and timing in sound wave. (2) Violin waveform and frequency spectrum. 

Figure 7 The waveform and frequency of the sound quality 

Source : Leon Gunther, The Physics of Music and Color, (New York: Springer Science 

+ Business Media, 2012), 48, 60. 

Sound happens from the vibration of object. If an object could be 

vibrated, it will happen to sound. When the object was vibrated, it will make to 

the compression and expansion of sound wave. It was sent to the ear through 

the atmosphere. Then the sound was heard that was the effect from the sound 

wave was sent from the vibration of object to the ear there. The sounds were 

heard, they would be the high-pitched and low-pitched, loud sound and sotto 

voce. Or how there were the sound qualit ies in the different characterist ics? 

They depended the source of sound and the amount of round per second of 

the vibration to making the sound. (Nutcha Sokatiyanuruk, 2002: 1) 

The specifically characteristics of sound are including, frequency, 

wavelength, amplitude and rapidity according to timing. Each sound has the 

difference, such as the high-pitched and low-pitched, loud sound and sotto voce, 

sound quality or waveform. However, it is depended the sound source and t he 

amount of round per second of the vibration . 

Pitch is t he high or low levels of sound. The things took the sound to be 

high-low that depend the rapidity of object vibration. If the object was rapid vibrated, 

the sound wil l be higher than an object was slow vibrated. There is the measured 

frequency of t he vibration per second, for example, 60 rounds per second, 2,000 

rounds per second, etc. The amount of round per second is called that " Hertz" (Hz). 

In addition the object had t he frequency of vibration much more, it would be the 
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higher pitch. If the frequency was much more twofold , it would be have the pitch 

was higher be equal as one octave. (Nutcha Sokatiyanuruk, 2002: 11) 

Wavelength is simply the distance betvveen successive crests. Sound 

waves are generally described by their frequency, which is the number of waves 

per second. Since the speed of sound is constant within any given medium, 

frequency is inversely proportional to wavelength. (Gleitman, 1992: 120) 

It has the analogy of the top wave in the sea. If it has a very long 

wavelength, the frequency of sound or loudness will be lower. 

Amplitude refers to the height of a wave crest: the greater the 

intensity of the vibration, the higher this crest will be ... or ... Loudness is that a 

sound will appear to be louder as its amplitude increases and will appear 

more high-pitched as its frequency goes up. (Gleitman, 1992: 120) 

The sound quality is the characteristic of sound different from the kinds of 

source . It will depend to the amount of harmonic sound from the musical instruments. 

The density of sound is in each harmonic The kinds of musical instrument play in the 

same note and the equal frequency but the sound quality is different. 

Frequency 
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Figure 8 The relationship of color and sound are in frequency range 

Source: Adapted from Wavelength frequency convert, accessed January 14, 2012, 

available from http:// vvwvv.sengpielaudio.com/ calculator-wavelength.htm 

The sound is generality as the frequency. It has the unit into Hz (Hertz). 

"The ears of human can perceive to range into 20 - 20,000 Hz." (Rucharee Nopppaket, 

1997: 30) It called that "Audible range ". If the frequency is in the range of that lower 

and higher, t he human will not hear. When it was compared with color, the color and 

sound had the relationship of physical. Both had the characteristic of frequency but 

they were in each range . The organs of human perceived different. The range of color 
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frequency was able to stimulus the eye to occur the perception as vision. The range of 

sound frequency was able to stimulus the ear as hearing. If it took the frequency range 

of vision and hearing to arrange with the other frequency range. 

The high-pitches and low-pitches are in various levels, the theory of universal 

music defined the high-pitches and low-pitches that were the system of musical note. It 

means the notation or symbols used to represent the pitch and inteNal of sound in the 

music. Each sound of musical note had the name to different in each language. 

Table 2 Comparison of musical note naming to difference 

Style I II III IV V VI VII 
English Natural C D E F G A B 
English Sharp c# D# F# G# A# 
English Fla t Db Eb Gb Ab Bb 
Approx. Frequency (Hz) 262 277 294 311 330 349 370 392 415 440 466 494 
MIDI note no. 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 
Latin America and other Do Re Mi Fa Sol La Si 
Thai popular i1I 'j 11 yj 'If 11 'II 

Source: Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia, Note, accessed January 14,2012, available 

from http://th . wi ki pedia .org/wikilNote 

Table 3 Sound frequencies are Hz (Hertz) units in the octaves 

Remark: * The pink highlights are the standard 4th octave. 

** The red highlights are the frequencies out of the audibLe range. 

Source: Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia, Scientific pitch notation, accessed January 

14,2012, ava ilable from http://en.wikipedia.org/wikilScientific_pitch_notation 
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It showed the vaLues of musicaL note frequency were in each note. Besides 

the sound of musicaL notes were into 12 haft tones, and also it was increase or decrease 

the sound pitches of musicaL note in the other steps, it caLLed that "Octave" or "Perfect 

eighth". It is the intervaL to compared from the one note to the another one note in the 

different pitch. That note has the haLf or doubLe frequency of the oLd note. 

The sound frequencies of octave are increased to doubLe and decreased 

to haLf approximateLy from the 4th octave. The zero of octave and the 10th octave 

are in the LeveL of frequency by means of human are not abLe to hear or it are not in 

the audibLe range into 20 - 20,000 Hz. 

7. Case studies and research related 

7.1 Relationship between color and sound of the personages: There 

were the persons to mention the reLationship between coLor and sound, such as 

MaitLand Graves (1951) said that "CoLor, like sound, is a Vibratory phenomenon. Each 

coLor is like a musicaL note. The seven coLors of the spectrum as the seven notes of 

a scaLe, red being C, orange D, yellow E, green F, and so on." (Graves, 1951: 319-320) 

The researcher searched for the data increasing referred to the evidence 

appeared and the personages who mentioned the reLationship between coLor and 

sound as foLLow: 

"Aristotle, in his "De Sensu", had commented upon the anaLogy between 

sound harmony and coLor hamony." (Graves, 1951: 410). Sir Isaac Newton mentioned 

to the reLationship of the coLor ranges and the sound qualities. He took them to 

paired with the spectrum and showed to be the circle. 

With the Center 0 and Radius 0 0 describe a Circle A 0 F, and distinguish 

its circumference into seven parts 0 E, E F, F G, G A, A B, B C, C 0, proportional to 

the seven musical Tones or Intervals of the eight Sounds, .., Let the first part 0 E 

reprefent a red Colour, the second E F orange, the third F G yellow, the fourth C A 

green, the fifth A B blue, the sixth B C indigo, and the seventh C 0 violet. ... So that 

from 0 to E be all degrees of red, at E the mean Colour between red and orange, 

from E to F all degrees of orange, at F the mean between orange and yellow, from 

Fto G all degrees of yellow, and so on. (Newton, 1721: 134-135) 

It was the matching between the spectrum and music by the diatonic 

scaLe, aS,the image beLow: 
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strum of it was to a it called 

"The Harpsichord". 
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Figure 10 Design of the Ocular Harpsichord by Kruger (1743) and Guyot (1769-1770) 

Source: Maarten Franssen, "The ocular harpsichord of Louis-bertrand Castel", In Tractrix 3, 

1991, 34, 36, accessed January 14, 2012, available from http://'v\I\AMI.gewina.nVjournals/ 

tractrixlfranssen91.pdf 

After that, Alexander Wallace Rimington invented the musical instrument 

of Color Organ was established in 1895. He explained the relationship between color 

and sound of music was the analogy, for example: 

Colour and musical sounds are both produced by vibrations acting 

upon the neNe terminations of the eye and ear respectively, both are limited 

to a certain range of visible and audible vibrations, and there are certain 

numerical relationships in these which mayor may not be of psychological 

significance, both are largely dependent for their common, mental, or 

psychological effect upon relative degrees of harmony and discord, 

combinations and sequences of notes or tints in both are capable of affecting 

us emotionally and giving us pleasure and pain. (Rimington, 1912: 34-35) 

Table 5 	 Definition of colors and the keyboard of piano in the musical instrument of 

Color organ that proposed by Rimington 

Musical 
note 

Approx. 
color 

Vibration/ 
sec. 

Musical 
note 

Approx. 
color 

Vibration/ 
sec. 

383 
405 
426 
447 
469 
490 
512 

.III~· .. 

~' .. .. 
~, i "T. - . 
.,r l ~_ , 

, -

C (middle) Deep red 256 F# Green 
C# Crimson 277 G Bluish ~reen 

D Orange-crim son 298 G# Blue reen 
D# Orange 319 A I ndi~o 

E Ye llow 341 A# Deep blue 
F Yettow-~reen 362 B Violet 

(., 

Source: Alexander Wallace RiminlSton, Colour-music: The art of mobile colour, 

(London: Hutchinson, 1912),32-33,45,177. 
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Table 6 Definition of colors were from the rainbow that proposed by Bishop for the 

musical instrument of Color Organ 

Source: Bainbridge Bishop, A souvenir of the color organ, with some suggestions in regard 

to the souL of the rainbow and the harmony of light, (n.p.: The de vine press, 1893), 1,5. 

During that same year, Bainbridge Bishop built also the musical instrument 

Color Organ, and he explained the relationship between the colors of the rainbow 

and the sound of musical notes. 

In 1911, Alexander Nikolayevich Scriabin explained the comparison and 

relationship between the colors of the sound musical notes using the circle of fifth . 

Wassily Kandinsky mentioned the relationship between colors and sounds in the 

book "On the Spiritual in Art", 1912. 

Table 7 Comparison between the colors and sounds by Kandinsky 

Color name Description 
"This color, which is strongly inclined to lighter tones can be given a power and intensity that is 

Yellow intolerable to the eye and feelings. Intensified in this way, it sounds like an ever louder trumpet 
blast or a fanfare elevated to a high pitch." 

Orange 
"This color sounds like a church bell of medium pitch ringing the angelus, or like a rich contralto 
voice, or a viola playing la rgo." 

Red 
"Musically it recalls the sonority of fanfares with contributions from the tuba-a persistent, intrusive, 
powerful tone ...vermilion sounds like the tuba and parallels can be drawn with powerful drumbeats." 
"Cold red, if it is light ...sounds like youthful, unalloyed joy, li ke a fresh, young picture of a girl, 

Purple 
pure and unsullied. This image can be easily given musical expression by the high, clear, singing 
tones of the violin. Pure, joyous often successive tones of li ttle bells (includ ing horse bells) are 
called "raspberry-colored sounds' in Russian." 

Violet 
"It resembles in sound the cor anglais or shawm, and 
woodwind instruments (for example, bassoon)." 

in its depths the deep tones of the 

Blue 
"In musical terms light blue is like a flute, dark blue the cello, and going deeper, the wonderful sonority 
of the contrabass; in its deep solemn form, the sound of blue is comparable to the bass organ." 

Green "I would characterize ~reen best by comparing it to the quiet, drawn-out, meditative tones of the violin." 

Source: Gerstner, 1986, 174, quote in Fred Collopy, Colortones & Overtones, accessed 

January 14,2012, available from http://rhythmiclight.com/archives/ideas/colortones& 

overtones.html 
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The technology advanced beyond. There were creation and invent 

devices including, color monitor, color projector, etc. There was art performance 

utilizing media of color and sound by the artists. Therefore, they proposed the 

relationship of colors and sounds were different proposals. Each person focused to 

the concept and expression of the artworks mostly. There was the researcher 

complied the information to show the timeline of the persona~es who purposed and 

referred to the relationship of color and sound in the figure as follows: 

C C::r 0 C'l!I' ( F ~ c; Gt'I A A. I: 8 

'N-lIf Newton I 704 

: ..~,&r-"I"IQ~1U1!1 1] 34 

G.ooi1C'F'1'rld IBlb 

OO , ItI .. V·... 18+4 

M _ _1-',. tlw.J~l 1867 

I 

B'lnbtJ<ltt~:> 1891 

AJ. ll~ Slf.~ I'H I 

Adru n ~rTU·d KIWI 19)0 

• 	 il:U ~1 A=OIII I HQ 

II(J.rmQl'll 19+4 

Fi~ure 11 Mention of relation between color and sound by the persona~es 

Source: Fred Collopy, "Playin~ (with) color", Glimpse: The art + science of seeing, 

volume 2 issue 3, 2009, 64, accessed January 14, 2012, available from 

http://rhythmicli~ht.com/a rticles/Playi n g(WithKolor.pdf 

The fi~ure is above showed that the mention of the relationship between 

color and sound used to match the color values and sound pitches of musical note. 

Each persona~e represented the codin~ of color and sound did not related or not 

identically. Some persona~e did not mention to cover in the li~htness and darkness 

of color and also did not mention the white, ~rey and black. 

It is summarized that the studyin~ of the timeline of persona~e who 

mentioned to the relationship between color and sound. It found that: 

7.1.1 Everybody used the representation of the color value by the 

sound pitches of musical note which were each one half-tone in the chromatic scale 

and it was into the range of 12 colors. 

7.1.2 Each persona~e defined the different coLor values. 

7.1.3 The creation of the relationship between color and sound had 

the difference in each persona~e. It was depended to the objective of usin~, such as 

the musical performance, the art exhibition, the multi-media, etc. 
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7.2 The phenomenon of the synesthesia: 

It is the abnormal phenomenon or may be called that the special 

ability is the synesthesia.... The synesthesia or synaesthesia obtained from 

Greek that "Syn" was meaning the associated, and "Aisthesis" was meaning 

the perception when put together was meaning the senses are since the 2 

parts to perceive together. The person had this experience called that 

"Synesthete" or the sense of perception interlaced. 

The synesthesia often found that was the seeing colored letters and 

numbers and colored hearing. These sensory or perception wo ul.d be with that 

person forever. As mentioned that if a man saw "A" alphabet as pink color, he 

would see "A" alphabet as pink in lifetime. But each other man might 

perceive different, for example, he might see "A" alphabet as blue or other 

color, he would see also the blue forever. (Buncha Thanaboonsombut, 2007) 

5 
5 + 2 = ? o 6 + 3 = ? 

Figure 12 Vision the numeraLs or the aLphabets to become the coLors and the others 

of the synesthesia 

Source: Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia, Synesthesia, accessed January 14, 2012, 

avaiLabLe from http://en.wikipedia.or'S/wikiiSynesthesia 

Many persona'Ses were mentioned that they were the synesthesia. The 

researcher 'Sives the example, Scriabin and Kandinsky, the both explained to the 

phenomenon of hearing and seein'S color different. It was the personal experience. 

The synesthesia phenomenon has the tendency coherent with this 

research. It is the interLaced perception between the color vision and sound hearin'S. 

They will interlace to become the color hearin'S. From the studies of the information 

and review sufficient concluded that the synesthesia phenomenon has the 

complexity and the personaL or individual experience. Some persons claimed that 

they were the synesthesia. Those persons expLained or 'Save some information of the 

perception were not coherence or discrepancy. It is the perception of personality is 

not able to refer in the software development of the research. 
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7.3 CU software converts color image to sound for read weather map: 

This case study of research obtained the concept from the blindness student of Cornell 

University. His name is Victor Kai-Chu Wong. He was the Chinese in Hong Kong. He was 

lost the vision from the accident on the road since age of 7 years. He studied about the 

image of color weather map. The map showed the color in the X-axis and Y-axis. It 

displayed the density of weather by the color different. He tried to read the color image 

map by himself, then he had the conceptual using the computer by the software 

development to convert the color image to sound. He had been obtained the associated 

form Ankur Moitra and James A. Ferwerda who are from the division of computer graphic, 

the department of the electrical engineering at Cornell University, in 2004. 

The software could convert the image to sound. Using the technique 

separated the range of colors since blue to red into 88 levels. It began the blue as low 

pitch to the red as high pitch utilizing the sound pitches of piano. Wong used the 

devices including, computer, a tablet with a stylus or pen mouse pointer and speaker 

or headphone. When he used the stylus to drag on the tablet pad, it would display the 

sound pitches of the piano follow to the pixel wh ile the stylus pointed. The software 

also helped to read the image to speech for the indication of X and Y position. 

blue cyan green yel low red 

I'I"I,~ " HI 'HI"I """ I 'ni "I~" I,! J"I,~ I!nil 88 

Figure 13 Using the software to convert image of color weather map into sound by 

Victor Kai-Chu Wong and compared color with piano 

Source: Thomas Oberst, "Blind graduate student' reads' maps using CU software that 

converts color into sound", Cornell Chronicle (January 27,2005), 5, accessed September 

5,2009, available from http://www.news.comell.eduichronicle!05/ 1.27.05/Chronicle.pdf 

This concept of the case study was related to the concept of the device and 

software development of the research. However, it just defined only the range of hue. It 

did not cover the other colors, such as light color, dark color, pale color, and grey scale 

which were the necessary for the color perception and painting in term of art. 
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7.4 The vOICe software for the totally blind: It was developed by Dr. 

Peter Meijer for the totally blind. The blind could use for an imase perception by hearins 

which the imase would appear in the srey scale imase. The technical concept was the 

usinS software with the live camera. The software would display the imase from the 

camera and then it captured the imase and scanned from the left to riSht. It displayed the 

sound to hear durins it was scannins. The user was able to perceive the imase includins, 

the object position, the distance, etc. There were the basic principles as follows: 

7.4.1 Left and Right; Video is sounded in a left to riSht scannins order, 

by default at a rate of one imase snapshot per second. You will hear the stereo sound 

pan from left to riSht correspondinsly. Hearins some sound on your left or riSht thus 

means havins a correspondins visual pattern on your left or riSht, respectively. 

7.4.2 Up and Down; Durins every scan, pitch means elevation: the 

hisher the pitch, the hisher the position of the visual pattern. Consequently, if the 

pitch soes up or down, you have a risins or fallins visual pattern, respectively. 

7.4.3 Dark and Light; Loudness means brishtness: the louder the 

brishter. Consequently, silence means black, and a loud sound means white, and 

anythins in between is a shade of srey" 

Left Stereo Right Stereo 

Loudness Higher-pitch 

Softness 

Fisure 14 The slass and earphone device are installed The vOICe software 

Source: Peter B.L. Meijer, Seeing with sound - The vOICe, accessed October 6, 2009, 

available from http://www.seeingwithsound.com 

The sound displayed from the left to riSht and returned to capture the 

new imase and then scanned asain. The users who are the totally blind must trained 

the hearins to use it. The vOICe software cou ld be installed on the computer and 

connected to the live camera in real-time and also it could open any imase Ales to 

scan. There was the development to be the slass and earphone device for the users 

could use it in the outdoor. 
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The principle of the software found that it had the aim to help the blind to 

be able to perceive the object positions and distances utilizing the darkness and 

brightness of image represent with the sound pitches and volume. It used the grey scale 

images by means of defined the brightness as high-pitches and darkness as low-pitches. 

7.5 The Eye-borg device for the color blind: It began by Neil Harbisson 

who are the artists, musician and actor. He was the Northern Ireland. He was the 

color blindness since birth, he could see the grey scale only. When he learned the 

literature on music composed at the Dartington College of Art in England, 2003. 

During he was learning the cybernetics subject by Adam Montandon. In the end of 

class, Harbisson explained his requirement and concept to Adam. That was the 

beginning of the Eye-borg project. 

Table 8 	Pairing between the colors and sounds of Eye-borg device by Harbisson used in 

2003 and 2005 

Harbisson's Sonochromatic 
Music Scale (2003) 

Harbisson's Pure Sonochromatic Scale 
(2005) 

Color name Color 

Source: Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia, Neil Harbisson, accessed January 14, 2012, 

available from http://en.wikipedia.org/wikiiNeil_Harbisson 

Eye-borg is the device to put on the head and it has the cable line to 

connect with the camera and stick out in front of the one eye level. It had the 

principle of working that was the camera would capture a color on the picture while 

the user was seeing in the position, such as on a paper, palette, a color bottle, a color 

tube, etc. The computer was carried on the back connected to the camera. It would 
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process utilizing the 360 degrees of color wheel and changed a color signal to a sound 

that defined. The sounds were different for memory and using. It made Harbisson 

knew that the color was seeing or hearing by sound with the device, what is color? He 

used the skill of art to draw and paint by the grey scale that he saw in the real. 

In 2003, Harbisson matched between the sound and the musical notes. He 

defined the colors to direct with the standard of notes and separated the flat or haft 

note to the haft it one more, it called "Microtonal". It was arranged the sound values in 

the logarithmic until 360 degrees completely of color circle. The next in 2005, he 

changed the method of pairing between the sounds and colors utilizing the frequencies 

of sound. They arranged to follow the numeric values of color frequency. 

Harbisson's method of color pairing was utilizing with the Eye-borg. It was 

used with the users who are the color blindness. They just saw only the grey scale or 

monochrome or white to black. They could see the vaLues of lightness. The Eye-borg 

helped to identify the color by sound. Therefore, Harbisson's technique then had 

onLy the hue. It was not cover the light, dark, pale colors and white, grey and black. 

The methods of color pairing with sound which were for the Eye-borg were changed 

different noticeably from 2003 to 2005. However, the blind aLso were able to use the 

Eye-borg to painting as well. 

7.6 Drawing and the blind: This textbook is "Drawing and the blind: 

Pictures to touch" of Professor John M. Kennedy who is University Professor 

(distinguished rank) Department of Psychology, University of Toronto. It was since 1993 

which were the contents about the drawing of the blind. It was the study including, 

the space perception, the explanation with drawing, direction, communication, outline 

of picture, perspective and the metaphor of the blind. It focused to the totally blind 

mostLy and aLso the other. The method of research used the raised-line and imprints 

pictures. It was the studying about the perception of lines and shapes. The drawing 

method used the stylus to press or push down and draw on the flat plastic sheet. It 

was the making of raised-line image. Then the drawing pictures were analyzed that, 

how the characteristic were? how the lines used? how they understood outline and 

shapes?, it might be compared with the other blindness children. 

The studying of Kennedy found that the blind had the perception about 

the 3D forms translate to 20 shapes as outline. They could make nearby the Sighted 
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people. They could describe with their own drawing by the kinds of line like the 

sighted people. (Kennedy, 1993: 5) 

The drawings of outline were made with the stylus by the blind. The 

studying was from drawing by giving them to touch the objects before, such as a hand, 

glass, table, etc. and so how the blind could draw to be? There was the memo of the 

expLanation before, during drawing and step of drawing. It shows to see the perception 

of shapes and from of the blind from drawing. It was the perception of picture in term of 

the psychology with lines and shapes. The pictures were drawn with linear by dragging 

line to continuously or the point of intersection or connection to make the shapes. 

Those could take to perceive to be the pictures and could interpret by overview. 

(2) Drawing hand pictures and (5) Drawing men are walking and kick (6) Drawing the wheel is whirling, 
overlap finger images, glass and table dust using dots instead the blow of use dot show the center and 

pictures of the congenital blind. dust and small circles to show spring line show the whirL 
(Kennedy, 1993: 98,100(110) movement. (Kennedy, 1993: 224, 226) (Kennedy, 1993: 229, 231-232) 

Figure 15 The drawing Lines of the blind are from the study of Kennedy 

Source: John M. Kennedy, Drawing and the blind: picture to touch, (London: Yale 

University Press, 1993), 98-110, 224, 226, 229, 231, 232. 

Kennedy studied to the metaphor and the description of the blind. The 

pictures were including, drawing the manner and movements of human, drawing the 

shape of human had the parts of body, such as drawing many dots near the feet to 

show about kicking duct, etc. (Kennedy, 1993: 222-227) 

Kennedy studied the perception and expression with linear drawing of the 

congenital blind but it had not about coLor to involve in. The studying showed the 

perception and understanding. The research used the data collection to analyze and 

obtained the knowledge from the experiment with the volunteers. 

7.7 IC2D software: It was the research of Hesham Mohamed Kamel was 

the Doctor of Philosophy in the Engineering-Electrical Engineering and Computer 

Sciences 'at University of California, Berkeley, spring 2003. The title was "The Integrated 
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Communication 2 Draw," (IC2D), It was the software development for the 20 drawing 

for the blind, There was the procedure of design software utilizing the takeoff of 

telephone keypad which was separated to the table of 3 x 3 into 9 channels , The 

users who are the blind had the familiarity, The method of drawing picture was the 

schematic drafting by the coordinate system. It used the keys or buttons of keyboard 

to input the commands, for example, the numeric keys of 1-9 used for working in the 

channels, the "J", "L", "I", "," used for controlling of direction as left, right, up, down 

respectively, etc. It also had the function of the speech synthesizer feedback, 

The interface design would arrange the menu and command tools to the 

classification in each window and used the keys on the keyboard to select those 

windows, for example, Key "C" opens the color palette, etc. The next, in each 

window would separate into 3 x 3 to be 9 channels which used the numeric keys to 

select the tools in these channels, 

-, ,~~------~ ~~-------- -~;g~--~------~ ~~--------
I 2 3 

5 . 6- 4 
7-1-1 :1 8 9 

~ , 

(1) Shape palette, (2) Color palette, (3) File palette, (4) Animation palette, (5) IC2D's 3x3 grid, 

Figure 16 Windows menu and tools of the command of IC2D software 


Source: Hesham M, Kamel, "The Integrated Communication 2 Draw (IC2D)", Ph,D. 


dissertation, Engineering-Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences, Graduate 


Division, University of California, Berkeley, 2003, 74-75. 


• 
[4

~r 
(1) 3x3 gri d, 9 cells, (2) 3x3 grid in cell 2 of cell 4, (3) 3x3 grid in cell 9, (4) select circle shape, (5) draw circle shape. 

,:: -=--=::J CD • ---l ¥ - =l ~- ~ --=---,.- -'-

=--___EB_I ___-:: _"_- ' j'-=__=__~-=---=-.~_-' L=~___-' ='--'---=------'~ 
•• 

(6) select position to (7) select "Animate (8) circle is animated, (9) Complex drawing, (10) Complex drawing, 
animate, Now" , 

Figure 17 Drawing steps and creation to motion picture in IC2D software 
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The drawing method of the coordinate system began to the table of 3 x 3 

to be 9 channels. When the users selected to work in any channel, they could be 

subdivided that channel into 3 x 3 and made the channeL in the table into 2 steps. 

Therefore, it could be subdivided totaL into 729 channels. When they pressed the 

numeric keys to seLect a channel for working, the pOinter of addend picture would 

appear on the center of the channel, and then the program would display the 

speech synthesizer feedback, for exampLe, "Position one", "Position nine", etc. The 

next, if pressed "K" key, it wouLd access to work that channel. If pressed "U" key, it 

wouLd increase the resolution of channel. If pressed "S" key, it would go to the 

window menu to select the shapes. Besides, they couLd draw in the position of 

channel or the coordinate was seLected onLy. 

However, the IC20 was able to draw some compLex pictures. The users 

must make the understanding and practice. The steps of the separation from the 

main block to the 9 minor channels and drawing the circle in the 5th block of the 

9th main channels of IC20 software. 

The IC20 software could help the users who are the blind drew the 

geometry shapes up to the complex shapes. They could select the colors to draw. 

Nevertheless, the drawing of the IC20 software was the base on the coordinate 

system in the characteristic of schematic drafting. The users must have the 

understanding and pLan their drawing and remember the position of coordinate. 

Then they used the keys or buttons on the keyboard to control the drawing. They 

had to remember the command keys which so much. If the users wanted to draw 

the free-from shape, they had to plan thoroughly and seriously. It was not flexible to 

draw the free-from shapes or drawing of the picture. 

7.8 Touch screen for blind person: It was developed the project by 

Krisada Lohaaumnuay, Krisada Worratammasorn and Prasobchok Kaowongwan, who 

are the students at Department of Computer Engineering at King Mongkut's Institute 

of Technology Ladkrabang in ThaiLand, 2009. It had the concept to use the display 

by dots the same as Brielle codes. The devices were including, the touch-screen set 

displays with the 1,000 rivets were arranged the high-low levels to make the touching 

surface in the area of square into 40 x 40 units, electronic paneL controLled the 

levels of rivet and software controLs. 
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The software of touch-screen for the blind person had the principles of 

working utilizing the digital images to convert or translate colors to grey scales. The 

firstly, it would receive the color values of the image to input. 

It was separated into 3 colors including, red, green, and blue (RGB). It 

used the red into 30%, the green into 59%, and the blue into 11%, and all 3 

colors multiplied with ratio. Then taking all combined to obtain 100%. It matched 

with 255 colors and brought the color values returned to all 3 colors. It would 

show in the grey scale. (Krisada Lohaaumnuay and others, 2009: 22) 

q 

~ 
y 

(1) Screen display of 1,600 rivets, (2) Rivet screen display from picture. (3) Software for device controller. 
mainboard, and controller. 

Figure 18 The touch-screen set displays with the rivet, electronic control panel and 

software controls in the project of KMITL students 

Source: Krisada Lohaaumnuay and others, "Touch screen for blind person", A 

Dissertation in Bachelor of Engineering, Department of Computer Engineering, Faculty 

of Engineering, King Mongkut's Institute of Technology Ladkrabang, 2009, 34-37, 43, 63. 

The conversion of color to grey scale image was used in the display with 

the device had into 2 kinds including, the display into 8 levels of grey scale image, 

and the display of black and white image. Besides, it was sent the command for 

controlling the device to making the rivets levels or pushed up the rivets. The rivets 

would perform the shape for the blind were able to touch. The software also could 

display the rivets were on the screen to be the Brielle codes besides. 

Nevertheless, it did not display the levels of colorful and also the result 

of the study did not test with the blind. 
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8. Summary 

The studying of the Literature reviews and related studies are in the 

research. It showed to see about the information were related. The researcher 

studied for the base of the explanation to the phenomenon and the reference to 

create the device and developed software. The technique is to display colors by 

sounds. The making of the practical course is using the device. The creation of the 

lesson plan are Learning and teaching about the art lesson for the blindness 

students. The assignments of test method or topiC are for drawing and painting to 

the blindness students created the paintings which can be shown in the exhibition. 

The literature reviews and reLated studies are abLe to summarize as follows: 

8.1 Perception is the process happened from the stimuLations, for 

instance, the sound pitches of musicaL note were happened from the coLors on the 

pictures through the organ of hearing, and the movement of fingertip was in the 

positions on the touch-screen. It became the motor ImpuLse up to the brain to 

sense, besides the brain interpreted including learning, experience, motivation and 

emotion. They were the factors put together the interpretation. WhoLe was the 

process of perception compLeteLy. Then the pictures might affect the Learning. 

impression and satisfaction. It will be experiment and studying to the next. 

8.2 If the blind created the works including, using the inteLligent, the 

thought, consider, digestion, plan, the expression with the imagination or emotion 

and feeling was attention or intention utilizing many media by their skill, it was heLd 

to be the artworks and the blind were the artists. The expressions are including, the 

drawing and painting which is the relationship and might happen at the same time. It 

is the schematic writing or coat the color to be the many shapes different. There are 

the expression of emotion, feeling, Imagination and creativity. It is the 

communication of the idea, aesthetic and experience utilizing the techniques, tooLs 

and devices properly. They can also use the fingertip to draw and paint as weLl. 

8.3 The creation of practical course will use the device which referred to 

the principLe of familiarity to the orientation and mobility (O&M). The orientation is 

the size and shape of the touch-screen and mobility is the fingertip movement on 

the touch-screen in the poSitions. When the users understood the basic concept, 

then they will be practice and Learning to the device in the next steps. 
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8.4 The creation of relationship between color and sound was occurred 

the perception of hearing represent to the vision. There were the criterions or 

conditions which the researcher did not select to the other factors, such as: 

8.4.1 The olfaction and palate had the complexity much more. They 

were difficult classified or arranged. 

8.4.2 The haptic of touching the surface or textures might define the 

codes represent to colors, for example, making the bas-relief was using the coding of 

the small squares arranged to be the surface to represent red color, the small 

triangle to represent orange color, etc. But they had the many colors or complex, 

such as, red-orange, red-light orange, red-dark orange, etc. If the changing of color 

steps was from red to orange, how they were stepped or arranged from the squares 

to the triangle? It is seen that the representation with this method did not delicate 

enough. The making of the bas-relief picture was in each piece to make slowly or 

they must be produced much more, and also they were shared or sent rarely hard. 

8.4.3 The touching used by the temperatures might be defined the 

levels or values of the temperature, for example, the red takes to feel hot, the blue 

takes to feel cool, etc. But the human have the perception of the temperature limited, 

for instance, each part of organ can perceive the values of the temperature unequal, 

the body has the thermal adaptation which make the threshold incorrectly, and the 

perception of the temperature has the range limited about 18-50 O( onLy which if it is 

Lower or higher more, the human body wiLL begin to feel painful. (Rucharee 

Nopppaket, 1997: 80) Therefore, the representation of temperature values is limitation. 

8.5 The procedure of computer will use the display by RGB system coLor 

as the 3D cube modeL to convert vaLues or form into HLS system coLor as the 3D 

double hex-cone model. The HLS color model can be separated the range of coLor 

follow to degrees and layers or steps. The next, the HLS color model wiLL be 

separated and matching with the sound pitches of musical note in the chromatic 

scale into 12 notes which is an octave or the perfect eighth. Then it used the MIDI 

which is the synthesizer or digitaL musical instrument to display sound pitches. 

8.6 The color wheel was referred in the matching between coLor and 

sound in this research. It will use the RYB color wheel because it is the coLor system 

which was referred to learning of the basic art subject and the art theory. It wiLL aLso 

use in the Learning and teaching the coLor theory for the participants. 
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8.7 The study of the case studies found that there was the mention of the 

relationship between color and sound by the personages since the past to the present. 

But if it was took the comparison of them and arranged, it was not the same or difference 

in each persona'Se or the same in some colors only. It is depended the explanation of 

reason, phenomenon and also the objective of usin'S different. The mostly will not cover 

the colors includin'S, lightness and darkness color and white, grey and black. 

The researcher studied to the literature review to collected the 

knowled'Se for brin'S into desi'Sn and development of the device and software. 

Creating the usin'S method to perceive the colors and express with drawin'S and 

painting in field of art for the users who are the con'Senital blind. It presented the 

methodolo'SY of research, desi'Sn technique and development of device and 

software, creation of the practical course, art lesson, aSSigned the test methods or 

the topics to painting, and preparing and making tools of the research. The data 

collection fieldwork and experiment take with the participants. For the data were 

analyzed to the results and conclusion to the next. 
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Chapter 3 

Design technique and development of device and software 

This chapter wiLL be the answer the hypothesis of the number issue 3.1 in 

Chapter 1. From the literature reviews and reLated studies, the researcher has 

anaLyzed and synthesized into the design and deveLopment of computer programs. It 

is converting the coLor codes or the coLor vaLues to the codes of sound pitches of 

the musicaL notes. Which it referred the theory of coLor and sound, and reLated 

matters. Making the software was used with the device in this research, and to be 

used in the collection data, which are expLained as foLLows: 

1. SeLected tools for design and deveLop software. 

2. AnaLysis of the processing of the application. 

3. Comparative technique of color and sound pitch of musicaL notes. 

4. DeveLopment of software and user interface. 

1. Selected tools for design and develop software 

The researcher seLected the touch-screen as the device to join and 

interactive between the users and software. It was used to touch or tap for point to 

position or drag to move the fingertip that was the drawing and painting and sound 

to appear at the same time. There are many types of touch-screen but often used 

and manufactured to widespread in the present. The productions have into 2 types, 

for instance, the resistive touch-screen uses to press down on the screen to provide 

a separate to connect circuits and check the position, it can be used for just about 

anything in the press or touch the screen, and the capacitive touch-screen uses to 

caLcuLate the intensity of the eLectromagnetic emitted to find the position of the 

touch of a fingertip, it is not abLe to use the another objects to touch or those 

objects must be a special design for capacitive touch-screen only. There were the 

programs and commands of the computer system processing to convert the color 

vaLues to the sound pitches of musicaL note that defined. 

45 
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The computer device was selected both a personal computer (Desktop) 

and notebook (Laptop) which were supported the touch-screen and were able to 

input data by touch or point on the screen together with display pictures, and there 

were a keyboard to input data and commands. The size of touch-screen monitors for 

this research, such as 15.6,21.5 and 42 inch. 

To considered the qualifications and the abilities to develop the software 

by the method to data display and processing. Which the selected the device for 

design and development that there were the details considered. 

This research was developed with Microsoft Visual Basic Version 6.0 that 

was able to install and run on Microsoft Windows 7 as the operatin~ system that was 

support the touch-screen technolo~y. These applications permitted to use for the 

study and research from Silpakorn University, the formal memo at f"l5 0520.207/1499 

on 26 September, 2012., that "To be able to develop computer applications that is 

Microsoft Visual Basic Version 6.0 for reference of the research but not the 

commercial.". These applications used only for the study and research. 

Figure 19 The devices are the touch-screen size as 15.6,21.5 and 42 inch 

2. AnaLysis of the processing of the application 

Analysis of procedure the application processin~ which explained the 

conceptual pro~ram development and showed method of calculation in the section 

of the main function of the pro~ram was a step. Introduction to the computer and 

technical information used in this research was separated into 2 sections as: 

2.1 The standard sound data are in the computer system with a standard 

called" MIDI" (Musical instrument digital interface), which is the standard integration 

of the musical instrument digital interface, and is the voice synthesizer on the 

computer. It is meant as musical notes and the control of sound qualities. 
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2.2 The input and output of the application was developed into 2 

sections, such as the sound from the pictures' colors, and the input data of the 

drawing and painting, as the raster of pictures are the types of JPG and BMP files are 

used to perceive, and the output data as the artworks are saved as BMP file. 

3. Comparative technique of color and sound pitch of musical notes 

Color and sound have the relationship. 

Color, like sound, is a vibratory phenomenon. Each color is like a 

musical note. Red, at one end of the spectrum, has the lowest frequency and 

the Longest wave length. It is anaLogous to a deep sound of Low pitch. The 

frequency increases in passing through the spectrum. Violet, at the other end, 

has the highest frequency and the shortest wave length. Violet corresponds to 

a shrill note of high pitch. (Graves, 1951: 319) 

In the Chapter 2, the section of the case studies and related studies showed 

that the personages mentioned the relationship between colors and sound different. 

They compared the colors and sound pitches of musical note to arrange colors as 

different. They might refer to arranged to follow the spectrum of 7 colors with the sound 

pitches of musical note in the diatonic scale by Newton (Newton, 1721: 134-136) or 

distribution of spectrum to be 12 sections of coLor and to pair with the sound pitches of 

musical note in the chromatic scale which have into 12 sounds by Castel (Peacock, 19BB: 

400), Rimington (Rimington, 1912: 177), and also Bishop (Bishop, 1983: 5). There was the 

distribution of spectrum to be 12 sections of color to compare with the sound pitches of 

musical note by using the diagram of the circle of fifth by Scriabin, and also there was 

the comparison of color and sound with the description by Kandinsky. 

It showed all that there are differences depending on the purpose of their 

use. The matching of coLor and sound in this research was designed to work onLy 

with the device including touch-screen, keyboard and computer. There are the aims 

for the congenitaL blind can use to be the tooL for heLp them to perceive colors and 

shapes of the paintings and express to draw and paint utilizing the fingertip to touch 

and drag or move it only. This pairing of coLor and sound pitches of musical note in 

the chromatic was not the perception of sound of music or song or music 

composition but it was the codes represent between coLors and sounds. This pairing 

of color .and sound can aLso be revised as version for improvement or further for the 
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next research and used with this device. For exa mple, in the case of color and sound 

comparison on the Eye-borg device of Harbisson in the Chapter 2 was changed the 

technique of color to sound used in 2003 and 2005. It still used in accordance with 

the Eye-borg device as the first purpose. (Wikipedia, 2001: Accessed January 14,2012. 

Available from http://en.wikipedia.org/ wikilEyeborg) 

3.1 Pairing of color and sound by using emotion and feeling to the same 

may be possible. For example, create the waveforms, play music composed, etc. But 

using of relationship with the linear arrangement of sound is difficult. Therefore, the 

researcher proposed the explanation and analysis as the examples as follows: 

3.1.1 Red represents the emotional excitement and severed which it 

sees that they are not only shows the one emotion. While the sound shows the 

excitement and severed that are different as well. Therefore, they cannot match a 

color by sound emotion and also the other colors are the same. It showed in the 

table of color with the emotion and feeling and the comparison to symbolical 

(Chatcha i Auttapuk, 2011: 85) in the Appendix B. 

3.1.2 Linear arrangement from white to grey and from grey to black are as 

the emotion of purity changes to sadness value and from sadness changes to melancholy 

value respectively. How do they increase or decrease gradually these emotion and feeling? 

Sweet Pure Emotion 
Q) Q)
> >.5Y .5Y

Sadm mQJ QJC C 
~ ~ 

Excite Depress 

Figure 20 Compared color and sound with feeling and gradient emotion 

3.1.3 Increase the resolution of range with colors, such as a gradient or 

linear arrangement from red to pink is compa red with the gradient from excitement 

to gentleness which is not able to make arrange of relationship of the excitement 

changes gradually to the gentleness value, it is impossible. 

As above-mentioned, those were the reason that the researcher selected 

the comparative technique of color value with sound pitches of musical note by 

coding. If they need to increase the resolution of the color ranges, the sound can be 
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done by using the gradient of the numeric of sound frequencies. For example, red is 

"B" note has the sound frequency at 493.88 Hz and gradient to orange-red is "A#" 

note has the sound frequency at 466.16 Hz. They are able to change gradually since 

493.88 to 466.16 Hz. It related to the idea of Harbisson's Pure Sonochromatic Scale 

(2005) who used the sound frequencies matching with the colors. It was able to 

make the resolution to match the color ranges with the sound pitches. 

3.2 Pairing of color and sound in the research referred reasonably to principLe 

of selected color and sound used with the device for the aims were effective. The 

principles of pairing are between coLor and sound in this research as follows: 

3.2.1 The users who are the congenital blind would hear the sound 

from the device. The perception of sound pitches, the researcher referred to 

differential threshold that is the perception of least energies to difference. (Rucharee 

Nopppaket, 1997: 8) If they are the sound pitches, they must have paired between 

both into 2 sounds and more. Then, the ability of distinguish the sound pitches 

which there are not the comparison then selected the sound pitches of musical note 

in the theory of universal music that was accepted. It used the chromatic scale 

which are increased each a half-note, that is the perception of human can be 

distinguish the sound pitches to difference and it is an appropriated. Therefore, in 

one notes set or called one octave, there are amount 12 notes. (Nutcha 

Sokatiyanuruk, 2002: 11) 

3.2.2 It used a comparison of coLor with emotion and feeling. Generally, 

colors of warm tone make an excitement that is a tendency to higher pitches. On the 

other hand, colors of cool tone make a relaxing and cold that is a tendency to lower 

pitches. They are related to the comparison of color and sound of Kandinsky. He 

explained that the cool tone as violet was bass of blowing musical instrument and 

bLue compared to low voice of organ musical instrument, and the warm tone was as 

red like a resonance with the sound of horn and yellow as a higher resonance with the 

sound of the trumpet (Gerstner, 1986: 174, quoted in Collopy, 2009) Therefore, these 

were the guide to pairing between 12 colors and 12 sound pitches of musicaL note. 

3.2.3 The theory of universaL music is principLe, regulation and agreement 

for communication of sound and music systemicaLly and orderly. It is divided the sound 

system into 4 scaLes, such as diatonic, pentatonic, chromatic scaLe and mode system. 

(Samrej Kommong, 2009: 22-25) The chromatic scale have the sound of musicaL notes 
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amount 12 notes, such as "(", " (#", "0", " 0#", " E", "F", "F#", "G" , "G#", "A", "A#" 

and "8 " . These were arran~ed to increase each a half-note to complete an octave. 

3.2.4 The color wheel was selected as the primary color of red, yellow and 

blue (RY8). It was the color wheel u sin~ in the art education. It could be divided the range 

of colors into 12 colors which were arran~ed from the cool tone to warm tone as follow: 

Table 9 Pairing to 12 colors with 12 sound pitches of musical note 

Color name 
' c C

Q! Q! Q! 
::J Q! Q! 

co Oil 15 

~ :l;,
o C 
=' '" Q! -> 0 

:l;, 
C 

'" o 

3.2.5 It was defined the range of light color as higher octave and dark 

color as lower octave which referred to the 3D of HLS double hex-cone color model 

for explanation . They started from X-axis and Y-axis that is the circle at the position 

of hue and arrange the color to around the circle until convergence. It was referred 

to the fi~ure that showed the relationship of sound pitches in the helix to begin from 

the plane of X-axis and Y-axis that is also the circle. 

:.. .,It!_. 

(1) HLS double hex- (2) Helix musical note (3) 0 to 10th octaves. (4) 12 notes in a octave. 
cone color model. model. 

Figure 21 Matching between HLS color and sound level of 11 octaves 


Source: Shepard, 1965, quote in Diana Deutsch, The psychology of music, (London: 


Academic Press, 1982), 353. 


When Z-axis of the HLS color double hex-cone color model is used 

the value of color to arrange from grey up to white, and grey down to black, and 

then matching with X-axis of the helix musical note model which is the sound levels 
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(2) Octave 5 ~ c:::> 
(A) Lo udness 100% 

(1) Octave 4 J 
(2) Octave 3~ 

(3) Octave 2 ~ black 

(Whi te) (Black) 

•Black 

Blue 

of octave to arrange from middle sound or the 4th octave up to the 10th octave, 

and the 4th octave down to the zero octave. 

From the figure in above found that HLS color model is the layers of 

hue to arrange from light colors are faded up to white, and dark colors are depth 

down to black subsequently. The both are matched with the layers of sound to 11 

layers of octave likewise also the layers of color to 11 levels. 

However, the sounds of the 1st octave downward are the sound pitches 

as very low voice until heard hard. Even though, they are in the ranges of hearing 

somehow. The design and development of the application had been selected the sound 

pitches at the 2nd octave only. Therefore, when defined to the 4th octave as the middle 

sound, increasing the higher levels of octave must be the 6th octave for the balancing. 

Octave 4 (3) Octave 6 white .... Octave 5 Octave 3 (Hue)Lightness 
Octave 6 ( B ri~htnes s ) (Darkness) Octave 2 

(1 ) HLS color model in 3 steps (2) Light, hue. da rk Color wheel 

Figure 22 Matching between HLS color and sound level of 2-6 octaves 

3.2.6 It could be divided the groups of color into 7 groups, such as the 

groups of white, grey and black to 5 colors, 12 light colors, hue to 12 colors, 12 dark 

colors, 12 light-pale colors, 12 hue-pale colors, and 12 dark-pale colors. They showed 

the representation of color codes utilizing the sound pitches of musical note. 

The perception of differential threshold is able to perceive from the 

comparison. If they are not compared, they will be able to perceive only 

approximation, such as treble and bass sound, loud and silent sound, light and dark 

color, vivid and pale color, etc. 

Consequently, they have the groupings of color including, light colors 

as the hues are increased brightness, dark colors as the hues are decreased 

brightness, light-pale colors as the hues are increased brightness but are decreased 

vivid of colors, pale colors as the hues are decreased vivid of colors, and dark-pale 
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colors as the hues are decreased brightness and also vivid. Then it can be defined 

the sound codes to follow the positions of color in HLS double hex-cone color 

model as amount into 77 colors. They are the sounds to represent the colors no 

repeatedly. 

5th-lOO% 
4th-100% 

3rd-lOO% 
5th-50% 
4th-50% 

3rd-50% 

C Cit D Dit E F F# G Gr. A AU B (6 (5 (4 C3 (2 

Octave (1) Collection 77 full colors. D 
( (# DO .. E F FU G GU A A. B (6 (5 (4 C3 (2 

5th 

4th 

3rd 

Octave were not de-saturated colors. 

(# D# F GAB E5 B5 A3 (6 (4 (2 

12 co were selected from 77 colors 
that border with thickness line use to test in research. 

Figure 23 The palettes of colors, such as 12, 41 and 77 colors 

3.2.7 The design and development of the software in this research is the 

prototype and uses in the preliminary experiments to the participants with time limited. 

Therefore, it was reduced the number of colors to easily and quickly remember. It was 

selected into 6 colors of hue, such as purple, blue, green, yellow, orange and red. These 

colors were able to use to explain the theory of color wheel in the secondary color 

mixing. Next, it was selected to add into 3 colors which they were known, familiarized 

and needed, such as light blue (Blue-light green), pink (Light red) and brown (Dark 

orange), and also selected white, grey and black. There are total 12 colors to use in this 

research. The participants will be able to use the drawing and painting perfectly. 

3.2.8 It used the sets of color palette are separated into 3 levels as 

easily to difficult to the participants remember and know the color names are the 

level of expert to practice and use. For instance, the palette of 12 colors as the 

beginner, 41 colors as the intermediate increased the groups of light, hue, dark and 

white, grey and black colors, and 77 colors as the advance increased the groups of 

light, hue, dark, pale and white, grey and black. These are created to the palettes of 

figure in above. 
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4. Development of software and user interface 

4.1 Software development: From the matching between the colors and 

the sounds of musical note, then it used the above-mentioned principles apply to 

represent in syntax writing to develop the software, using the commands to control 

the sound of "MIDI" system. 

MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface) is an electronic musical 

instrument industry specification that enables a wide variety of digital musical 

instruments, computers and other related devices to connect and 

communicate with one another. It is a set of standard commands that allows 

electronic musical instruments, performance controllers, computers and 

related devices to communicate. (Wikipedia, 2001: Accessed january 14, 2012. 

Available from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MIDI). 

Table 10 Comparison between MIDI notes and Latin notes 

Octave 
Musical note 

9 120 121 
• 

122 123 
E 

124 
F 

125 
F# 
126 

G 
127 

G# A .. :-

8 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 
7 96 97 98 I 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 
6 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
5 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 
4 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 
3 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 
2 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 
1 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 
0 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
-1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Table 11 Comparison the palette of color amount to 12 colors and the sound 

pitches of musical notes in MIDI 
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MIDI is the synthesizer or musical instrument is meanin~ the musical note and 

the value of control to the sound qualities. The musical notes in MIDI have the total of 

128 sound pitches. They were defined the value of the notes as numeric. The sounds of 

musical note are in the 4th octave are represented to the notes. Colors are selected 

amount into 12 colors to be paired with the sound pitches of musical note in MIDI. 

The qualities of the sound or the kinds of the musical instrument of 

purple, blue, green, yellow, orange, red, light blue, pink, and brown are the sound of 

the "String Ensemble 1". They are defined to different from white, ~rey and black are 

the sound of the " 5th Saw Wave". 

In the fact that the computer system will display to the additive color which 

is the lighting color mixed including red, green and blue, called that "RGB" color 

system. As the primary colors are the different, they are occurred many colors as the 

pixels to display on the screen by the key commands, which are the levels of color. 

Therefore, the colors had to define the ranges of color wheel from "HLS" 

color model which obtained from the converting of the RGB lighting color system to 

be 12 color ranges in the RYB pigment color system in degrees of figure as follows : 

green-yellow 
90 yellow 

green 65 
50 yellow-orange 

1 

o red 

37.5 orangeQ .~ 
26.5 orange-red 

160 
15I 

(1) Convert RGB to HLS color model. 

= blue-green 
345 

red-purple 
Red 

blue purple
purple-blue(2) Comparison of the lighting color wheel 


(left) and the pigment color wheel (right) 
 (3) Divided the degree from RGB to RYB color. 

Figure 24 	 Division of ranges of colors are in degree of HLS color circle of the section 

which are converted to RYB pigment color system 

The colors had to convert from RGB color system to HLS color model, 

which used HLS double hex-cone color model to describe and divide the range of 

colors to be degrees. Because RGB color system is not able to divide directly to be 
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"

degrees. There is the converting of value by comparison and the calculation of 

mathematics. 

This procedure is converting from RGB color system to HLS color model. The 

HLS double hex-cone coLor model is separated the color range with the RGB color system 

which is the lighting color. Now, if the HLS color modeL is to use, it would cause the theory 

of pigment color wrong, it was described in the Chapter 2. Because of the wheel of lighting 

color and the wheel of pigment color are different in the gradient of hue. 

When it already obtained the ranges of color and arranged the positions 

of color in the format of HLS color model, it was able to match with the sound 

pitches of musicaL note by the command of MIDI. For examples of the programming 

command in brief as follows: 

Syntax command: RGB(R,G,B) 

RGB(255,0,0) as red RGB(O,255,0) as green 

RGB(0,0,255) as blue RGB(255,255,0) as yellow 

RGB(0,255,255) as cyan RGB(255,0,255) as magenta 

Syntax command : MIDI_PlayNote(channel,note,voLume) 

For exampLes of procedure of programming command is the matching of 

musical notes and HLS double hex-cone color model in brief as foLLow: 

Syntax command: If «H > 345 And H <= 360) Or (H >= °And H < 15» And 

(L >= 37.5 And L < 62.5) And (S > 51 And S <= 100) Then MIDI_PlayNote(0,71,100) 

To explain the command that if Hue is in the range of 345-360 degrees or 

0-15 degrees (The range of red) and Lightness is in the range of 37.5-62.5 units and 

Saturation is in the range of 51-100 units, it will show the resuLt as the sound of UB" 

note in the 4th octave and the loudness as 100 percents. 

4.2 Design of user interface: DeSign and development of software are 

divided into 4 sections, such as: Touching program; Painting program; Practical 

program; and About program. 

There are the device including touch-screen and keyboard. The functions 

of touch-screen have into 2 sections that are the display and the input with the 

cursor by fingertip on the screen. The keyboard will input by pressing a button. 

Due to the users or participants are the blind. Therefore, the design of the 

user interface for the application is straightforward and no complex or simplify to use 

and to display in full screen. 
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The design of the user interface used different colors to split the 

programs into 4 main sections, such as touching program, painting program, practical 

program and about program. There is the instruction to access the application by 

tapping on the screen 2 times consecutively (Double tap). There is a sequence to 

access or use the software as follows: 

(1 ) Main m enu. 

(2) Touching program. (3) Painting program. (4) Practica l program. (5) About program. 
_I 

Figure 25 Procedure of access the programs 

(1) Double tap ma in menu. 

Figure 26 How to using the touching program 

Touching program is used to the color perception of painting. Then it will 

take to display of the document of picture only. It supports the type of pictures 

including " JPG" and " BMP" files. There are the command buttons, such as: 
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Key"F" Open the dialogue to select pictures. 

Key"Backspace " Back to main menu. 

Key" ESC" Close program. 

When an picture is opened, the program will display the picture in full 

screen. Because of most computer monitors are usually set up and arrange a wide 

screen ratio to horizontal rectangle. The image display may be stretched and displayed 

as landscape. Therefore, the pictures are selected need to be the horizontal image. 

Then, when the users use a fingertip to touch and drag to move on the picture, the 

program will display a sound and color that represented their hearing in real-time. 

(2) Drawin~ space, press space bar seLect coLor(1) DoubLe tap main menu 

(3) SeLect Red coLor 

(5) SeLect Green coLor 

Press space bar 

Pre ss space bar 

Press Enter 

(4) Drawin~ Red color line 

(6) Drawin~ Green color line 

(8) Press Enter a~a i n for back to Drawin~ 
mode for continaue to draw 

(7) Press Enter key for check my drawin~ 
in Touch i n~ mode 

Figure 27 How to using the painting software 
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Painting program is an expression of drawing and painting to artworks of 

the users. It was designed to painting screen and palette screen of color to overlap 

for open and close alternateLy by pressing the "Space Bar" key on the keyboard. 

There are the command keys, such as: 

Key "F" Open the dialogue to seLect pictures. 

Key"J" Save picture was painted. 

Key"Backspace" Back to main menu. 

Key "Space Bar" Show the palette to seLect coLors, and press Key Space 

Bar again to quit the palette screen. 

Key "Tab" DeLete or clear the screen for new paper. 

Key" Enter" Switch to touching mode, and press Key Enter again to 

back switch to drawing mode. 

Key "ESC" Close program. 

The users can select a color from the palette by dragging their fingertip on 

the touch-screen, and the sound will pLay along with the fingertip pointing at that 

coLor, such as red is "B" note, green is "F" note, etc. 

Therefore, the users press the "Space Bar" key to s~itch the palette to 

be closed and appear in the painting screen. The coLor was seLected from the 

palette recentLy that it wouLd display on the painting screen. If the users want to 

explore their own drawing the picture and coLor, then press the enter key to switch 

the touching mode and press the enter key again to return to the painting screen. 

Practical program is used to remember the sound represented the color 

and the method of using the application which presented the speech, that including 

how to used, and the command buttons or keys. 

About program is the information about the developer and version of the 

application by presenting a speech. When developed and programming successfuLLy, it wiLL 

be tested the software to find errors or bugs and accuracy. Then it is compiled into 

machine Language and package setup, and to get ready to instaLL for the next deployment. 
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5. Summary 

This research was the field work for the experiments into 3 times. Each 

time the software has been developed for use in the experiments with volunteers. 

There was the pairing with the color and sound of each was different That is to say, 

it was the development of a demonstration of software to use with the volunteers 

to collect primary data. It was analyzed the advantages and disadvantages to 

improve the way in deveLoping a better software. The researcher aims to study the 

data with the relevant literatures to review and reLated studies. 

Therefore, in Chapter 3 described the technique matching between the 

coLor and sound of application, only in the final, and which it was presented many 

details. The deveLopment of the application was in the experimentaL periods which 

were described in Chapter 6. 

Pairing between the coLors and sound are arranged into 12 hues. They 

began from the coLors, such as red-purpLe, purpLe, purple-blue, bLue, blue-green, 

green, green-yeLLow, yeLlow, yellow-orange, orange, orange-red and red. They were 

matched to the sound pitches of musical note in the chromatic scale into 12 sounds 

or an octave. They began from the notes, such as "e', "C#", "D", "D#", "E", "F", 

"F#", "G", "G#", "A", "A#" and "S" with the coLors and the sound pitches 

respectiveLy at the 4th octave (MiddLe octave). The palette was added the group of 

light colors by make into 12 hues increasing the lightness and arranged to foLLow the 

notes into 12 sounds at the 5th octave, and was added the group of dark colors by 

make into 12 hues decreasing the lighting and arranged to follow the notes into 12 

sounds at the 3rd octave, and was took all of 3 coLor groups were decreased the 

saturation which was added to 3 color group, which were compared to the sound 

pitches at first but decreasing the Loudness. 

ALL coLors were defined the type of sound as "String EnsembLe 1" of the 

musicaL instrument. As expLained, it was defined white, light grey, grey, dark grey and bLack 

as the C note at the 6th, 5th, 4th, 3rd and 2nd respectively, which they were defined the 

type of sound as "5th Saw Wave", which they had the totaL of 77 coLors. The collections 

of coLor were separated the using to 3 levels, such as 77, 41 and 12 colors. 

In this research selected the coLLection of 12 colors for using with the 

device, because they had a few of coLors to be abLe to remember and understanding 

easily, arid they were the essentiaL and appropriate for the beginner, such as purpLe, 
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blue, ~reen, yellow, oran~e, red, li~ht blue, pink, brown, white, ~rey and black, which 

they were represented to the sound pitches of musical note, such as "(#", "D#,', 

"F", "G", "A", "B", liES", "BS", "A3", "(6", "(4" and "(2" respectively. The 

development of software was divided into 2 pro~rams, such as the touchin~ pro~ram, 

and paintin~ program. 

(1 ) Collection 77 colors (2) Collection 41 colors 

C Cff D D# E F F ~ GG ~ A M B C6 C5 C4 C3 C2 C# D# F GAB E5 B5 A3 C6 C4 C2 

Octave 5 

Octave a 
Octave 3 

Octave 5 

Octave a 
Octave 3 

(4) Collection 12 color are selected from 77 color C <lJ 
~ .'= 
OL 
05 5 

Press F key Conveft RGB to Hl S 

function function 

RGB to HLS HLS to MIDI 

Press Space 001 ( oove ll R<:B to HLS Compa•• HI S to r~'l)l 

Select color 
functioo 

RGB to HLS 

Touch 

Check my drawins 

(5) Summary of software development process 

Fi~ure 28 Summary of palette sets obtained from colors to sound pitches 

Then, when it was wrote the codes of program, and then converted it to 

machine language, and compiled to the install packa~e. Therefore, it was installed 

on the device to work with the volunteers and the participants for the next. 

This research could pair the relationship between colors and sound 

pitches, and also it covered all colors and ~rey scale. It could be the tool includin~, 

the device and software for usin~ in the research and experiment in the activities. 

Touch Open picture 
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Chapter 4 

Methodology of the research 

1. Introduction 

This research is a qualitative research. The type of research is the case 

study and the applied research. There are the tools of method for the data 

collection, such as the memo of note, interview, observation, sound recording of 

conversation, taking photography, video recording and testing the painting. They will 

be used with the participants and the related persons. 

It is the study and tools development to help the color perception of the 

painting and the expression through drawing and painting. Devices, such as the 

computer both the desktop and laptop are used together with touch-screen monitor 

and keyboard. The software or application consisting of the touching program and 

the painting program are used. The practical course is using the device and software. 

The art lessons are concerned with visual elements and the basic principles of 

composition. It intends to increase of the knowledge in the arts and design for the 

blind. The procedure leads to the development in various fields, the skills, 

creativities and imaginations, they can integrate in other subjects. 

The results obtained from the research are separate into 2 parts, for 

instance, the result of the color perception of the pictures, and the result of the 

artwork to the expression with drawing and painting will be the analysis and criticism 

the artworks to follow the principles of art and design. Whole accompany the data 

are recorded from the interview and the question. 

The studies are from the typical cases to enhance an understanding of 

the target group, to explain the phenomenon, the situation and the action or 

behavior. It is the study of each individual participant. The contexts of artwork help 

to understanding of the activities and the complex of the case studies under various 

conditions. It has the aim to make the understanding and explore the stories that 

shows the details and contexts. The case study is useful to be the participant or the 
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instead variable of the other cases to analo~y vvhich can be toward the description 

of the sta~e or the phenomenon (Taweesuk Noppakasorn, 2006: 23). 

The applied research is to brin~ the theory and the basic knowled~e in 

various fields to test and experiment with the tar~et ~roup that toward the creation 

of the new knowled~e (Tavveesuk Noppakasorn, 2006: 48). It is the applied in the 

field of science and technolo~y, the psychology and the art. There are the ways of 

the methodolo~y of the research as follows: 

Perception, Color, Sound, Learn ing in arts: Element, 

Blind definition, Art and blind Design & Develop programs Principle of art 

ri 

I Literature review j I Develop device I I Art Lesson I 

I Method-pl" I~ I Test & Improve I I • I , . .- ~ 
I Area inquiry, ~iDefine target grou p - area 

Start Data collection: Observe, Framework, 
i 

Analysis 

I Practice & Experiment & 
Question, Interview, Course, Test, 

Hypo thesis Satisfaction Course Planning Operate Activity 

( )~ " ~ ,.(,.,
2010 2011 

Timeline of the research 

Conclusion I 

~ 
I 

Finish 
I 

2012 

Color perceptio 

Draw & Paint 

) 

Fi~ure 29 Dia~ram of the methodolo~y of the research 

2. Area of inquiry in the research 

This research is the part in the field of Art and Desi~n. There are the aims to 

make the tools or device to help the blind to learn in the deeper aspect of art. This 

applied research will lead to discovery, for example, the technique of represent the 

colors representation by sound pitches, and the device are put to~ether the touch

screen monitor and readymade computer. These can purchase in the technology and 

electrical markets in the present. The software or application is specific developed to 

usin~ in the color perception and shape of the pictures, and the expression with the 

drawin~ and paintin~ of the blind. 

The methodolo~y is the artistic activities in the touch of the pictures and 

the expression with drawin~ and painting in color. It is the preparin~ of the interview 

with the circumspect to data collection but it can be flexible to follow the situation 

or each cases of the participant. 
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There are the tools for the data recording, such as the note books, 

camera, video recorder, sound recorder and the collection of the artworks of the 

participants by the software. There are the planning, coordination, preparing the 

place and context of the fieldwork to obtain the result of the data collection to 

analyze and conclude the result. It is the new knowledge and developing the new 

theory. It has the research conceptual framework show to flowchart as follows: 

SCIences: co mputer, wave, frequency 

Psychol~: perception, t hre51~old, emotion 

Arts: impiesslon, expression, draw -paInt, educatro:Y.'l 

Blind perceive painting art 
Literature review 

Analysis 
Critical the result 

of perception 

Don ' t touch paIntIng Art p Icture 

Atlnds are not learnIn'S In ArtS. 

Solution 

Figure 30 Diagram of the research conceptual framework 

3. Criterion of selection of the participant and the research fieldwork 

This research is the design and development of the device for help the 

congenital blind to perceive colors and can compose the pictures. The researcher is 

assisted by volunteers. The participants for experiment the device and software in 

this research, the congenital blind or blindness before age 5 years are the first target 

group and the blind in other type are the second target group. 

The researcher selected the area of the research in Thailand, because the 

travel and the fieldwork are convenience. It is the research does not study to relate 

about the culture and tradition but it relates to the knowledge, the intelligent and the 

experience of the participants which are different. 

This research is the study to the behaviors and the understanding only of 

the totally blind person. Thus, the process of the research and the analysis of the 

result are obtained from the research are able to use also with the other participants, 
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such as the foreigners or the fieLdwork in the foreign countries. This research is defined 

the criterion of seLection to the participants and the area of fieLdwork as foLLows: 

3.1 The participant or the target group: The seLection of the 

participants is the purposive sampling, it is to seLect sampling is with the purpose or 

intent of seLecting the specific of the participants (Aongarj Naiphat, 2006: 110). They 

are separated to be 2 groups, such as the volunteers and the participants. The 

volunteers will be tested with the device and software during the development and 

improvement for the compLetion. The next, it wilL be use with the participants who 

are tested with the completely software. The activities and the methods designed to 

the data colLections and the results for the analysis and conclusion to the next. 

The researcher seLected the target group who are congenitaL blind or 

blindness before age 5 years because they have not been the experience of vision 

since birth. It was the experience in the imagination as immaculate. Something that 

they would express with drawing and painting and perceive coLors of the paintings 

couLd analyze and the further knowledge. The researcher defined the properties of 

the partiCipants that wilL be the education higher than the secondary education. 

It is the experiment with the total partiCipants 10 persons that emphasized 

the congenital blind or blindness before 5 years of age 7 persons and others 3 persons. 

The rest of them are into 3 groups, they will be tested as additional data. 

The partiCipants are in this research obtained the assist and the times 

form the students of the Khon Kaen school for the blind, it is the vacation. The 

information of the participants showed in the Chapter 6. 

The presentation is in the information of the volunteers and the participants 

will not use the given name because it is the personality. Therefore, they are used the 

pseudonym, such as Volunteer (A), Case (A), Case (B) and so on. There are the details 

and information of the case study is only necessary and effect to the research. 

3.2 The fieldwork in the research: It is defined the location is the Khon 

Kaen School for the Blind of the Christian Foundation for The Blind in Thailand under 

the RoyaL Patronage of H.M. the King. The address is 214 Moo 10, Pracharuk rd., 

Baanped, Mueng district, Khon Kaen province, postal code 40000. 
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4. Data collection method 

The tools are used in the data collections, such as such as the memo of 

note, sound recording, photography, video recording, interview form, questionnaire of 

satisfaction, test methods of painting, practical course, lesson plan and knowledge 

application. 

The data collection, such as the information are noted, conversation sound, 

photo, video clip and the paintings of the participants. The all data will be analyzed that is 

separated to 2 parts, such as the results of the pictures perception, and the results of 

drawing and painting artworks. The researcher and his assistant will stand to explain in 

backside of the participants because we can notice the behavior of them using the device. 

Criterions to evaluate and artworks were done by the tools. Data 

collections are as follows: 

Class Room Plan 

Practical course Photo 

q com 1 com 2 qLearning course 

~ go Video 
Interview 

q q Note - memoPaint Art original 

0 o assist res. 
Test method 0 Sound record 

Topic draw-paint q case A. case B. 

VD~ 
q 

Satisfaction 
researcher 

OUTPUTI ArtworksINPUT 

Figure 31 The preparing of fieldwork and data collection method 

The researcher and his assist stood behind the partiCipants because it is 

convenient to observe the participants' behavior working on computer screen. 

The data are obtained to bring put together the analysis of results for the 

next. The photos are the empirical data . Video clips are used to review the 

observation. Analysis and conclusion are made. The notes are useful to help the 

researcher memories. Information from interview, observation, the sound recordings 

to repeat and transcribe, and the artworks are analyzed. 

4.1 Observation: It is the observation of the active participation (Aongarj 

Naiphat, 2006: 169). It has the preparing of the readiness, such as the researcher, the 

assistant researcher, the place, the tools of the research, and the device and software. 
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4.2 Researcher: The researcher collects the data by self because it is the 

contact of data and seeing along the activities all the time. The researcher will be the 

narrator and commentator how to using the device and software with the practice 

program. The researcher wiLL be the instructor to teach the arts about the elements 

and the basic principles of composition for the participants because the researcher has 

the knowledge of the arts and the contents of teaching. They are the basic and not 

complex. In during the activities of learning and teaching may be have the debate or 

discussion or feedback and conversation from the partiCipants. Then, the lesson plan 

may be the flexibility and can adjust the contents to follow the situation. 

4.3 Assistant researcher: They also must have the knowledge of the 

basic arts. They wilL be help to explain the contents in addition or answer the 

questions from the participants and also observe and collect data. 

4.4 Practical course: It is the preparing the format for using in the 

explanation the using to refer the principle of familiarity of the orientation and 

mobility (OW) and also make to the using manual. 

4.5 Art lesson: Consisted of the elements, such as point, line, shape and 

color, and the principles of composition, such as unity, harmony, contrast, 

proportion, baLance, emphasis, repetition, variety and direction. The contents are 

used to teach the arts in the secondary education according to the Basic Education 

Curriculum of Ministry of Education in 2008. 

4.6 Interview: It is the semi-structured interview. It is the conversation to 

the preparing of the questions but can flexibly according to the situation and saves 

the data collection (Aongarj Naiphat, 2006: 173). 

4.7 Questionnaire: It explores the satisfactions which are the issues of 

closed-ended and open-ended questions. It uses for the exploration of satisfactions 

to using the device and software and the participation of the activities. They are 

divided the leveL of score form the partiCipants. It is the measurement system or the 

interval scales which are separated in to 5 levels of ratio (Narong Phopruegsanun, 

2008: 212-213). The questionnaire explore to the satisfactions are used to be the 

information for the software deveLopment to the next. 

4.8 Test method: The test methods or the topics are assigned for using in 

the drawing and painting. The topics obtained from the survey of fieLdwork, the 

period of experiment with the voLunteers and asking from the related persons, and 
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considered to the possibility that the participant can make them. Each topic has the 

objective to the participants, being able to draw and paint, for their artwork were 

used the data of analysis. 

4.9 Painting picture: They are used in the touch to perceive through the 

device and software. It will be selected the pictures are not much the complex. 

The data collections are separated to 2 sections, such as the data from 

the colors and shapes perception of the pictures, and the data from the expression 

with the drawing and painting in colors. However, these data are 2 sections. It may 

be the relationship together. The preparing of the tools use in the data collection 

were above-mentioned that bring to make the tools for the next. They are explained 

the details in Chapter 5. 

5. Fieldwork of the survey 

The fieldworks of the survey are separated to 2 periods as follows: 

5.1 The fieldwork of experiment: For test the device and software in the 

demonstration was deveLoped accord to the hypothesis. It is to test with the 

voLunteers for the primary of data collection, such as the interview, and the 

observation from the situation occur during the experiment for the understanding of 

the behavior of the target group, and take these data to be improved to develop the 

software in the next step. The results obtained from the fieldwork in the period of 

experiment. They are the results before the finaL operation. (Pre-test) 

5.2 The fieldwork of final operation: The researcher planned to prepare 

the readiness for the operation and the coLlection of data. It made the practical course 

of using to the device and software with the participants. Lesson plans are prepared to 

presentation its eLements and the basic principles of composition to teach for the 

participants. It seLected the pictures to using with the touching program and prepared 

the test method for drawing and painting to using with the painting program. It 

recorded the resuLts with the tooLs of the research, for exampLe, the creation of the 

interview are for record the resuLts of the conversation and asking to the participants 

before, during and after works, the recording of the conversation sound are with the 

sound recorder, the taking photographs are with the camera and video, the note, and 

the questionnaire explores the satisfaction to using the device and software. It will be 
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take these results from the using to touching program and the painting artworks 

obtained from the using to painting program all to analyze. (Post-test) 

The activities are provided will be conducting to step by step. It begin from 

the practiced course to using the device and software, learning to the art lesson about 

the elements and the basic principles of composition, the touch to perceive colors 

and shapes of the paintings, and the next to the expression with drawing and painting 

in color. Due to the interview and the conversation often admire to use the times are 

not over 1 hour to 1 and haft of hours (Taweesuk Noppakasorn, 2006: 94). Only not 

the interview is in the activities of this research but also it has the practice. Then, it is 

defined the times of the activities scheduled for 2 hours, it can be flexible. Therefore, 

it has for 2 activities in a day. They are used the participation of the participants total 

for 2 activities each day. The participants will be not bored or so tried. It showed the 

planning related to the time periods in the table of Gantt chart as follows: 

Table 12 Gantt chart of the relationship between the planning and time period of 

the activities and details 

Activity and Time period 

(1) Practical course 

- Introduction / Interface 

- Shape perception 

- Remember sound / color 

- How to Touch software 

- How to Painting software 

(2) Learning course 

- What is Art ? 

- Element: point, line, shape, color 

- Principle of Art 

(3) Touching software 

- Touch to 5 painting 

(4) Painting software 

- Imitate drawing to original 

- Imagination / Emotion drawing 

- Drawing with the topics 

Day 1 Day 2 

9:00-11:00 AM 13:00-15:00 PM 9:00-11:00 AM 13:00-15:00 PM 

p 
0 

0 
[:=J 

c::= 
] 

c:::::J 

=:J 
0 

I I 

6. Design and deveLopment of the software 

The researcher developed the software by himself. By using the tools and 

computer language or coding can develop the graphic program and also develop to 
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precise at the aims of the research. The researcher consulted with the programmer 

experienced increasing for the software development is effiCiently. 

6.1 Hardware and software: These all data obtained will be process to 

the conditions in the design and development of the application or software with 

the touch-screen monitor. They have the specification of the device including, 

computer, touch-screen monitor, and application or software. 

6.2 The software development: It is separated into 3 phases, such as 

beginning phase is the software development to using the information to obtain from 

the reference of literature review and make it to be the primary principle and put 

together the primary hypothesis and bring it to test with the volunteers, during phase 

of the improvement taking the data to test with the volunteers, improve the 

development of final software, and final phase bring the all data from the 

experiments to process for the development of the completely software before it 

take to the final operation with the participants. 

7. Experiment and improvement 

Afterwards, it obtained the demonstration of software from the study and 

the hypothesis. The researcher will bring to test with the volunteers who are the 

congenital blind. During they tested the software and device in this research, the 

researcher will obseNe the participants and ask question of advantages and 

disadvantages happened to take the information using to improve and develop 

properly with the users as well. 

To take the experiment with the volunteers use the touching program for 

the perception of color positions in the pictures and also use the painting program 

for the expression the art with the knowledge and understanding in their imagination 

that remain in the basis. 

The data and artworks were obtained in the period of experiment. It is the 

testing before learning (Pre-test). After that, it is improved and developed the software 

and creates the practical program and art lessons about the elements and the basic 

principles of composition. These are application in the period of final operation with 

the partiCipants. It is expected that the participants will gain some knowledge and 

understand the elements and basic principles of composition. They used in the testing 

and practice in real situation by touch the pictures to perceive colors of the artworks 
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and express their creative ideas through drawing and painting. These are the final of 

artworks and toward the analysis and conclusion of the research to the next. 

8. Data analysis 

The anaLysis is toward the discussion, conclusion and impLementation. 

The anaLysis of the resuLts in the qualitative research are separated into 2 sections, 

such as the results of the coLor perception of the paintings to use the touching 

program, and the results of the expression with the drawing and painting to use the 

painting program. So they obtained from the data management. 

The analysis of the resuLts is for the answer to the probLem and the 

question of the research to explain the phenomenon reasonabLy reLated to the 

factors and actualLy reports. The data obtained from this research have many 

sections. Then they must be classified the variety of data for obtain the actually 

results. The classifications of the data are separated into 2 types, for instance, the 

data of typoLogy type are the classification of data. They still are reLationship 

together do not separate from them, such as the drawing, painting, thought and the 

imagination, and the data of taxonomy type are the classification of data. They are 

able to separate from them or the systematic claSSification, such as the 

characteristics of each pictures or topics (Taweesuk Noppakasom, 2006: 150, 155), 

and the data comparison (Supang Chantavanich, 2011: 91-105). 

8.1 The preparing of data collection: the preparing of the data classification 

are as follows, the quaLitative data obtained from the fieldwork to data collection, such as 

the thought, attitude, knowledge, experience, belief, perception, satisfaction, emotion and 

feeling of the participants. They expressed to the speeches, expLanation, description and 

behavior. There are according and effect to the colors and shapes perception of the 

pictures and the drawing and painting. It is able to record to be the data. 

8.1.1 Primary qualitative data are information of notes from 

observation, the interview, and participation with the participants. 

8.1.2 Secondary qualitative data are information of recording, such as 

taking photograph, video recording, and conversation sound. These are repeated and 

considered put together the primary data to analyze in the next (Taweesuk 

Noppakasorn, 2006: 111). 
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The primary and secondary data are put together for data anaLysis. They are 

separated into 2 parts one more, such as the data of the coLor and shape perception of 

the paintings, and the data of the expression with drawing and painting in coLor. The 

perceptions are occurred that may be have the Learning, experience, motivation, and 

emotion of the participants affect to the pictures that they touched and painted. These 

are aLso the factors put together the interpretation and the anaLysis. 

The data collection wiLL obtain from the fieLdwork. They are separated 

into 2 periods, the fieLdwork in the period of experiment and the fieLdwork in the 

period of finaL operation. The fieLdwork in the period of experiment wiLL begin to 

collect the data to using to anaLyze preliminary and brief summary. It is finding the 

advantages and disadvantages of whoLe processes. Afterwards, it is used to repeat 

and consider with the questions and hypothesis to take it to the improvement of the 

device and software. The data collections are in the period of experiment done into 

3 times. It is obtained the conclusion of the processes before it is used to prepare for 

the fieLdwork in the next period of finaL operation. 

FieLdwork in the period of experiment can be flexibLe and adjust the 

description or the data may change whiLe the data collection in the period of experiment. 

When it obtained the data in this fieLdwork and anaLyzed to improve the methods, tools 

and the preparing to fieLdwork in the period of finaL operation with the participants. 

The researcher established the guidelines for the data collection to 

quality as weLl. It wiLL show the contents of data before making the anaLysis. There 

are the attempts to record the data and source to perfectLy interview, query and the 

conversation. To collected data are the neutrality but the participants are the blind, 

they had not the experience and knowLedge about the arts so much. Then it needs 

the interview to guide them to make the interactive to continuous. These data are 

showed which are the truth and the detaiLs of description are the reality situations. 

During the fieLdwork for the data coLLection, it is necessary need to be 

carefully done take the primary anaLysis in those situations immediateLy because the 

anaLysis wiLL be carefuL and compLete increasingLy. When it was compiLed aLL the data, it 

wiLL be separated into 3 sections, such as the activity to touch coLors of the paintings, 

the activity to express with drawing and painting, and the questionnaire to expLore of 

satisfaction for using the device and software and the participation in the activities. 
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8.2 The separation of the data type: They are separated into 6 sections, 

they are the relational and coherent data to analysis (Supang Chantavanich, 2011: 

82-87) as follows: 

8.2.1 The data of the independent variables, such as the pictures to 

touch, and the test methods or topics are assigned. 

8.2.2 The data of the participants, such as the background of the 

participants effect to their attitudes, and the creation of their artworks are explained. 

8.2.3 The data of the environment, such as the device, and the 

software are in this research are shown. 

8.2.4 The data of the participation of the activities are including, the 

intention in the participation of the activities, etc. The qualities of artworks depend 

on the participants' willingness skill duration that obtained from the class session. 

The researcher observed carefully. 

8.2.5 The data of the primary qualitative, such as the data are from 

the notes from the observation, the interview, and the interactive with the 

participants, the questions and the answers and whole the descriptions are obtained 

from the participants through in the activities. 

8.2.6 The data of the secondary qualitative, such as the data from the 

recording, such as the photograph, the video clip, and the conversation are recorded. 

These are used to review, evaluate and put together the primary and secondary 

qualitative data are combined for final analysis (Taweesuk Noppakasorn, 2006: 111). 

The data are obtained to the notes from the appearances. They have the 

components of the perception, such as the artworks to evident, speech, attention, 

motivation, learning. The context factors of the feeling, such as the thought, attitude, 

knowledge, experience, belief, perception, satisfaction, and the emotion and feeling 

of the partiCipants. These are the effect to the data analysis of each the case studies. 

8.3 Analysis of the results to perception of paintin~: It will use for 

analysis from the speech. The researcher's instruct asks the question and the 

participants' answer all of this are recorded and analyzed. The attitudes of the 

participant from touch colors and shapes are interpreted. Conversation from the 

notes and sound record will be transcribed and analyzed. 

8.4 Analysis of the results to expression with drawin~ and paintin~: It 

is done by the researcher's criticism. Conversation and observation put together to 
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make the anaLysis "to use the theory of criticism is the tooL of anaLysis" (Ministry of 

Education, 1989: 71) and the interpretation in the artworks of the participants, such 

as the information of artwork stage, description stage, anaLysis stage, interpretation 

stage (Suchart Thaothong, 1994: 157-188) to put the interpretation stage and anaLysis 

stage together. There is not the judgment stage because the painters or the 

participants who are the congenitaL blind had not the experience of the vision and 

they Learned in the arts as Less or never and also they are not the professionaL artist, 

then there is not the judgment stage. 

Therefore, the LeveLs of anaLysis and criticism are the presented, the 

artworks that obtained from the observation of the active participation with the 

participants. They indicate to the resuLts that obtain from using the device and 

software. They deveLoped specifically for the test in this research. 

They are separated the stages of the criticism into 3 stages as foLLows: 

8.4.1 Information of artwork stage is, including the name of artist, 

the name of artwork, using the technique, size of picture and type of touch-screen. 

8.4.2 Analysis stage is the collection of the stage of description and 

anaLysis together. AnaLysis the overall of the evident artwork, such as the using of 

coLor, appearance of shape, composition and content can occur by unexpectedLy or 

intent of the painter. 

8.4.3 Interpretation stage is the interpretation of the events, including 

the notes, the interview, questions and answer, the discussion between the 

researcher and the participants, etc. as affecting creativity and feeling to the artwork. 

The resuLt specifying indicated that the artworks are important and 

interesting, and anaLyzed separateLy for each picture. They were chose the artworks 

of the participants to the anaLyzed from the topics were each 3 categories of picture, 

such as copying the originaL master pieces, painting with imagination, painting with 

emotion and feeling, and painting with assigned themes or topics. 

For the way and answer the following probLems, questions and 

hypotheses of the research. 

8.5 Analysis of the results to questionnaire of satisfaction: It is used by 

quantitative anaLysis with the statisticaL methods, due to there are the participants 

into 10 persons, then it referred to statisticaL methods in the quantitative anaLysis. 

The measure of centraL tendency was with a mean and percentage (KuLLaya 
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Wanichbuncha, 2010: 46-54) and shown as a bar chart, It indicated the exploration of 

the directly users who are the participants, 

The analysis and conclusion will be done to ~ot the knowled~e that 

obtained from the inteNiew of the participants who are participated the art activities, 

They are able to perceive colors of the pictures and able to drawin~ and paintin~ in 

color, They can select the colors by themselves without the helpers or supporters, It 

brin~s the results obtained, the researcher considered the connection between the 

artwork and the participants' answer to the question, The next, the researcher would 

make consideration and screenin~ to make an explanation, It can be a proposal of a 

theory of drawin~ and paintin~ of the totally blind, After that, the results were analyzed, 

discussion was written, conclusion made and further su~~estion will be proceeded, 

9. Summary 

Tools \Interview, Observe, etc.) 
, 

• 1 __ ~ _ ___________________ l 

I 
: Notion, Attitude, Kn owledge, 
: Experi ence, Belief, Perception, 
: Satisfaction, E(notion 

~------------------ - ~ 

--., 
I 
I 

Samplin~ (Case) 

1 Percept ion, Education, : 

I Satisfaction ; 1 'I 
D ' Device , 

--------- ---------- ~~ 

,'Questionnaire, ,, 
,, Satisfaction 

- ... _---,.-

I Touch 

~~ 
I.", ' , Result ' ,': 1 l ' .' 'Re~ult '. 1 

..[J.. D

------------ ----------,
I I 
: Note-memo, Sound reco'd, 
: Photo, Video 

---------- --, 
Comment. Event, Situation, 
Descript ion, etc. 

I 
J 

------ ...... -- ... --, 
I Theory of Art, : 
: Art criticism, Expression, }

D:Imagination, Creativity : 
• l"' ___ ______________ _ 1-_1 

Draw - Paint 

. ~ 

J ReSl,llt ' ,:1 
-U 

,. 1 DiScussion Iq r-- ---- - - --, 

Fi~ure 32 Dia~ram of the analysis process of this qualitative research 
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This research is the qualitative research, a case study and applied 

research. The methodology and tools for data collection, such as the notes, the 

information of interview, the observation, the sound recording of conversation, the 

photography, the video recording, and the test methods of drawing and painting. The 

participants are the congenital blind were tested to perceive the colors of the 

paintings and expressed with drawing and painting through the device and software 

that is developed specially in this research. The fieldworks tested into 2 periods, 

such as the period of experiment, and the period of final operation. 

The data collections were the primary qualitative data. They were the 

data from notes of observation, interview and interaction with the participants, and 

the secondary qualitative data were the data from the recording, such as taking 

photograph, video clip and the conversation sound. There are the components 

about the perception, such as the attention, motivation and leaming, and the 

context factors, such as the thought, attitude, knowledge, experience, belief, 

perception and emotion and feeling of the participants. 

Then all these items are arranged the grouping of data type properly and 

related to the methodology of the research. The group or type of data will be the 

relationship and connect together and bring them put together to analyze and 

summarize to make the conclusion of the research. The result of analysis is divided 

into 3 sections as follows: 

9.1 The color perception touched the paintings. 

9.2 The painting artworks are by the expression with drawing and painting 

to the test methods are assigned. The results of these artworks will be analyzed and 

criticized with the principles and theories of art. 

9.3 The questionnaires to expLore of satisfaction are with the analysis of 

quantitative method. 

All results toward the conclusion of the research to answer the question 

and test the hypothesis of the research. The discussion is showed the happening and 

the anaLysis of the other to related or obtained from the research. There are the 

advantages and disadvantages of the research. The suggestion is in the development 

of the device and software and the further research to the next. 
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Chapter 5 

Preparing and making tools of the research 

In this chapter will mention to the method of creation to the practical 

course, art lesson are about the eLements and the basic principles of composition, 

selection of the painting for perception testing, assigned the test method to drawing 

and painting, preparation of the inteNiew and creation of the questionnaire to 

explore the satisfaction after using the device and software. For it is the new device 

and software, the users must train and practice the using before. The practice and 

expLanation referred to the familiarity of orientation and mobility (O&M) to following: 

1. Creation of practical course method 

The practical course means the creation of the rule and procedure or 

method of the device and software that made in the research. Since the blind had 

never use before to the device, they need to be obtained the training to Leam for 

the skillful and to be familiar. 

1.1 The procedure of the practical course: It will use the time for training 

a total 2 hours. It can be explain to the chart for basic understanding as foLLows: 

Understanding of 

the device 

User interface Perceive borders 

and shapes 

Remember 

sound into color 

Using touch and 

paint program 

Figure 33 Flow chart of the procedure of the basic practical course 

1.2 Understanding to the device: It is including, the touch-screen 

monitor and keyboard. The users or the blind must begin to make the understanding 

that a picture is including, colors and shapes. 

The touch-screen, which is the device, can work with the data input and 

display. The users can use their fingertip to touch on the screen for input data to the 

system suddenly. The surface of the screen is the flatness. Therefore, the using of 
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the touch-screen did not touch or grope to find some textures, shapes or forms but 

it is the pointing of positions on the screen by fingertip only. 

The image appeared on the screen that will have the difference of colors 

on the positions of the image. If the users pointed the fingertip on the screen in any 

positions, it will display the sound to hear. When they moved their finger and 

dragged to the new position or point it by the tapping. If that position was the color 

to different, it will also display the other sound to different. Then the users will 

familiar to the process or system of the device working before. The practice applied 

from the orientation and mobility. 

The orientation is the shape of the monitor or screen which is the 

rectangle. The users must touch or grope around the frame of screen to know the 

border and size of it, due to each touch-screen version or brand have not equally. 

They should make the familiarity of the border and size of it before. 

The mobility is the using of fingertip to touch or tap or point on the 

position of the screen, or the movement of the finger is on the screen. Whole will be 

related to the border and size of the screen. 

The movement of fingertip is the finding of sound related to color and 

shape. The users should have the notice and consider as follows: 

1.2.1 When the fingertip moved and the sound pitch was changed, it 

means that it had the color was changed, it was the border of picture that was a line 

of shape. 

1.2.2 When the fingertip moved but the sound pitch was not changed 

it means that it was the same color, it was the area of shape or the color was in the 

same shape. 

Iposition on touch-screen. border, that is shape. border. 	 area and color or shape. 

Figure 34 	 The movement of fingertip and also display the sound is changed or not 

change of the shape 
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1.2.3 When the fingertip pointed to some positions, the users had to 

remember and made the relationship to the rectangular border of the screen shape, 

and then they had to make the cognitive mapping to be the conceptual of the 

image. Using the principle of "O&M" applied to explain using the device as follows: 

Now, where is this position of sound displayed on the screen? 

Where is the next position that you will point it? 

How rule or method does your fingertip move to? 

The practice in the beginning needs the helper. Therefore, if the users 

or the blind can do it to expertise or familiar, they do not need the helper. The 

procedures are that, 

To notice and recognize; the students obtained the skill of the 

notice, recognized and saw the various examples to make them understanding 

and they had the concepts, patterned to the examples, make by themselves 

without the pattern, and practice into the expert. (Sukon Sinthapanon and 

others, 2002: 240) 

They will do it by themselves until them expertise or could do by 

automatic, they may train with the old practical work or train with the new that 

selected by the helper or themselves. 

The practical course of the border and shape perceptions is in the 

picture. The participants will begin to use the touching program to touch the easy 

picture, such as the geometry shapes, the next to the free-form shapes, and the 

kinds of straight and curve line, etc. Therefore, they will train to touch the example 

of painting. It was simplified the colors and details. It may use the cardboard or bas

relief to put together in the practical course for they understand easily. 

Figure 35· The pictures and the bas-relief pictures used with the practice 
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1.2.4 The movements of fingertip are including, the kinds of 

movement and the rapidity of movement. They are stables and rules as follows: 

.-. (1) Move left and right. 

t (2) Move up and down. 

I '- (3) Move oblique. o (4) Move circular to explore color area . 


~ (5) Move freely to And randomly. 


Up-Left Up-Left Up-Right 

Center-Left Center Center-Right 

Down-Left ~enter-Dowr Down-Right 

(6) Divide picture 9 sections help to perceive. 

Figure 36 Fingertip movement rules and divisional concept of picture 9 sections 

The fingertip movement is a stable and rules . It helps to perceive as well 

more. However, it must depend to the users. They must practice to skillful and expert 

sufficient, until they could control to use the device and software that they wanted. 

The fingertip movement is on the screen as it begin to move 

randomly overall around the picture. It is the finding of sound in many positions of 

picture. The users must try to remember the sound to display or appear to hear in 

those positions. The next, they may separate approximately to the screen by the 

method of divide the screen into 3 x 3 amount to 9 square holes that the same as a 

telephone keypad. The blind was familiar that is related to the research of Hesham 

Mohamed Kamel, (Kamel, 2003: 74-75) and then explore or survey each the square 

holes. It helped them to remember some shapes and colors on the picture. After 

that, the users move their fingertip in the area that they are interested in it or to be 

con sidered overall to find the border of shape or color area in details to the next. 

1.2.5 The keyboard is used for data input. The design technique and 

development of the application need to use the keyboard put together in the 

utilization. Due to the touching and painting program designed in the full-screen for 

the users and monitor frame is border for painting, the blind can interact and use 

extremely with the monitor or screen without the button or icon on the interface of 

application. Otherwise, the tools or buttons of program will be obstructing jumblingly 

when they are using the program. It is the same as the picture on the drawing paper. 

Therefore, it needs to use the keyboard to help to input the commands, such as 

close program, open picture file, save picture file, open the palette, switching mode, 
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clear screen and back to the main menu. They have the criterions to select the key 

or button on the keyboard. It has the distinction and find easily. For instance, Key 

"F" and "J" are the home key that is the bullSe to find easi ly. Key "ESC" is the 

button on the left corner on top to find easily. Key " Backspace ", Key "Space Bar", 

Key "Enter" and Key "Tab" are the larlSe button to find easily. 

FilSure 37 The keys are on the keyboard for usinlS with the software 

Source : SE~ Consultants, Picture of Windows keyboard, accessed January 14, 2012, 

available from http://www.seoconsultants.com/windows/keyboard/ images/ keyboard . gif 

1.3 The practice of memorized the sounds to represent the colors: 

The technique and development of software defined the codes of sound pitches to 

represent the colors, they were explained in the Chapter 3. The users must learn to 

remember the sound pitches of each musical note that represented the color values 

or codes. There were all into 12 colors and 12 pitches, the users or participants used 

the practical program to remember them before doing artworks. After that, they 

would test the memory by they point a color on the picture and answer what was 

the sound pitch to represent the color? 

Therefore, it will be using the software which is separated to 2 prolSrams, 

such as the touchinlS prolSram, and the paintinlS program. 

1.4 Using of the touching program: The image on computer is the data 

in term of digital. This software used the image file of Bitmap. The data was 

collected in color pixels. The pixel positions were arranged in the table. If they were 

frequently or crowded, the image is more thoroughly and clearly. The most images 

on computer have the color pixels much more and scatter on the positions . When 

they were seen overall or zoom out, it will see as the image. 

This algorithm called that " Dithering". In the nearby colors of image area 

could see a color or same color but it milSht be the other pixels were difference to 

be also mixed up. If this imalSe was used with the touching program and the users 
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(3. 2) Increase blur (3.3) Decrease color (3.4) Consider to fill 12 color 

touch on the screen, it will display or appear the sound pitches to represent the 

colors by computer processing. When they moved or dragged the fingertip around 

that color area on the screen, it will display the difference sound pitches. In fact, if 

that area was zoomed in, it had the difference colors and to be mix up much more. 

They would hear many sound pitches but they could not perceive the boundary and 

shape of the image. Therefore, it had to be solved this problem for adjust some 

difference colors to the same level of color actually before. 

The adjustment is the reduction or decreasing some colors and details of 

the image are in each area to simplify before. It will be the simplicity or easy shape 

and color area clearly, and the image was not lost the important contents or 

meaning of the original picture. This research used the GIMP application version 

2.6.11 (GIMP 2.6.11, 2012). It is the image processing software. The methods of image 

adjustment will not be made to the anti-aliasing and save image me to uncompress. 

For the image has clear in the boundary of shape, for example, it saved to the BMP 

uncompressed file type. There are the methods as follows: 

(1) Zoom in the pictures are at the area which it has many colors to (2.1) Anti-aliasin~, border is not clearly. 

mixed up and to improve to the same color in the area actually. (2.2) None anti-aliasing, border clearly. 

.... . . 
~~ ""'~ " l'¥".~". - ... ~ ~..' . . :

:- - - . 
. , 

(3.1) Origina l picture. 

l 
command. Filters> Blur > command. Colors > from palette with Fuzzy 
Gaussian Blur Posterize Select Tool and Bucket Fill 

Tool and keep details. 

Figure 38 The picture which is Vincent van Gogh's "The Starry Night" (1889) was 

simplified the details by computer software 

Source: Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia, The Starry Night, accessed January 14, 

2012, available from http://en.wikipedia.org/wikilThe_Starry_Night 
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1.5 UsinS of the paintins prosram: the drawing was possible by the 

fingertip touched or dragged on the screen. It will appear some points or lines on the 

screen. The painting can be done by draw some points or lines both continuous or 

not but it was nearby or frequently and it became the color area. The users might 

plan before paint. They had to remember anything that they painted. They could 

touch to check their painting by switch to touching mode for their artwork thorough 

and perfect. The contents of the practical course used with the participants, it 

presented in the Appendix B. 

However, the practical course is the guideline for basic onLy. When it was 

used in the activities, it can be flexible. WhoLe depended to some factors or 

situations of each participant. During the practice, it was used with the device and 

software, the researcher or instructor will do observation. 

2. Creation of the art lesson 

Lesson plan means the learning the styLe or textbook of the art subject 

was created to focus and select the elements and the basic principLes of 

composition. It referred to the basic education curricuLum of Ministry of Education in 

2008 and also used the lesson from the textbook of MAC: The basic of arts in grade 

10. (Jiraphan Somprasong, 2004: 15-105) 

The lesson plan was defined the necessary topics for learning. It was 

created from the data collected, the interview of veterans, literature reviewing, and 

referred to the basic education curriculum of Ministry of Education of Thailand. It was 

considered to the possibility of the participants that they could learn. 

The art lesson was created as the standard learning. It was used to the 

course or guideline and the definition of Learning and teaching. There were the learning 

objects were about the elements and the basic principles of composition, and the 

color perception of the painting and the expression with drawing and painting. 

It was edited and applied some contents to proper for the participants 

and then it was used in learning and teaching of them in the activity. It had the 

contents in summary as follows: 
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the master piece into 5 pictures, such as Vincent van Gogh's "The Starry Night", 

Franz Marc's "Horse in a Landscape", Serge Poliakoff's "Composition verte, bleue, 

rouge et jaune", Kasimir Malevich's "Supreme" and Piet Mondrian's "Composition". 

These pictures have rather simple, there are not many colors and they can be 

explained the contents of picture. 

The detail contents of the lesson plan were used including, the art lesson was 

created to the standard of teaching for the participants, and the application of knowledge 

is the contents of art subject. These were showed some detaiL in the Appendix B. 

3. Selecting of the picture for using in the testing of perception 

In the research focused the contents and scope of the study in the color 

perception of the paintings. There is the proposed that the blind had the opportunity 

to touch and perceive the artworks of painting as famous and acknowledged. These 

20 artworks of the famous artists will use the original or master to the beginning of 

study and research. Therefore, the selection of the pictures, which are used in the 

experiment, were selected the famous and acknowledged in term of the academic 

matter and the art history. 

The researcher studied the contents and characteristics of the paintings 

found that the history of paintings were since the ancient Classical, Middle ages, 

Renaissance, and the Art of the 17th and 18th century. Those paintings had the 

contents and characteristics as the imitation. They were focused the composition of 

human body as realistic and they had a lot of content and compLex pictures. Therefore, 

they were difficult to perceive both the colors and shapes in the beginning of the 

participants. But the ages were after that, the artists began to create the concept of art 

using the expression of emotion. They had also the arrangement of composition using 

the elements. They were not stick to draw the anatomy of human as realistic. They 

might be used the colors and shapes to draw and paint for the conveying and 

expression that is to be deeply moved. They showed the presentation and concept. In 

consequence, this research selected the artists' paintings, the most were in the range of 

the Art of the 19th and 20th century (Jaffe, 1967: 292-363). They were in the range of 

the Realism, Art Nouveau, Modem Art, and Art since 1945 (Gebhardt, 1997: 138-209). In 

each age would have the paintings of the artists to different. 
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Table 14 The 5 art pictures are selected for using with the touching program 

Information 

(1) The picture is Vincent van Gogh's "The Starry Night", 
1889. It has famous and arrange the composition to be 
interested. There was the arrangement of proportion clearly 
and no more colors. It used the colors nearby reality and it is 
t he semi-realistic. 

(2) The picture is Franz Marc's "Horse in a Landscape", 1910. 
It had the arrangement of composition to be interested and 
no more colors. It used the colors to different from reality. It 
was separated the contents clearly and it is the semi-realistic. 

(3) The picture is Serge Poliakoff's "Composition verte, bleue, 
rouge et jaune", 1968. It is the abstract. There were no more 
colors. It was arranged the composition was not complex. It 
used the free-form shapes. 

(4) The picture is Kasimir Malevich's "Supreme" , 1915. It was 

the abstract and it had not more colors. There was the 
arrangement of t he composition was moderately complex. It 
used the geomet ry shapes. 

(5) The picture is Piet Mondrian's "Composition", 1922. It has 
famous and the abstract. It used the geometry of all 
rectangular shapes, they were arranged the composition and 
separated into the tables of rectangle colors. It had no more 
colors. 

The selection will be considered and evaluated the difficulties of the picture. 

Therefore, some pictures were the vertical or square frames but the touch-screen monitor 

was the horizontal rectangular frames. The image display is on the full screen, it may loss 

the proportion of picture much more and also it cause to loss the contents of picture. 

The master pieces of painting were used for the study and test or 

experiment. The activity had the time periods to field work and data collection to 

limited into 2 hours. Then they were selected amount 5 pictures. They were 

considered to the proper, interesting, no more details, no more colors and shapes, 

and no more complexity. They could be used to explain and describe the 

characteristics, contents, and story of pictures to the participants, they would be able 

to understand. The pictures were selected both the realistic and abstract. 
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Nevertheless, althou~h some pictures lost the proportion but also they had 

the contents rather fairly. They could be explained the contents of pictures put to~ether 

the perception to the participants. When it obtained to select the pictures, it will be the 

pictures take to simplify some details and colors into 12 colors before use them. The 

whole pictures, which were seLected in the research, showed in the Appendix B. 

The advanta~es of the picture are made to the di~ital file on the 

computer for usin~ with the device and software. They can be copied and shared to 

worldwide. The blind or schools just have the device which is able to purchase easily 

in the present and download the software. 

However, the pictures were used for touch and perceive through the device 

and software, it is just the be~inning and testing only. The next time they can use any 

of the artists' artworks. It just has the selection of the picture compLexity levels, such as 

coLors, shapes and contents, and aLso reduced or simplified the details and colors of 

picture. It had to define the difficulties of the touch and perception for the blind. 

4. Assignments of the test method or topics for drawing and painting 

The expression of the drawing and painting was defined the test methods 

for the participants painted. The test methods were only the preliminary test. They 

could be defined increasing for the further of the research. It had been obtained the 

criterion of the test methods defined from the interview of the volunteers, the 

teacher of general students, the teacher of the blind students, and also refer to the 

art theories, for example, theory of imitational, theory of formalism, theory of 

emotional (Mittler, 1994: 91-92), theory of imagination, theory of expression (Chalood 

Nimsamer, 1999: 8) and theory of experience (Lipman, 1973: 170). Whole they were 

considered the possibility of the participants can do. There were total into 9 pictures 

of test method or the topics for painting, as follows: 

4.1 The practical course No.1: The participants painted to follow with 

the original master pieces through the device and software. It was the creation of the 

artwork to follow the theory of imitational. They would touch and perceive the 

pictures with the touching pro~ram before, and then they drew and painted to 

follow with the original master pieces that they touched. The pictures were used to 

be the test methods for test to perceive as follows: 

4.1.1 Copying with the original master of "The Starry Night". 
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4.1.2 CopyinS with the orisinal master of "Horse in a Landscape". 

4.2 The practical course No.2: The participants painted INith their imasination 

and sive title. It misht be realistic or abstract. It was the focus of the feelins to follow INith 

the theory of imasination. They could express in term of the art composition. The 

participants could express to drawins and paintins freely, topic as: 

Draw and paint with imagination and sive title. 

4.3 The practical course No.3: The participants painted INith their emotion 

and feelins which might be in term of realistic and abstract. It was the focus of the 

emotion and feeling to follow INith the theory of emotional. They could express in term 

of the art composition. They could express to drawing and paintins freely, topic as: 

Draw and paint with emotion and feeling. 

4.4 The practical course No.4: The partiCipants painted both realistic and 

abstract. They miSht use the experience to be the factors for make of their image, it was 

related to John Dewey's theory of art as experience (Lipman, 1973: 170-192) as follows: 

Draw and paint with the topic of "Tree and flower", "Mountain, river 

and field", "Sea, beach and sky", "My body", and "Dream". 

They were analyzed by the art criticism, such as the information of 

artwork, the description, the analysis and the interpretation (Suchart Thaothons, 

1994: 157-188) to put tosether the analysis of the resuLts. 

5. Preparing the interview 

The researcher prepared the intewiew form to query and intewiew with 

the participants, whole before, during and after usinS the software. It introduced in 

the Chapter 4. It was for recordins or data collection toward the analysis of results. 

The fact that, the most of intewiew and conversation always use the periods of time 

mere 1 hour to 1 and half of hour. (Taweesuk Noppakasorn, 2006: 94) The activities 

are in this research did not only intewiew but also there were the practice and 

operatins. Then it was defined the periods of time into 2 hours per the activity. 

However, it could flexible the times to follow the situation. They were as followins: 

5.1 The interview of touching program: It was separated the period of 

the intewiew into 3 periods, such as before, during and after they touched the 

pictures. There were the tools for data collection includins, the intewiew form, 

sound recorder, video recorder, photography and the memo. The experiment was 
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into 15-25 minutes per picture. The interview could flexible with the chance and 

proper. 

5.1.1 Before touch picture: It is the data collection of readiness and 

preliminary information of the participants because these data and their background 

affect aLso to the perception. 

5.1.2 During touch picture: It is the data coLLection put together the 

observation because some participants had not the experience more about the art 

or less. They may be abLe to use the speech or literary style for criticism or 

description properly. The researcher may ask or query for guide them. 

5.1.3 After touch picture completely: It is the data collection of the 

concept from the participants after they touched overall the picture. 

5.2 The interview of paintin~ pro~ram: It was separated the period of 

the interview into 3 periods, such as before, during and after drawing and painting. 

There were the tools for data coLLection including, the interview form, sound 

recorder, video recorder, photography, the memo and the automatic or manual to 

save their painting image by the program. The experiment was into 10-15 minutes 

per picture. The interview couLd flexible with the chance and proper. 

5.2.1 Before drawing and painting: It is the data coLLection of 

preliminary information or background of the participants because some never drew or 

painted before or Less. It affects to the anaLysis of the resuLts. 

5.2.2 During drawing and painting: It is the interview to the thoughts or 

ideas during painting, not for the thought happened before or during painting. It was 

analyzed to their imagination to create artworks from the description and 

expLanation of them. 

5.2.3 After drawing and painting compLeteLy: When the participants 

painted compLete, they will be interviewed about their feeling and perception of 

their own artworks or satisfaction and so on. 

The interview form is the pLan was prepared beforehand for the activities 

and the interview were relationship and coherence. It is the semi-structured 

interview. It was the conversation that prepared the queries but it couLd flexible with 

the chance. (Aongarj Naiphat, 2006: 173) There were the tooLs for data coLLection 

including, the interview form, sound recorder, video recorder, photography, the 
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memo and the automatic or manual to save their painting image by the program. 

The details of interview showed in Appendix B. The next it is analyzed to the results. 

6. Preparing the questionnaire to explore the satisfaction 

The researcher created the questionnaire to explore the comments and 

satisfaction that used the device. It will use to query the participants after the final of data 

collection or the operating. It is the information to refer and promote the software 

development for the next. It is not the main results for answer the problem or question of 

the research. The questionnaires of satisfaction are the both open-ended and close

ended. It use for exploration of satisfaction into used the device and software and 

participated the activities. They were separated the score of the intervaL scaLe into 5 levels 

(Narong Phopruegsanun, 2008: 212-213). For example, the partiCipants was interviewed and 

queried about the activity of touch the pictures and drawing and painting of them about 

their feeling, the perception of their own artworks, their satisfaction, etc. There are the 

information of the satisfaction levels, such as 5 excellent, 4 = good, 3 = average, 2 = 
Less, 1 = least, NlA =no comment. There are the questions as follows: 

6.1 "To obtained the knowledge and experience." It is the satisfaction. 

The participants obtained about the knowLedge and experience in this activity. 

6.2 "To touch and perceive colors of the picture." It is the satisfaction 

about their impression or feeling to perceive the coLor or pictures and used the 

touching program. 

6.3 "To expressed with drawing and painting." It is the satisfaction from 

the participants expressed to drawing and painting with the test methods that they 

done and used the painting program. 

6.4 "To leamed in the art lesson." It is the satisfaction of the partiCipants 

Learned the art subject about the eLements and the basic principles of composition 

that they learned. 

6.5 "DifficuLty and easy to use the device." It is the feeling of difficuLties 

using into the device and software. 

6.6 "If you wiLL got the practice in advanced." If there are the practicaL 

course to increase the leveLs or many coLors in the paLette and increase many 

pictures various, they are interested in, or not? 
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6.7 "The period of time were used the activities." It is the opinion about 

the proper of the time periods that used in the participation of this research activity. 

It is able to improve or arrange or create the lesson plan or activity to the next. 

6.8 "The opportunity to participate in next time." If there is the activity of 

art in the same as this research again or in the future, they are interested in, or not? 

6.9 "The benefit of the device." It is the satisfaction and evaLuation of the 

device and software from the participants' opinion that they used. 

6.10 "Agree? If the device is deveLoped for the next." If there is the 

deveLopment of the device and software further to the next, the participants who 

are the congenitaL blind or users directly wiLL agree, or not? 

There are the query of the comments and suggestions which are the open

ended for the freeLy opinions. However, the resuLts of the questionnaire wiLL be the 

scores, mean, and percentage in term of the quantitative and also the results of it will 

use put together the anaLysis in the next chapter. 

NevertheLess, the resuLts were the data collection of the comments and 

suggestions to use for improvement and development in the future research. It is not 

the main outcomes to the answer the problem and hypothesis of the research. The 

questionnaire form showed in the Appendix B. 

7. Summary 

Preparing and making tools of the research are including, creation of 

practical course method, art lesson are about the elements and the basic principLes 

of composition, seLecting of the picture for using in the testing of perception, 

definition of the test method for drawing and painting, preparing the interview and 

questionnaire to expLore satisfaction that used the device and software. These are 

the preparation beforehand for the fieldwork and data coLLection orderly and step by 

step. It is abLe to flexibLe with the situations and factors happening unexpected. 

AnaLYSis of resuLts is separated into 2 sections, such as anaLysis of the coLor 

perception, and anaLysis of the expression with the drawing and painting. 

Preparation of the interview form and the creation of the questionnaire to 

expLore the satisfaction of using the device and software were used in the activities with 

the participants amount to 10 persons, such as the totaL blindness, congenitaL or 

acquired' before 5 years of age 7 persons, totaL blindness, acquired after 5 years of age 1 
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Learning in Art 
Lesson plan 

Select Art picture 
for perception 

Test method 
Topic draw-paint 

person, and the partial blindness or low vision, congenital 2 persons. It was presented 

the sequence of events in the final operation with the participants in the next chapter. 

How to Touch 

I p,,,'kal cou"e Int roduction ! r-\ Shape perception r-\ Remember sound q ~==s=o==e====:ftwar=
Interface Y Y ! color r-\(5 steps) '--____----' '--____----' y How to Paintin~ 

software 
Unity, y,

Introduction Wh at Element of Art Principle of Art 
Proportion, Balance, q q qis Art 7 '--____----1 Emphasis, Repetition, 

POint, Line, Shape, Color Variety, Direction 

Master of Pain \i n~ Art q qSelect 5 pictures 

Copyin~ with ori~inalq qmaster 

2 pictures 

q 
How to Touch 

softwareInterview Before Durin~q q
Touch-Paint Touch-Paint Iq q How to Paintin~ 

software 

Satisfaction Use the device and 5-a-3-2-1q qsoftware Ratio of scores Questionnaire 

5 pictures 

After 
Touch-Paint 

Figure 39 Conceptual diagram is preparing the tools of the research 
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Chapter 6 

Data collection fieldwork and experiment 

This chapter was about the device and data collection fieldwork experiment. 

It was divided into 2 periods; the experimental one (Pre-Test) and the final operation 

(Post-Test), This chapter will be the answer the research questions of the number issues 

4.2.1 and 4.2,6, and the hypothesis of the number issue 3.2 in Chapter 1. 

It was carried out by volunteers to collect the basic data, including 

inteNiews and obseNations of the situation occurred during the operation, to get the 

demo devices and applications tested for developing and improving to be suitable 

and practical for the samples' further use, The volunteers' and the participants' 

types and details of blindness were selected by inteNiewing, The experiment 

operation was divided into 3 stages as follows: 

. 

I Experiment No.1 

• I 
Apr 2010 

I I Experiment No.2 

I 
Feb 2011 

I I Experiment No.3 

I 
AuS 2011 

I I Final Experiment 

I 
Mar 2012 

I 
~ 

Beginning Development Development Development Finish 

Program (Demo 1) Program (Demo 2) Program (Demo 3) Program (Final) Analysis / Conclusion 

Figure 40 	 Time periods of the fieldwork are in the experiments and the final data 

collection 

1. Period 	of the 1st of experiment 

The first device and demo software was tried with the volunteers during 

the fieldwork experiment and the results of tria led inteNiewing and obseNation data, 

were used to develop and improve the program to be more suitable. 

For the first phase of this study, only the image touching program was 

developed, In 7 colors are including purple, blue, cyan, green, yellow, orange and red, 

were represented by 7 musical note sounds, including "Do" (C), "Re" (D), "Mi" (E), "Fa" 
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(F), "Sol" (G), "La" (A) and "Si" (B), respectively, at the 4th octave, while white and black 

were represented by "Do" (C), at the 7th and 2nd octave respectively, and grey by "Mi" 

(E), at the 2nd octave. These musical notes were from different types of instruments. 

Table 15 	 Qualifications of volunteer and color palette in the 1st of experiment 

Name Age Education Type C D E F G A B 

(Years) Do Re Mi Fa Sol La Si 

V (A) 18 Grade 10 Totally blind, after 17 years, 

she was low vis ion since born 

and lisht perception before 

totally blind 

V (B) 18 Grade 7 Congenital t otally blind 

This experiment done by studying 2 volunteers, with some features as 

shown in the table above were asked to touch the geometry shapes, a square, a 

triangle and a circle, also the low relief in order to test their perception and 

understanding of the equipment utilization. The results showed that Volunteer (A) 

could perceive a square and a triangle while Volunteer (B) could not, but both of 

them could perceive the shape borders. 

Figure 41 	 The volunteers touched the geometry pictures and the paintings in the 

1st of experiment 

Then, they were asked to touch the artwork including the picture of Vincent 

van Gogh's "The Starry Night" and Piet Mondrian's "Composition". While touching the 

black area of "The Starry Night", Volunteer (A) expressed her feeling toward the sound 

representing black color as something scary but when she did "Composition", she could 

perceive different sizes of the square shape as well as remember some sounds. 

However; it was unlikely beautiful for her since there was a large area of red. 
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Table 16 Advantages - disadvantage of software in the 1st of experiment 

Advantage Disadvantage 
1. There were the colors known by the 
volunteers. 
2. It's easy for the volunteers to remember 

due to few colors used. 
3. It could use to serve the purpose of the 
shape and color perception. 

1. Unable to describe the color theory and 
color mixin~ as there were 7 colors. It coul.d 
not make a perfect fit with the 2nd sta~e with 
6 colors. 
2. Lack of necessary colors to support doin~ 
artwork and perception. 
3. l'.J oprogram for drawing and pa i ntin~. 

The result of the first experiment shown that the volunteers could 

remember some musical notes for colors and perceive simple shapes like square and 

triangle as well as the colors and the shape borders. They dragged their fingers on the 

touch screen and heard different sounds on different points. Their feedback on the 

operation was quite satisfaction as it brought the contentment and the new experience 

to them so that meant the use of the device and software for the blind was possible. 

2. Period of the 2nd of experiment 

For the demonstration software model, it used in the second phase of the 

experiment. There were into 2 programs, such as the image touching, and the drawing 

and painting, were developed. The software principle was adjusted and improved. 

Table 17 Qualifications of volunteer and color palette in the 2nd of experiment 

Name Age Education Type 

v (F) 22 Grade 12 Con~en ital totally blind 

The chromatic scale of theory of western music was applied to set the 

relationship between the sounds and colors. In an octave, there were 12 sounds of the 

"Church Organ" of musical instrument including "C", "C#", "0", "0#", "E", "F", "F#", 

"G", "G#", "A", "A#" and "B" at the 4th octave, representing 12 colors in the color 

wheel including red, orange, yellow, yellow-green, green, green-cyan, cyan, cyan-dark 
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blue, dark blue, purple, fuchsia and fuchsia-red respectively. The colors of white, gray 

and black were represented by "Do" (C) of " Lead 5 (Charang)" of musical instrument at 

the 6th, 4th and the 2nd octave respectively. Therefore, it totaled to 15 colors. 

In this period, there were 4 volunteers, all are congenital blind, as shown 

in the table above. They started learning the sounds representing colors, then 

touched geometrical images including a square, triangle and a vertical straight line 

together with low relief of such shapes and they could perceive all shapes. 

(6) Paint the Landscape of sea picture. (7) Paint the free styLe picture. (8) Paint the free styLe picture. 

Figure 42 	 The volunteers were drawing and painting and touched the pictures in the 

2nd of experiment 

Next, they were asked to touch the pictures such as "The Starry Night" by 

Vincent van Gogh, "Composition" of Piet Mondrian, "Still Life" by Paul Cezanne and 

" Impression Sunrise " by Claude Monet. The main focused on "The Starry Night". 

They could perceive the shape boundaries while their fingertip dragging and state 

some colors like the black large area at the bottom of "The Starry Night". Next, 
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3. Period of the 3rd of experiment 

In the third of demo software solved the problems found in the second 

period. The colors had more than and the time limitation to remember and there 

were the unfamiliar color is between the primary. Some colors were cut off and only 

6 main colors remained. The color theory principle of color tone and feeling 

relationship was used to apply to the color and sound relationship. As the cool 

tones regarded as the cool with soothing and calm feeling, were represented by the 

low level sound while the warm tones with exciting feeling, were represented by the 

high one. The color and sound arrangement with such 6 colors started from 

magenta, blue, cyan, green, yellow and red, pairing to the chromatic scale of 12 

sounds, and 6 sounds such as "C#", "0#", "F", "G", "A" and "8" respectively, and 

the colors of white, gray and black represented by "Do" (C) at the 6th, 4th and the 

2nd octave respectively. Therefore, it totaled to 9 colors. 

Table 19 Qualifications of volunteer and color palette in the 3rd of experiment 

Name Age Education Type 
(Years) 

V (G) 19 Grade 12 Adventitious totally blind , after 

17 years, she was low vision 

since born and light perception 

before totally blind 

V (H) 20 Grade 12 Congenital totally blind 

The experiment of this period was conducted in both programs but focused 

on the drawing and painting one. There were 2 volunteers to touch the picture of Paul 

Cezanne's "Still Life" is the realistic picture. The picture of Piet Mondrian's "Composition" 

is the semi-abstract. It was easier to understand due to its orderly arrangement. The 

participants could remember all colors but some similar colors seemed confusing for 

them. They were permitted to do their work freely but they did not know what to do. The 

researcher assigned them some advices. Volunteer (G) could do quite well but Volunteer 

(H) did unconfidently. So Volunteer (H) was told to do according to her own emotion and 

feeling. She used the reasonable sounds in the program, representing colors, along with 

her knowledge of painting to convey something like black or gray colors for anger. 
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Figure 43 	 The volunteers were drawing and painting the free style and touched 

the pictures in the 3rd of experiment 

Table 20 	 Advantages - disadvantage of software in the 3rd of experiment 

Advantage Disadvantage 
1. There were a few colors to remember 
easily. 
2. Used to describe the color t heory for the 
2nd step. 
3. Volunteers could feel the excitement of 
red color. 

1. The colors used in the program could not be 
explai ned in terms of the color theory, as they 
were not t he color of the substance. It was 
always used to do artwork 
2. Lack of some colors such as orange, pink, 
brown and so on. 

There were both straight and weaken points found in this period. It was 

easier for the volunteers to remember only few sounds in time limited. Conversely, 

they could not draw and paint efficiently due to the lack of some necessary colors, 

such as orange, pink and brown. 

The color system used in the operation of this experiment period was the 

RGB light color system. It would cause the problem in teaching art in terms of the 

complementary color. It had to be adjusted and replaced by RYB pigment color 

system. The summary, the results of all the experiment periods were used to 

develop and improve the final program as described in Chapter 3. The volunteers' 

artworks were collected and shown in the Appendix C. 

4. Period of the finaL of data collection 

Finally, the program principle has been developed and improved as described 

in Chapter 3. However, the sounds of the "Church Organ" of musical instrument for the 

main colors (Magenta-red and red). When the researcher test to touched and hear the 

sound representing color in the high pitches, such as light blue and pink were quite harsh 
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and annoying. So the researcher replaced with the soft and pleasant sounds of the" String 

Ensemble 1" of musical instrument. After that, all the devices and software were used in 

the final operation to collect data for the research analysis and conclusion. 

Table 21 Participant qualifications and color palette in final of data collection 

Name Age Education Type 
(Years) 

case(A) 25 1 st year Congenital total ly blind 
(bachelor) 

Case(B) 18 Grade 12 Congenital totally blind 

Case(C) 22 Grade 12 Congenita l t otally blind 

Case(D) 21 Grade 12 Co ngenital t otally blind 

Case(E) Grade 11 Congenital total ly blind 

Case(F) 

24 

19 Grade 10 Congenital totally blind 

Case(G) 20 Grade 10 Congenital totally bli nd 

Case(H) 21 Grade 11 Adventitious totally bUnd, after 10 years 

Case(l) 24 Grade 12 Congenital low vision, difficulty looking, 
Color palette into 12 colors 

can see color in close to monitor 

Case(J) 18 Grade 10 Congenita l low vision, d ifficulty 

looking, can see in 30 cm. but low 

vision, night bLi nd, lose lighting, color 

blindness 

The final period operations are including, the devices and software 

practice, the art lesson were prepared and set for the participants, as described in 

the Appendix B, the next, the perception of colors and shapes with the masters' 

painting by touching program, and the expression by using the drawing and painting 

program, as described in Chapter 5. 

The teachers in this class session included the researcher and 2 assistants. 

The interview, camera, video camera, sound recorder and 2 touch screen devices were 

prepared while the operation time was set into 4 periods which described in Chapter 4. 

There were 10 participants including the total blindness, congenital or 

acquired before 5 years of age 7 persons, total blindness, acquired after 5 years of age 1 

person, and the partial blindness or low vision, congenital 2 persons. The training 

operation was divided into 4 periods. The first one was about the practice of the devices 

and software and sound recognition and remembering, the second was about the 

elements and the principles of basic composition, the third was about using the image 

touching program and the last was about using the drawing and painting program. 
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In this chapter, the event illustration, especially, of Case (B) and Case (C), 

was presented for the examples. The other participants were experimented like them. 

Figure 44 Fieldwork environment and preparation during data collection 

4.1 Period No.1 of the practical course: Since the devices and software 

used in this research were absolutely new for the participants, the training and 

practicing was necessary for them. They had to be described how to use them and 

some relative skills were needed for their perception of the relationship between the 

touch screen and their fingers when touching it. They practiced touching geometrical 

shapes, free-form shapes and different kinds of line, and then practiced sounds 

corresponding of 12 colors recognition and finally touching the master piece problems. 

The participants practiced to perceive the geometrical shapes with the 

bas-relief as the basis for the complex shapes perception . When they dragged their 

fingertip across the areas of black and red and different sounds were heard, they 

realized that it was the shape border. They could perceive a square or even know 

exactly that was a quadrate or a triangle with a broad base and a pointed end top. 

They could perceive the angle and the end of the shape while the circle was quite 

hard but still perceive its curvature. 

In case of free-form shapes, most of them could not know what these shapes 

were exactly like, despite touching the bas-relief as well. However, they tried to identify 

the shape name like Case (A) believed that the shape she was touching was a Ash . From 

the interview of the participants, the result was that they never had experience or learning 

about different shapes continuously. The lack of the growth or experience could be a 

problem in perceiving the shape of the artworks for them which would be later explained. 
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(3) The memory of the sounds to represent colors amount into 12 colors and test to touch the example pictures. 

Figure 45 The practical perception are with the example pictures 

The participants were able to perceive the characteristic of lines, such as 

a straight line, horizontal, vertical and askew or obliquely. Together with touching the 

bas-relief, they knew that the starting and ending points of a curved line were lower 

than to middle point while the zigzag one was rather hard, but with the bas-relief, it 

was understandable. 

In order to remember the sounds representing 12 colors including purple, 

blue, green, yellow, orange, red, light blue, pink, brown, white, grey and black, they 

had to practice through the practical program. It would say the color name after their 

fingertip was taken off or release the touch-screen. After that, to test sound 

recognition, they had to practice with 3 levels of example images, the normal of 

color palettes, the random colors and the free-form shape of colors, and next they 

did with the pictures. Generally, it was found that the participants' preparatory 

practice of color and shape perception enabled them to perceive both color and 

shape. Black color was most recognizable while the others seemed a bit unclear. 
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The result of the first operation period showed that the participants were 

intended and interested in practicin~ and participatin~ in the next period. However, some 

more time was required for their sound rememberin~ and the practice form created for 

this research could help them understand to use the devices and software as well. 

4.2 Period No.2 of the Leaning of the art Lesson: The participants were 

tau~ht about art for their preliminary knowled~e and comprehension of drawin~ and 

paintin~ principle to enable them to do artworks by themselves. The subject matter 

used in the activity was comprised of the elements, such as points, lines, shapes and 

colors. The basic principles of composition are includin~ unity, harmony, contrast, 

proportion, balance, emphasis, repetition, variety and direction. 

(2) Learn and draw wi th the elements as kinds of shape and color theory. 

Fi~ure 46 	 Art lesson about the points, lines, shapes and the color theory and 

color wheel 

The researcher explained the meanin~, the benefits and the importance 

of the art to them to raise awareness and motivation in learnin~ about art. Then, the 

researcher be~an to explain about the point and different kinds of line. The firstly, 

the researcher held their hand to draw in the example. The next, they were asked to 

try drawin~ by themselves. They could draw the lines both vertical and horizontal 

and a spiral curve but for the zi~za~ one, it outcome as the wave line. 

For the shape, they could draw both a quadrate or a square and a 

rectan~le but a trian~ le was quite difficu lt since they seldom experienced drawin~ 
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askew line while the circle was easy to do as all of them, except Case (0) whose 

work always became a spiral curve, could do well. 

In addition, they were described about color theory includin~ color wheel, 

color mixture, primary color, secondary color, complementary color, analo~ous color, 

color tone to~ether with color and feelin~, to enhance their comprehension and 

experience as well as their perception and expression in term of drawin~ and paintin~ 

in the next session. 

(2) Learn and draw with the principle of composition as repetition and direction. 

Fi~ure 47 Art lesson about the harmony, contrast, variety, repetition, direction 

The participants were prepared for art knowled~e and experience by 

practicin~ the test on the basic principles of artistic composition. They tried doin~ 

accordin~ to each principle. While the researcher were teachin~ about the variety 

and tested to the participants drew different kinds of line, the participants could 

draw their artworks as well. Althou~h they were not able to draw all lines but they 

were in the skill level as satisfactory or well. These are the answers of the research 

questions, it is possible that the con~enital blind will be able to learn about the 

elements and the basic principles of composition. 

After bein~ trained for usin~ the devices and software as well as learnin~ about 

art, the participants' feedback was rather successful quite well. They liked what they did 

and enjoyed the activity as it enabled them to understand some contents like element, 

color theory and composition. They could fairly do what they were asked or su~~ested. 
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However, this research purpose was not to find out whether they could pass 

the test of art knowledge and comprehension but focused on their perception of the 

color and shape of the pictures and expression with drawing and painting together with 

their own artworks using the devices and software especially developed for them. 

4.3 Period No.3 of the using in touching program: There were into 5 

paintings, the world master pieces including Vincent van Gogh's "The Starry Night", 

Franz Marc's "Horse in a Landscape " , Ser~e Poliakoff's "Composition verte, bleue, 

rouge et jaune", Kasimir Malevich's " Supreme " c.. i ld Piet Mondrian's "Composition" 

and the results would explain in Chapter 7. 

Figure 48 Usin~ touching pro~ram was prepared for test and collected data 

The re sult of the ima~e touching operation showed that the participants 

had a ~ood response to the device and software. They were enthusiastic and 

interested in usin~ this device to perceive the colors of the paintin~s utilizing sound 

pitches of musical note. The researcher interviewed to them durin~ and after usin~ 

the software. It took the queries and answers with respondin~ in the touchin~ 

pro~ram. Their opinions towards the operation would present in Chapter 7. 

4.4 Period No.4 of the using in painting program: The partiCipants were 

assi~ned to create 9 artworks usin~ the device and paintin~ program as following: 

4.4. 1 Copyin~ with the ori~inal master as "The Starry Ni~ht". 

4.4.2 Copyin~ with the ori~inal master as "Horse in a Landscape". 

4.4.3 Draw and paint with ima~ination and title ~ivin~. 
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4.4.4 Draw and paint with emotion and feeling. 

4.4.5 Draw and paint with the topic as "Tree and flower". 

4.4.6 Draw and paint with the topic as "Mountain, river and field". 

4.4.7 Draw and paint with the topic as "Sea, beach and sky". 

4.4.8 Draw and paint with the topic as "My body". 

4.4.9 Draw and paint with the topic as " Dream". 

The participants were designed to do with the touching program, until 

they could remember or they felt pleased, before making their works with painting 

to follow with the original master piece one by one using with the painting program. 

However, some of them did both programs at the same time. The paintings used for 

this period included "The Starry Night" and "Horse in a Landscape" . 

Figure 49 Using in painting program to paint with the original master pieces are 

"The Starry Night" and "Horse in a Landscape" 

Figure 50 Using in painting program to paint with their imagination, emotion, feeing 

The participants were let to do artworks using their own imagination, 

emotion and feeling. They could paint as freely without any requirements or 

conditions and they mostly did a realistic. Some used their own experience of the 

color or different sound pitches of musical note or the relationship between color 

and feeling, as being trained and practiced in the second period, to express their 

emotion and feeling through their works. 
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The painting topics for the participants, their works were very interesting 

as they could draw 3D shape in the 20 one with the perimeter of the object 

(Contour out line) like the sighted people did it such as the topic of "My Body" . 

While their landscape paintings were expressed in their perception of a large form 

and space. For the topic "Dream", as the congenital blind also have the dream 

while they slept. The researcher queried about the congenital blind have the dream 

from them directly. Nevertheless, their dream might see the images or not, it has not 

eVidently proved their ability to perceive a picture or a shape. However, the 

participants could express about their dream which were done using knowledge and 

experience through the device and painting program to be the images. 

Figure 51 	 Using in painting program to paint with the topics as "Tree and flower", 

"Mountain, river and field", "Sea, beach and sky", "My body" and "Dream" 

After finishing painting 9 topics, with some unwanted deleting and redoing 

by press "Tab" key to clear a screen for a new paintings. Next, the researcher tested 

the participants to touch their own artwork pictures that they already painted, were 

randomly chosen for them to touch again. Some could remember while some could 

not but when the researcher hinted or gave the answer what was their painting 

artworks?, they could know and remember it suddenly. It showed that the 

participants could paint from their new knowledge and could use the experience, 

and combine imagination to communicate as 20 pictures. Analysis of result was 

showed in Chapter 8. 
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5. Summary 

Fieldwork data collection was divided into 2 periods, the experiment and 

the final operation. In the first period, the demo software was used to try with 

volunteers to find out both advanta~es and disadvanta~es alon~ with the inteNiew 

and obseNation and related literatures and researches and then improved and 

rectified to be suitable and practical for the participants in the final operation. The 

inteNiew was the semi-structured inteNiew with some prepared questions but could 

be flexible accordin~ to the situation with note takin~ (Aon~arj Naiphat, 2006: 173). 

The final operations were divided into 4 periods, each 2 hours, as follows: 

5.1 For the practice of device and software, the participants could 

basically understand but it was difficult for them to remember the sounds due to 

limitin~ time. However, they could remember some colors and also perceive colors 

and simple shapes like ~eometry. The practicin~ plan prepared in this research was 

helpful and useful for them. 

5.2 The participants had a ~ood feedback to learnin~ of the elements and 

basic principles of composition. They were satisfied to learn about art with the new 

device. The lesson plan enabled them to understand the elements, perceive points, 

lines and many kinds of shape and color theory. They could do accordin~ to the 

examples or as bein~ su~~ested. If they had been normally studyin~ art like other 

usual students or had more time to practice, it would be better for their learning. 

5.3 They had good response to the touchin~ pro~ram and were 

enthusiastic and interested in usin~ it to touch the colors of the artworks throu~h the 

musical notes. They could perceive colors and shapes of the paintin~s prepared for 

they ~ave some descriptions and critical comments toward them. 

5.4 They cou ld express their art skills, draw and paint as bein~ assi~ned 

the test methods to~ether with their own ideas and ima~inations usin~ correct colors. 

Nevertheless, the research tested the device and software with the 

participants, such as Case (I) and Case (J), which are the low vision. It found that the 

device and software could not help them to perceive and paint by the technique of 

the pairin~ between colors and sound pitches because they could see or watch the 

monitor screen in the distance of usin~ computer. 

After finishin~ the whole activity, the participants were sUNeyed their 

satisfaction of the devices and pro~rams. The result, as presented in next chapter. 
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Chapter 7 

AnaLysis of the resuLts to perception of painting 

This chapter presented the analysis of the final data operating results of 

the color perception of the artworks. It focused on the analysis to justify the 

effectiveness of the device and software responding to the questions and 

hypotheses of the research while other interesting data and results could be used in 

further research. For the analys is of color perception of the participants using 

applications and the pictures, the participants' perception of color and shape as well 

as their feelings and opinions towards the pictures, was presented. 

This chapter will be the answer the research questions of the number 

issues 4.2.2 and 4.2.4, and the hypothesis of the number issues 3.3 and 3.4 in 

Chapter 1. 

Five master pieces of painting by famous artists, Vincent van Gogh's "The 

Starry Night", Franz Marc's "Horse in a Landscape ", Serge Poliakoff's "Composition 

verte, bleue, rouge et jaune", Kasimir Malevich's "Supreme" and Piet Mondrian's 

"Composition" were chosen and used as touch exercises for participants. Some 

details and colors of these paintings were simplifies and only 12 colors remained, to 

make it easier for the test and preliminary perception. 

Ask Answer Ask Answer Ask Answer 

L---'-- ---f-- ~'__ _'___.--L---'---.. Touching picture 
activity During 


Information Color - Shape Perception Interpret - Opinion 


Figure 52 The interview related to time periods of the touch picture activity 

In this chapter, only the analysis of color perception of the target group, 

the participants who are the totally blindness, congenital or acquired before 5 years 

of age (Lowenfeld, Berthold : 1981: 67), were presented. Therefore, only 8 partiCipants 
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were counted, 7 congenital blind and 1 totally blind after the age of 5. They had the 

required qualifications in the table as follows: 

Table 22 	 Participant qualifications were used for analysis of the color perception to 

the painting 

Name Age 
(Years) 

Education Type Know / Favorite Monitor 

Size 

Attention / 

Expectation 
(5 score) • Color Artist 

Case (A) 25 1st year 
(bachelor) 

CTB** black, white, light 

blue (cool, water) 

Vincent van Gogh, 

Charuemchai 

Kositpipat 

15 .6, 21.5, 

42" 
5 

Case (B) 18 Grade 12 CTB light blue (pretty) Michelangelo 15.6" 

(Capacitive) 
5 

Case (C) 22 Grade 12 CTB pink (sweet) Michelangelo 21.5" 

(Resistive) 
5 

Case (D) 21 Grade 12 CTB pink, light blue 

(lively, politely) 

No 21.5 " 

(Resistive) 
4 

Case (E) 24 Grade 11 CTB pink (sweet), 

white (pure), light 

blue (waiting) 

No 21.5" 

(Resistive) 
4 

Case (F) 19 Grade 10 CTB light blue, white No 21.5" 

(Resistive) 

3 

Case (G) 20 Grade 10 CTB light blue (best) No 15.6" 

(Capacitive) 
2 

Case (H) 21 I Grade 11 

I 
TB- 10*** green, light blue 

(cooL) 

Charuemchai 

Kositpipat 

21.5" 

(Resistive) 
5 

Remark: * Attention / Expectation evaluated by the reseacher's obseNation. 

** CTS is abbreviated from Congenital totally blind. 

*** TS-10 is abbreviated from Totally blind, after 10 years. 

The research is focused on the analys is of results, the participants respond 

to the questions. Hypotheses are tested and the researcher demonstrated the 

technique how to use computer. If the devices developed could reach the standard 

and objectives, it will be very useful. Type of data was divided into 6 groups as follows: 

1. The data of the paintings are concerned with contents, composition, 

colors, shapes and other details . 

2. The data of participants personal details including age, level of 

education, type of blindness, experience, background and attitudes about art and 

other related backgrounds as shown in the table above. 

3. The data of environment and equipments, such as the touch-screen 

types and sizes were different, as the table above. 
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4. The data of participation of the activities 

observation, such as willingness, each participant's expectat

contributed to the perception (Rucharee Nopppaket, 1997: 210). 

obta

ion 

ined 

and 

from 

motiv

the 

ation 

5. The primary qualitative data, such as observation, interview, interaction 

or participation of the participants, question and answer. 

There are 2 main groups of data: interview and observation. Some 

interview questions, t he participants' opinion . Some participants thought about the 

answer profoundly. They showed the high level of intelligence. Some partiCipants 

gave the direct answer strait to the point and some do not. Sometimes the 

researcher had to add more questions to find the answer, for example, "Do you 

draw the flower?", "What is this circle, it is sun or moon and so on?", etc. 

During the time when questions are asked, the researcher observed each 

participant ' s behavior: mood, facial expression, emotional attitude, etc. The whole 

descriptions of their behavior psychological response before, during and after the 

test session were recorded. Data from interview was transcribed. They are divided 

into group to be analyzed. 

6. The secondary qualitative data were obtained by recording, such as the 

taking photographs, video and sound record. They were used to review with the 

primary data and to be analyzed . (Taweesuk Noppakasorn, 2006: 111) 

(Data of art pictures) (Data of environment) Convert color to sound Code represented 

Painting Device 
Perception 

0), 

und B LIfor touch Touch-Screen 

(Data of the primary and secondary) f1 

Summary 

!-t LP_ro_b_l_e_m_,_q_u_e_st_io_n.....J''r--l hypothesis 

(Dose devices work well 

or not?, Comparison L.....-_____---' 

Interview, 

conversati on, attit 

opinion, descrip 

ude, (J 
ti on 

~ Analysis the results .-J 

~ 

Background of the 
-=0participants (Data) 

Intention, 

expectation 

with old techniques, To (Color and shape pe rception (Data of participation) 

got new knowledge) Criticism and interp retation) 

Figure 53 The data relationship and coherence are anaLyzed the color the pictures 

perception were touched toward the conclusion 
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The researcher set up the environment to collect data. Each painting was 

studied by the participants. Touch-screen and bas-reliefs used, as exercises for the 

participants to describe practicing the pictures and making criticism. The touch-screen 

computers have different sound pitches represent to coLor codes. Monitor sizes 

including 15.6, 21.5 and 42 inches. 

The interview of the research is the semi-structured interview. It is 

conversation and asking questions for the data coLLection from the participants' 

feedback. Due to they are the congenitaL blind had no experience the vision before 

and studied less in art subject. These data cannot colLect from the literatures. These 

are each individuaL their opinion and attitude on the touch pictures. It was carried on 

the researcher had to be flexibLe enough to conduct the interview according to the 

situation. Therefore, this research needs to use and combine interview and 

preliminary observation the data of each picture was separateLy anaLyzed as foLlows: 

(Remark: In the tables are shown that "Criterion of analysis was for the 

perception of coLor and shape of the master pieces was touched". The symboLs are 

in the table that "0" means "enable" and blank or "[ ]" means "disable".) 

1. The touch of "The Starry Night" 

The data of the participants' response of touching "The Starry Night" 

using the device and application was divided into 3 aspects: overalL view of the 

pictures to contents and composition, analysis of art form to described by each 

participant, for exampLe, color and shape, and anaLysis of participants' criticism and 

interpretation. 

1.1 Overall view of Vincent van Gogh's "The Starry Night"; "The Starry 

Night", 1889 is one of his famous paintings as semi-abstract. Its segmentation of the 

content was clearLy arranged and composed of onLy few actuaL coLors and realistic 

objects so it couLd be easiLy understand. When some amounts of detail and color 

were simplified, it could be still in the state of both content and composition with 

the continuous black bar at the bottom. The light and bLue strips are scattered aLong 

the middle, the yeLLow moonlike shape in the top right corner and the black part at 

the middLe, slightly to the left of the picture as trianguLar shape Looked like the 

cypress protruding up to the sky and regarded as the prominent point. 
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(1) This picture of "The Starry Night" was (2) Case (A) was touching the (3) Case (C) was touching the 

simplified colors and details. picture. picture. 

Fi~ure 54 	 "The Starry Ni~ht" was touched by device and touchin~ pro~ram 

1.2 Analysis of art form to colors and shapes perception; "The Starry 

Ni~ht" , was simplified by the re searcher from many colors simplified to 4 colors: 

black, blue, light blue and yellow. Shape was easy for the participants to identify, it 

was continuous and uncomplicated, particularly. The black part together was with a 

reali stic picture contents, and even easier when it was described by the researcher. 

The participants were permit to touch the picture freely and the researcher might ask 

some questions. 

There are 2 kinds of question: the planned questions, they were well 

prepared by the researcher and the instance question, dependin~ on the situation . 

The participants were required to describe what and how they felt about the picture . 

Parts of conversation, interesting or important, are selected for analysis. 

Table 23 	 Criterions of analysis were for the perception of color and shape of 

"The Starry Night" was touched 

Analysis of ability to color  shape perception A B C 0 E F G H 

Remember sound codes fo r colors 0 0 0 0 0 

Identify all colors of the picture 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Pointed or drassed the fi nsers over the picture 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Remember color position, tell, pOint correctly 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Tell all the color names correctly 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

. Perceived the black shape bar at bottom of picture 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Perceive the shape of the cypress 0 0 0 0 0 

Perceive the shape of the moon 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Perceive both lisht blue and blue 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Compare each color proportion 0 0 0 0 0 

Understand the content of picture when described 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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The participants could find all colors in "The Starry Night", they perceived 

colors and shapes of a black large and continuous area. When they touched the light 

blue and blue areas, they couLd hear different sounds alternateLy and couLd 

understand. There were both colors in the picture with the yeLlow moon at the right 

top and the researcher described detaiLs and content of the picture, they could 

easiLy understand. 

TabLe 24 Conversation and analysis of the perception of color and shape of 

"The Starry Night" was touched 

Person Interview and Conversation (Color and Shape) ! 

Case (A) "Here's black color I remember, and right there, light blue, and here, more black i 

color upward, I think. Here's the sky, at night, so this must be the moon, but this is 

something strange." "Black color beginning here, stretching to that side." 

Analysis Case (A) have already touched and drew "The Starry Night" before as a volunteer in 

the second experiment so its color, shape and position were familiar and 

recognizable for her. 

Case (D) "Black colorlll don't like it! Scary!. Other colors are scattering and mixing up, anyway, each 

color has a different style, but there's more color of black than light blue and yeLLow." 

Analysis Case (D) has relativeLy Low seLf-confidence together with negative attitude to bLack 

color as something terribLe. 

Case (F) "Lots of black and so Large, blue and light blue, but just a bit yellow." 
summary The partiCipants couLd discover and Identify the colors were represented by the color 

.Analysis codes indicating the different sound pitches and different colors. When they heard 

the sound that they remembered, they wouLd think of the coLor. When they dragged 

their fingers through different coLors, the sound pitches changed and they couLd 

recognize that it was the edge of the shape. They could discover and indicate the 

position of all the coLors appearing on the picture, particuLarly, a black bar below and 

the black part of Cypress since the shape and color of that part was continuous and 

large. Besides, they could narrate the mixed part of blue and light bLue and indicate 

the position of yellow part in the upper right corner of the picture as well. When the 

research gave them some description of the picture content, it helped them 

I understand this better. 

1.3 Analysis of participants' criticism and interpretation; Participants 

were required to criticize and comment about "The Starry Night" freely. However, 

since they had just a little or even no experience of 20 picture. The researcher had 

to ask them some questions in order to make it more interactive and some 

important and interesting discussion as follows: 
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Table 25 Conversation and critical analysis and Interpretation of "The Starry Night" 

was touched 

Person Interview and Conversation (Criticism and Interpretation) 
Researcher "What about the picture color? Your overview of it? Can it be estimated as beautiful 

or just nothing special?" 

Case (A) "Most of it is focused on solid colors like black. In my estimation, it is possibly 

beautiful but sad and depressing as welL" "I think it depends on our feeling and 

imagination, especially for the one who can't see." 
Researcher "This picture is generally worldwide accepted that it is beautiful" "Do you think so or 

anything else?" 

Case (A) "Oh! It's worldwide? (laughs) it may be beautiful, anyway, that depends to anyone." 

Analysis Case (A) could appraise artworks through her own experience and feeling. 
Researcher "How do you like this picture? Do you like it? Is it beautiful, any comments?" 

Case (8) "Um..yes, I like itl, kind of beautiful, lots of different shapes but orderly arranged so 

I'm pretty sure I can draw it." 

Case (C) "I like the idea that there are many alternate colors making it more striking and 

spectacular, it' may be beautiful, but I'm not sure, yet it depends on individual 

opinion. If it's me, I think they ' re various colors and persuaded me to follow and 

interested in it that it's easy. I can understand and make me to imagine, something 

like that." 

Analysis Since Case (8) and (C) are close friends and partiCipated in the activity together in a 

positive and enjoyable atmosphere so that's good for them to enjoy what they were 

asked to do like criticizing artwork. 

Case (D) "I don't like it, lots of color I hate." (She did not like black color) 

Case (E) "Well, I feel it's quite ok and well arranged." 

Analysis Case (E) might respond positively and just tried to defend herself from something she 

was worrying about. 

Case (F) "Yes, I like it. I'm imagining (laughs). It's about nature with cloud, tree and ...so it must 

be beautiful " 

Analysis Case (F) could understand quite well, even though her activity participation was just 

in a moderate level. She was interested and typically enjoyed interaction and 

perceived of the black tree, the blue sky at night etc, so the researcher described 

the picture generality and content to her. 

Case (G) "Um .. I'm no idea, I can't imagine yet, not means I don't understand. I just don't 

know how to tell you." 

Case (H) "I like it , not too complicated with simple colors. In my imagination, it must be really 

beautiful but I don't like dark atmosphere, I hate when dark colors like black and 

blue were put nearby together." 
summary "The Starry Night" was criticized by the participants using abstract concept of the 
Analysis color, shape and position through their perception in touching it together with the 

low relief made of paper showing the layering shape perimeter. Moreover, its content 

and composition were described by the researcher. Then they could comment, 

estimate according to their own feeling. Most of them appreCiated it. Case (D) did not 

like it because of some colors but Case (G) was just neutral, because she may not 

willing to participate in the activity. 
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Vincent van Gogh did not paint with the colors to imitate the real world, 

but he painted to express his emotion and feeling that was hopelessness and sad. 

Then, this picture was the expression to be full of the emotion and feeling actually. 

It was obvious that the participants could perceive the colors and shapes 

in "The Starry Ni~ht" so well that they could appreciate the paintin~. Its content and 

composition were clear and easy to understand. The bas-relief is another useful tool 

for teaching for its helped participants to develop their ima~inat i on. Both the touch

screen and bas-relief versions of "The Starry Night" will be helpful the participants to 

understand how the artist composed shapes, lines and colors to make the great 

paintin~. 

2. The touch of "Horse in a Landscape" 

The data of the participants' response of touchin~ " Horse in a 

Landscape" usin~ the device and application was divided into 3 aspects: overall view 

of the pictures to contents and composition, analysis of art form to described by 

each participant, for example, color and shape, and analysis of participants' criticism 

and interpretation. 

2.1 Overall view of Franz Marc's "Horse in a Landscape"; "Horse in a 

Landscape", 1910 was an interestin~. The paintin~, there are only few colors were 

used and its content was clearly portioned with the aspect of semi-abstract. 

Although the colors were not realistic but its content could be easily identify and 

understand . When its colors and details were simplified, there were still the pictorial 

content and composition with wide yellow back~round, the ~roups of green cloud 

on the top and the swerving red horse in the foreground. 

(1) Thi s picture of " Horse in a Landscape" (2) Case (A) was touching the (3) Case (F) was touching t he 

was simpli fied colors and details. picture. picture. 

Fi~ure 55 "Horse in a Landscape" was touched by device and touching program 
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2.2 Analysis of art form to colors and shapes perception; "Horse in a 

Landscape" was modified to be clearer and sharper but still have the orisinal colors 

includins red, blue, sreen and ye llow. It was easy for the participants to understand 

because of simple shape of color area sroup with realistic content. The yellow is the 

wide area of the backsround. 

Nevertheless, it's hard to describe, it is unnatural and unreasonable like 

the swervins horse, the red horse, yellow sky and sreen cloud to them. The 

participants were required to touch the picture freely and they miSht be asked. 

Some questions both prepared in the questionnaire and dependins on the situation 

in order to set them to describe what and how they felt about the picture. Some 

parts of important and interestins conversation used for the analysis. 

Table 26 Criterions of analysis were for the perception of color and shape of 

" Horse in a Landscape" was touched 

Analysis of ability to color - shape perception A B C 0 E F G H 

Remember sound codes for co lors 0 0 0 0 

Identify all colors of the picture 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Pointed or dragged the fingers over the picture 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Remember color position, tell, point correctly 0 0 0 0 0 

Tell all the color names correctly 0 0 0 0 0 

Perceive yellow wide area 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Perceive yellow as background 0 0 

Perceive group of green at the top of picture 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Perceive red horizontal shape at the bottom 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Compare each co lor proportion 0 0 0 0 

Understand the content of picture when described 0 0 0 0 0 0 

The participants could discover all the colors of "Horse in a Landscape" 

and perceive the yellow widest area. It was evident that Case (A) and Case (F) could 

understand dimension as they could identify the yellow area as the backsround of 

the picture. Moreover, all the participants could perceive the sreen area in the left 

top because it was the startins point in touchins the picture as well as the red 

horizontal shape at the bottom. They could understand more when the researcher 

described the picture details and contents which enabled them to create their own 

concept of it. 
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Table 27 Conversation and analysis of the perception of coLor and shape of 

"Horse in a Landscape" was touched 

Person Interview and Conversation (Color and Shape) 

Case (A) "In this picture is only red and blue, right? Yellow background in the middle I 

remember. Let me recall, what color I painted, oh right, green. Yellow and green on • 

the top." I 

, Case (C) "Lots of red and yellow, this is green on top and lots. I can't imagine what it's like." 

I Case (E) "Yellow and green were alternately blended together. Green is on the left top and 

lots of yellow. " 

Case (F) "Green here, here and here (indicating allover the green area), lots of yellow, green • 

on the left top, red on the left bottom." 

Case (H) "Blue and red at the center, green on the left top. not linear but curved, just a little 

though. It's drooping (laughs), lots of yellow and covering a large space. Red is 

horizontal shape. I can imagine some shapes when I touch it." 

summary The participants could discover the colors represented by the color code and the 
Analysis sound pitch. They rather got confused with the nearby and similar level to the sound 

of the colors like red, yellow and green. When they dragged their fingers through 

different colors, the level of sound changed and they could recognize that it was the 

edge of the shape. They could discover and indicate the position of all the colors 

appearing on the picture. All of them (except Case (G» couLd perceive the red bar 

below, the green area at the left top and the yeLlow large space. When the research 

gave them the description of how the horse turned and swerved, it could not help 

much as they have never heard or touched the low relief before. 

2.3 Analysis of participants' criticism and interpretation; The coLors 

used in "Horse in a Landscape" were not realistic. Some areas in the picture were 

rather hard to understand or imagine like the turning and swerving horse. Therefore, 

it's necessary for the researcher to give participants some more interactive questions. 

For example, Do you know the red area is a horse? Yellow is widely, it may be the 

background or the sky, right?, etc. 

However, they were let to comment and criticize about the picture. It had 

the important and interesting conversation to analYSis as follows: 
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Table 28 Conversation and critical analysis and Interpretation of "Horse in a Landscape" 

was touched 

Person Interview and Conversation (Criticism and Interpretation) 
Researcher "How do you like this picture? Do you like it? Is it beautiful or anything else?" 

Case (A) "I can't imagine exactly where the horse is. It's turning its back on but I can't imagine I 

yet. I think this picture is ok." "It maybe even better than Van Gogh's with color 

compared, I think this one is brighter and livelier. Though I just studied the picture 

touch and draw but Van Gogh's picture is about a sense of something at night, I think, 

something like that. " 
Researcher "How do you like this activity? What about the software?" 

i 

Case (A) "Ohllt's so greatillove it. It made me understand and know more about the artwork • 

of the artist like Van Gogh who I have heard only his name, and I have heard that • 

many people complain about it as it's hard for them to understand, but when I have 

a chance to experience it, to touch it, not 100% though, but I can feel it. ,'m pretty 

sure I know, like my sighted friends, why Van Gogh drew this picture." 

Analysis Case (A) could criticize and compare the differences between Horse in a Landscape 

and the Starry Night somehow, but seemed Less confidently because she did not 

perceive the picture detail deeply. 

I Case (D) "Green area is interesting, it Looks natural. But just nothing for me, it's interesting 

actualLy but so common." 

Case (E) "I prefer the previous one (The Starry Night) more than it." 

Case (F) "I want to know how beautiful it is (laughs) yellow likes empty, this is red, here it is, 

red line and then green cloud, a lot of it, red again, the ground is red (laughs)." 

Analysis Case (F) had fun with unreasonable colors used in the picture and used some 

metaphor like space is emptiness. 

Case (H) "I don't like it, kind of strange. I like the color, but the shape, I don't. It's hard to 

imagine. (When the researcher explained the swerving horse to her, Case (H) got more 

interested) Yes, If you don't tell me this, I will never know it's a swerving horse." 

"Such a hard thing, the sounds are so alike as well. We need more practice of 

touching." 

! summary 

Analysis 
"Horse in a Landscape" was criticized by the participants using abstract concept of 

the color, shape and position through their perception in touching it together with 

the low relief made of paper showing the layering shape perimeter. Moreover, its 

content and composition were described by the researcher to them, so they could 

comment, estimate according to their own feeling. For exampLe, Case (A) and Case (E) 

could compare between Horse in a Landscape and the Starry Night. However, some 

of them did not like or just felt neutral about it due to its content and composition. 
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Franz Marc painted the inaccurate natural colors. He knew that it is not 

the natural color but he intended to do. It was an artistic experiment to make a new 

roles or new scheme of colors. 

From the analysis of the research found that the participants could 

perceive the colors and shapes of " Horse in a Landscape" very accurately. The 

colors painted in the picture were unrealistic, "Horse in a Landscape" is an 

experiment paintin~, they still understood quite well because of their maturity and 

experience. Some of them could compare it with "The Starry l\Ji~ht". Besides, they 

accepted this picture as the artist's expression. The artist has some special intention. 

3. The touch of "Composition verte, bLeue, rouge et jaune" 

The data of the participants' response of touchin~ "Composition verte, 

bleue, rou~e et jaune" usin~ the device and application was divided into 3 aspects: 

overall view of the pictures to contents and composition, analysis of art form to 

described by each participant, for example, color and shape, and analysis of 

participants' criticism and interpretation. 

3.1 OveraLL view of Serge Poliakoff's "Composition verte, bLeue, rouge 

et jaune"; "Composition verte, bleue, rou~e et jaune", 1968 is an abstract picture 

with few colors . The composition is uncomplicated with free shapes. There were 2 

~rey ones at the bottom both left and ri~ht , 2 red ones at the middle, a ye llow one 

upward next to red and li~ht blue as the back~round of the picture. 

(1) This picture of "Composition verte, (2) Case (D) was touching the 

bleue, rouge et jaune " was simplified picture. 

colors and details. 

(3) Case (H) was touching the 

picture. 

Fi~ure 56 "Composition verte, bleue, rou~e et jaune" was touched by device and 

touching pro~ram 
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3.2 Analysis of art form to colors and shapes perception; This 

"Composition verte, bleue, rouge et jaune" was simplified version was clearer and 

sharper. It still mentions the origina l colors including grey, red, yellow and light blue. 

It was difficult for the participants to understand the shape as it was pure-abstract 

picture with free shapes. They could discover and indicate the colors. 

The participants were encouraged to touch the picture freely. They might 

be asked with some questions, both prepared in the questionnaire and depending on 

the situation in order to get them to describe. What and how they felt about the 

picture? Some parts of important and interesting conversation will be used as follows: 

Table 29 Criterions of analysis were for the perception of color and shape of 

"Composition verte, bleue, rouge et jaune" was touched 

Analysis of ability to color - shape perception A B C 0 E F G H 

Remember sound codes for colors 0 0 0 0 0 

Identify all colors of the picture 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Pointed or dragged the fingers over the picture 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Remember color position, tell, point correctly 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Tell all the color names correctly 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Perceive light blue wide area 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Perceive light blue as background 0 0 0 

Perceive red shapes 0 0 0 0 

Perceive 2 red shapes 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Perceive grey shapes 0 0 

0 

0 

Perceived grey color at a bottom both left and right 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Discover yellow area 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Compare each color proportion 0 0 0 0 

Talked about composition they have learned 0 0 

Understand the content of picture when described 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

The participants could discover and indicate the position of all the colors 

of "Composition verte, bleue, rouge et jaune". The shapes were clearly clustered. All 

of them could perceive the wide blue area but only some knew that it's the picture 

background. They could perceive 2 red pieces at the middle and 2 grey ones at the 

bottom both left and right. They could not identify the art form, what is look like 

since the picture was abstract with free shapes. In addition, the researcher could 

explain only its proportion and composition to them without its content. 
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Table 30 Conversation and analysis of the perception of color and shape of 

"Composition verte, bleue, rouge et jaune" was touched 

Person Interview and Conversation (Color and Shape) 

Case (A) "This picture isn 't scattered because it's red in the middle, and here 's grey, at the 

bottom and a few yellow." 

Case (C) "Mostly light blue, here ' s red. That's grey line separated by light blue, ye l low in the 

middle. All light blue at the upper area (when described the background of the 

picture, she was able to understand it), actually it's like a piece of light blue paper 

with other different colors on." 

Analysis Case (C) was willingly to participate in the activity and really enjoyed it She could 

share her idea and compare the colors on the screen with drawing paper to better 

understand herself. 

Case (E) " It 's a curve, here's red circle and large area of light blue." 

Case (H) 

I 

"Grey is in this corner and this one, kind of curve. It has a light blue in between two 

grey pieces, red not too big, not straight, rather rounded upward, yellow less than 

light blue, and red more than yellovlJ." 

summary The participants could discover the colors were represented by the color code and 

Analysis the level of the sound. When they dragged their fingers through different colors, the 

level of sound changed and they could recognize that it was the edge of the shape. 

They could discover and indicate the position of all the colors appearing on the 

picture. All of them could perceive the color shapes clustered together but they 

could not indicate exactly what all the shapes looked like. 

3.3 Analysis of participants' criticism and interpretation; "Composition 

verte, bleue, rouge et jaune" is pure-abstract, so it could be interpreted freely by the 

participants. This painting is simpler t han that of Mondrian. It has the similar kind of 

Apollonian beauty. 

Some of them imagined the sky or clouds while some could perceive the 

composition of the picture. Here are some important and interesting parts of the 

conversation put together the analysis as follows: 
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Table 31 Conversation and critical analysis and Interpretation of 

"Composition verte, bleue, rouge et jaune" was touched 

Person Interview and Conversation (Criticism and Interpretation) 

Researcher "How do you thing about this picture? Do you like it? Is it beautiful or anything else?" 

Case (A) "Um .. I'm no idea, quite hard to understand. I don't know the shape or what was 

intended to convey and I can't understand those free-form shapes that the artist 

made. It 's interesting but such composition, I can't describe it t hough." 

Researcher "What is your criterion for feeling special or nothing about something?" 

Case (A) "Yes, if I li ke it. First of all, t he shape, maybe a bit specific, can be very helpful for my 

imaginat ion. Next, t he color, it has to enable the blind to perceive and know what 

color it is." 

Researcher "What is your criterion for feeling special or nothing about something?" 

Case (A) "Yes, if I like it. First of all, the shape, maybe a bit specific, can be very helpful for 

my imagination. Next, the color, it has to enable the blind to perceive and know 

what color it is. " 

Researcher "How do you like drawing and painting on the computer like this?" 

Case (A) "I'm so happy (laughs). I ever used the A4 paper with a stylus to punch a hole in it as 

a tree shape, and also I attended"Art for All" camp. But when it came to the color, I 

ad to smear it. I need an assistant to help choose the color. So this device is much 

better. I can do artwork upon my own imagination." 

Analysis Case (A) was very interactive. She coul.d comment on the artwork as well as criticize 

and interpret using both logical and personal feelings. 

Case (D) "I like it as the colors are orderly separated, not scattered unlike the first two." 

Case (E) I"I like this picture because I know all shapes in it. The vast light blue like the sky with 

clouds and yellow moon. It's like the sun and the sky and clouds at night. " 

Case (F) "This picture is strange and confusing." 

Case (H) "I didn 't expect it much how it is, but it's so hard to touch and feel that little trick. 

Then I can't imagine and need some more time to understand it." 

summary "Composition verte, bleue, rouge et jaune" was criticized by the participants using 

Analysis abstract concept of the color, shape and position through their perception in 

touching. It was together with the bas-relief made of paper showing the layering 

shape perimeter. Most of them could understand abstract concept of the artwork 

even though they have not studied before. They liked this picture due to its 

uncomplicated and orderly composition. Such as Case (E) could imagine the sky and 

the clouds when she perceived the blue wide area together with her interpretation 

of blue color and the sky. Case (A) gave her opinion of the device usefulness for the 

blind's color perception. 
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Serge Poliakoff drew the picture with a lot of freeform shapes as pure

abstract. The participants could perceive the color of "Composition verte, bleue, 

rouge et jaune" as well as the color shapes clustered. They also grouped together 

and the free shapes. They tried to indicate what they were like. By using metaphor 

and their interpretation, they still could not. 

However, they could understand the concept picture quite well . Some of 

them could compare it with the previous ones. Some viewed the picture as pure

abstract. For example, yellow area is identified as moon. The participants have the 

right to interpret in that manner according to their thought and imagination. Most of 

them appreciated this picture due to its simple and well order arranged composition. 

They could easily discover and remember the color position. 

4. The touch of "Supreme" 

The data of the participants' response of touching " Supreme" using the 

device and application was divided into 3 aspects: overall view of the pictures to 

contents and composition, analysis of art form to described by each participant, for 

example, color and shape, and analysis of participants' criticism and interpretation. 

4.1 Overall view of Kasimir Malevich's "Supreme"; " Supreme", 1915 is 

an abstract picture with few colors. The composition is moderately simple. There are 

many rectangular shapes, scattering over the picture. There is a long black stripe 

horizontally placed, many red rectangles a parallel one another and vertically placed 

together with 2 squares. One square is blue and another is yellow, on the empty part in 

order to make balance. The picture is the pure-abstract that different and opposite from 

the picture of "The Starry Night" and "Horse in a Landscape" which are semi-realistic. 

(1) This picture of "Supreme" was (2) Case (8) was touching the (3) Case (E) was touching t he 

simplified colors and details. picture. picture. 

Figure 57 "Supreme" was touched by device and touching program 
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4.2 Analysis of art form to colors and shapes perception; "Supreme" 

was adjusted to be clearer and sharper but still remained the original colors. They 

were including red, black, blue, yellow and white. It was difficult for the participants 

to understand the content as it was an abstract picture but they could identify and 

indicate the colors. 

The participants were required to touch the picture freely. They might be 

asked with some questions, both prepared in the questionnaire and depending on 

the situation in order to enable them to describe. What and how they felt about the 

picture? Some parts of important and interesting conversation will be used as 

follows: 

Table 32 	 Criterions of analysis were for the perception of color and shape of 

"Supreme" was touched 

Analysis of ability to color - shape perception A B C D E F G H 

Remember sound codes for colors 0 0 0 

Identify all colors of the picture 0 

Pointed or dragged the fingers over the picture 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Remember color position, tell, point correctly 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Tell all the color names correctly 0 0 0 0 
Perceive horizontal long black stripe middle of picture 0 0 0 0 

Perceive long rectangles 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Perceive red shapes orderly parallel placed 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Discover the blue part 0 

Discover the yellow part 0 0 
Talked about composition they have learned 0 

Understand the content of picture w hen described 0 0 0 0 0 0 

The participants could not discover some colors of "Supreme" such as 

blue and yellow because these shapes and colors, in the picture, were scattering in a 

wide area allover the picture. 

However, they could discover and perceive all the main shapes and colors like 

red shapes orderly parallel placed and a long black stripe horizontally placed at the 

middle of the picture. They could perceive the scattering color and shape as well as 

understand the artist's composition of arrangement although it was not a realistic painting. 
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Table 33 Conversation and analys is of the perception of color and shape of 

"Supreme" was touched 

Person Interview and Conversation (Color and Shape) 

Case (A) "I know t hat it 's a line. So I drag along like this. I just know that it's a big and long 

Li ne, but I haven't thought of a rectangle yet." 

Case (B) "There are two red lines and downwards, white on top, red and then white again, at 

the bottom is white then black, black line upwards, lots of black." 

Case (C) "Black color is gradually upwards Why does it has lots of black and white?, maybe 

the white is like a piece of paper and red is like the edges." 

Analysis Case (C) compared what she was doing on the touch screen with a drawing paper to 

better her own perception. 

Case (E) "This is red and this is black (S he is gradually touching and thoroughly all the 

picture), lots of white, red seems askew. Here it is." 

Case (F) "This is white, it's like an empty for sure. White are more on the top than the side, 

so the next is red, then white is at the bottom, and also there are some black, white, 

and black again, mostly white widely spreading." 

Analysis Case (F) interpreted and compared wide area as an emptiness and used some words 

to describe the shapes like spreading and mixing, etc. 

Case (H) " It has a lot of color, vl/idely spreading. Here's red, not too big, look like a bar, many 

bars orderly placed somehow, I'm not sure." 

summary 

Analysis 

The participants could not discover some colors of the picture such as blue and 

yellow because of a small size and being placed in the in ferior position. Besides, this 

picture is moderately complicated with more often changing of the sound level, so it 

is quite difficult for them to perceive its details. Yet, they could perceive both color 

and shape of vertical pa ra llel red rectang les and a long horizontal black stripe. Some 

of them believed that it was a line or a stripe like Case (C) could compare this picture 

with a drawing paper VI/hen she was described about the picture background. 

4.3 Analysis of participants' criticism and interpretation; "Supreme" is 

an abstract painting. The researcher gave the participants an assistant to interpret 

freely. The picture is entirely consisted of abstract form. Nothing is similar to scene of 

a human experience. 

Some of them imagined the sky or clouds but some could perceive the 

composition of the picture. Here are some important and interesting parts of the 

conversation put together the analysis as follows: 
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Table 34 Conversation and critical analysis and Interpretation of "Supreme" was touched 

Person Interview and Conversation (Criticism and Interpretation) 
Researcher "What about this one does you like it? How do you have some comments about its 

beauty, or noU" 

Case (A) "It's ok, I like." 

Case (C) "It's strangel, I don't know what the artist draw on the picture?, and how I can arrange 

it? I can feel it as welL" "If you take a cartoon picture for me to touch, it's more 

confused because it 's some thin lines. Yet, it 's a good experience doing this because in 

the past. I've never done before, just knew and heard of it from other people." 

Analysis Case (C) had a great attention in participating in the activity. She expected to learn 

more of art and really liked the device used in the activity. The tool is helpful. 

Case (E) "It's not balanced, so it's different both shape and size, straight line, askew, and 

t riangle." " I feel it's so-so. The Van Gogh's picture is easy rather than it, and also the 

grey picture (She means the Serge Poliakoff's picture) is easy. The picture with a 

horse and this one, Oh! they are very hard and confusing for me, although being 

already I still described with difficulty." 

Analysis Case (E) could share her idea and attitude toward the touched pictures according to 

the principle of composition. Even though she was described some more by the 

researcher or what she heard from her friend who is the partially blind. However, the 

device could help t he blind to respond the artwork. 

Case (F) "I am confused, so it doesn 't attract me." 
summary "Supreme" was criticized by the participants using abstract concept of the color, 
Analysis shape and position t hrough their perception. By using both touch-screen and bas-

relief made of paper showing the layering shape perimeter. The participants learned 

that the composition. They are studying was complicate. When sound pitches 

changed frequencies while they were dragging fingertip on the touch-screen. This is 

an indication that there are a lot of fine details. As Case (C) tried to refer the principle 

of composition as balancing and compared this picture with some previous ones. 

The partiCipants could perceive the color of "Supreme" for only some 

importance or prominent points. They could perceive vertical parallel orderly red 

rectangles and a long horizontal black stripe. The participants were confused for they 

could not interpret the shapes because there are too many pieces of small shape of 

different colors. For the blind, it is very difficult or impossible to identify. When the 

sound pitches changed very frequently, they were frustrated and could not interpret 

the details. Readers have to keep in mind that the partiCipants are blind and what 

seems to be easy for us is very difficult for them. They tried to drag their fingertip on 

the touch-screen. But could not understand what the picture looks like. However, 

most of them have tried to perceive its color and shape as well as required. If they 

have more time to practice using the device, they will be able to do much better. 
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5. The touch of "Composition" 

The data of the participants' response of touching "Composition" using 

the device and application was divided into 3 aspects: overall view of the pictures to 

contents and composition, analysis of art form to described by each participant, for 

example, color and shape, and analysis of participants' criticism and interpretation. 

5.1 OveraLL view of Piet Mondrian's "Composition"; "Composition", 

1922 is a famous pure-abstract picture with all geometrical shapes of square to 

different sizes. The composition is orderLy divided into many pieces, each piece each 

coLor, looks like a table, with a big red square at the prominent point of the picture 

together with a black line as the square boundary. 

(1) This picture of "Composition" was (2) Case (6) was touching the (3) Case (G) was touching the 

simplified colors and details. picture. picture. 

Figure 58 "Composition" was touched by device and touching program 

5.2 Analysis of art form to colors and shapes perception; This 

"Composition" was adjusted for its sharpness by computer. There are 4 colors 

including black, blue, light blue and yellow. It was easy for the participants to 

perceive and understand as it was orderly arranged with geometrical shapes 

composition rectangular square. They could understand more when the researcher 

described that it was an abstract picture with different sizes of squares or rectangles. 

After that, they touched the picture freely and they might be asked with 

some questions, both prepared in the questionnaire and depending on the situation, 

in order to get them to reaction and response. Some parts of important and 

interesting conversation will be used as follows: 
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Table 35 Criterions of analysis were for the perception of color and shape of 

"Composition" was touched 

Analysis of ability to color - shape perception A B C D E F G H 

Remember sound codes for colors 0 0 0 0 0 
Identify all colors of the picture 0 0 0 0 0 

Pointed or dra~~ed the fin~ers over the picture 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Remember color position, tell, point correctly 0 0 0 0 0 

Tell all the color names correctly 0 0 0 0 0 
Perceive a square shape 0 0 0 0 0 
Perceived many square shapes with different sizes 0 0 0 0 
Perceive a bi~ red square 0 0 0 0 0 

Perceive a black border of a squa re 0 0 0 0 0 

Compare each color proportion 0 0 0 0 
Understand the content of picture when described 0 0 0 0 

Table 36 Conversation and analysis of the perception of color and shape of 

"Composition" was touched 

Interview and Conversation (Color and Shape) Person 

Case (A) " Here it is, yellow on the ri~ht, at the bottom kind of long like this, to this side. Black 

are lines separating other colors, this is red square, this too." 

Case (B) "This is red, black, red, black, blue, and then black again, it's flashily, I don't know 

what it is?, when I dra~ to pass alon~ it. This is red, like a square, black is some kind 

of lines and downwards. Black is on the ed~e, it's the border of yellow. " 

Case (C) " Black as a line for sure, upwards, it's in a black border, right? I think every color 

seems in the black border." 

Case (E) " I can perceive some. I found grey, white, blue, but a bit confusin~, a lot of black but 

sometimes not, mixing up with other color, big red, white not too big." 

summary The participants could discover all colors of the picture. Some of them could 
Analysis perceive a square shape, particularly, the large red one. When described the details, 

they could understand and make concept as well as perceive the black color as the 

borders of the squares to~ether with many squares, different sizes and colors. Most 

of them appreciated this "Composition" picture as it was orderly arranged and easy 

to understand. 

The partiCipants were able to discover the all colors of "Composition" and 

they could perceive that it is the square and rectangle. They perceived the red square 

as the biggest area in the picture. Some participants could tell that they were many 

rectangles of different sizes, but some participants failed to do so. They perceived it 

that might be the researcher explained to them. It was the direction or guideline. 
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However, it helped for the participants perceived and occurred the imagination follow 

it as well. They could tell that this picture has the orderliness. 

5.3 Analysis of participants' criticism and interpretation; "Composition" 

is an abstract concept, so the participant could only be perceived in term of colors, 

shapes and composition. It was easy for them to understand because of its orderly 

arrangement so some of them appreciated it while some just felt neutral about it. 

What the researcher tried to understand the participants trued meaning they probably 

want to say that it is the shape is moderate, it is neither ugly nor beautiful. Here was 

some important and interesting of the conversation parts of the dialogue put together 

to be analyzed as follows: 

Table 37 	 Conversation and critical analysis and Interpretation of "Composition" was 

touched 

Person Interview and Conversation (Criticism and Interpretation) 
Researcher "What about this one does you like? How do you have comments about its beauty, or not?" 

Case (A) "It is beautiful as rectangular square, because it's the easy shape to understand." 

Case (8) "It is orderly beautiful . There are colors with black borders, so beautiful." 

Case (C) "Each color is the black and a line break. It has boundary as orderly separating by 

black makes it easy. If nothing else, it's the border to make me easy to understand. I 

think it's beautiful." 

, Case (E) 
I 

"I will answer honestly, I don 't like it, just a table only." "The picture proportion is 

not all equal, but the most prominent is red. I'm not sure, but I've known that some 

pictures often arrange the emphasis at here." 

Analysis Case (E) could describe the picture according to the princip le of composition. 

Case (F) "I don't know how to describe it (laughs), this picture is square. (She began to feel tired)" 

summary 

Analysis 
The partiCipants could interpret " Composition" and perceive a lot of different-sized

colored square with black border and a large red square. Most of them estimated this 

picture as a beautiful one since it was orderly arranged and easy to understand. It 's 

evident that the participants had a positive response to the uncomplicated picture. It 

was easy to understand. 

Piet Mondrian drew and painted the pure-abstract picture. There is 

nothing related to emotion and feeling. This is an example of Apollonian beauty. 

The partiCipants could perceive all color of "Composition" including red, 

yellow, blue, grey, white and black. They liked and appreCiated this picture since it 

was orderly arranged and easy to understand and perceive the colors and shapes 

despite the lack of a realistic content. 
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6. Summary 

From the results of analysis to touch the pictures using the device and 

software found that the participants were able to perceive and understand the 

paintings of all 5 pictures as follows: 

Table 38 Participants could perceive and understand of all 5 pictures 

Picture to touch Pictur 
etype 

Perceive 
color-shape 

Understand 
/ Interpret Remark 

The Starry Night 
Semi-

abstract Well Well 
i 

They could be occurred the imagination 
to follow it from the explanation. 

Horse in a Landscape 
Semi-

abstract 
Moderate Less Horse characteristic is the bodily 

movement that hard understood. 

Composition verte, 
bleue, rouge et Jaune 

Pure-
abstract 

Moderate Moderate 
It has the few colors and shapes, the 
group together, and no complex or 
simple sha pes. 

Supreme 
Pure-

abstract i Less Less 
There are many shapes and scattered, it 
is not continually and not group 
together. 

Composition Pure-
abstract 

Well Well It is t he table picture. They could be 
imagine, pleasing and understand easily. 

It showed that it was possible that the participants can perceive and 

identify the colors of painting by utilizing the device and software of the research. 

The participants could not remember all the sound codes represent to 

colors all 12 colors but they could remember some pitches in the case of white, grey 

and black. These colors have the sound qualities to different from the colorful sets 

and they have difference sound pitches in the octave levels. The participants could 

identify into 3 tones. In the same way, they could easily distinguish the difference. 

They could make distinction of different tones of light blue, pink and brown. For 

example, blue and light blue which are on different in the octaves. On the other 

hand, the participants could not remember the codes or perceive the sound pitches 

of purple, blue, green, yellow, orange and red immediately. For they were the 

nearby pitches that made them confuse. 

Nevertheless, they had the comments that if they had much times for the 

recitation or used the device and software regularly, they will be able to remember the 

sound pitches to represent the colors certainly. The practice will be much more 

productive if more time is allowed. 

The researcher took the blindfold test that the researcher is in to the 

same situation as the partiCipants. If the researcher is blindfolded, how much can be 
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identified the sound pitches by encoding. The researcher tried to remember the 

sound pitches and colors whole 12 colors. The researcher was able to remember 

them by practicing about 2 hours. Nevertheless, next, the researcher did not practice 

continuously, the skill was recogn ized . 

However, the program will be much more effective if spoken word (Speech 

telling exactly the name of color to the sound pitch codes) after the sound of musical 

note stopped. The users will know what the color is . It will make the using to more 

efficiently. This concept obtained from the inteNiew of suggestion by the participants. 

The master pieces of artwork were used in the training session, what is 

easy or difficult depends on many factors. The following are criteria of the blindness 

participants' judgment what is simple or complex: 

1. If the numbers of color on the picture have over abundantly, they made 

when the fingertip points and drags on the touch-screen that they will display the sound 

pitches to change rapidly or frequently. They will be confused or annoyed and stressful. 

They will be lost concentration to learn and could not remember the color positions. 

2. If the shapes of each color were the free-form, interpretation will be 

difficult, it may effect to the strain. Due to it is difficult to identify both shape and 

color. However, there is the solution by using the helper to explain the contents of 

the picture to them. 

3. If the contents and themes of the picture were the abstract. It may 

make someone does not think or imagine about it. However, there is the solution by 

using the helper to explain the contents of the picture to them and also describe 

about the arts subject and the way to create the artwork of the artist. Nevertheless, 

these the blind will be have the maturity enough to understand about it. 

The researcher proposes arrangement of difficulty-easily are defined by 

criterion of pictures to be touch through device and software into 3 categories as follows: 

Table 39 The researcher proposes the levels of difficulties of picture 

Details / Levels Easy Moderate Difficult 
Content Reali stic Abstract Realistic / Abstract 

Number of color Few Few More 

Number of shape Few Few More 

Grouping Simple / continually Si mple / orderly Complex / Scatter / Li ned / pattern 
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Table 40 Comparison of the advantages and disadvantages of the device and touch 

program with the bas-relief picture 

The device and touchin~ pro~ram The bas-relief picture 
Advantage Advantage 

1) To perceive the colors with using the 1) To perceive the shapes easily by make them 
sound pitches. It can define the sound to be layers of sha pes, it can perceive with 
pitches to cover many colors. borders and outline or contour line. 
2) The pictures are the digitaL They can copy 2) To perceive the shapes accurately and 
and share easily and suddenly. suddenly. 
3) Product media of the original picture easily. 
4) Can be easy find and purchase the touch
screen and computer and share the software 
of this research easily in the present 

Oi sadvanta ge Disadvantage 
1) To perceive the shapes to difficult and 
slowly, it can perceive only the guideline and 
the anticipation, which may be error. 

1) Cannot perceive the colors of pictures, if the 
surfaces of the pictures are flat all. 
2) If it uses the technique by represent the 
colors with textures, it has li mited, and also it 
perceive the colors of pictures as less. 
3) Media productions of the original master 
pieces make hard, they must require skill and 
expertise in the planning to make them. 
4) The pictures are the objects. They are not 
copied. If they will share, they had to 
manufacture industry are many number. 

l(4) To Integrated the touch-screen (5) Define textures to colors grouping (6) Define color to shape for media 
with bas-relief picture for perception. for chemistry table learning. learning for the low vision. 

Figure 59 Comparison of using device with bas-relief and technique of color coded 

surface to texture in learning media 
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Comparison of th is new device and the bas-relief picture showed the 

advantases and disadvantases in the table above. This new device and the bas-relief 

have the advantases and disadvantases in more aspects. The analysis of the table found 

that the advantases of the one were the disadvantase of another one. For example, the 

device and the touchins prosram could perceive colors better than the bas-relief 

whereas the bas-relief could perceive shapes as better, etc. Therefore, the bas-relief is 

helpful to support the practice and learnins to use the device of this research. When the 

partiCipants had the understandins and expert, then they can use the device. However, if 

it is possible, it should use to the both for support tosether to be the media of learnins 

in the touch to perceive the 20 pictures as efficiently. 

The researcher seLected the well known artwork, a realistic. The researcher 

used as the example for the participants to analyze the composition, mass and space. 

The pictures, such as "Mona Lisa", and "Marilyn Oiptych" were the experiment to let 

the participants touch . The researcher helped them to describe the appearance of 

picture to them and held their hand to touch in the important positions of picture . 

The research found that the participants were able to understand the picture. The 

center is the face of human because it had the arransement of the orSans on the face, 

such as the eyes are on the left and riSht, the next down is the nose, and mouth. They 

had the satisfaction to touch and perceive the famous master pieces because they 

never had the opportunity to touch before. 

The next, they tested by touchins the picture, "The Sorrows of the KinS", 

they perceived it, and found that many colors and shapes, scatterins on the screen. 

The picture is still difficult to perceive. They need more the times to continue to 

practice and do it frequently. 

(1 ) Test with the picture of "iv1ona (2) Test with the picture of "Marilyn (3) Test with the picture of "The 

Lisa" Diptych" . Sorrows of the King" . 

Fisure 60 Touch to other pictures for the suideline and test to the next 
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It takes to the blind that they can think and imagine to follow them. They 

obtained the knowLedge and experience in the art. They can describe, analize, 

criticize, comment and interpret the paintings and they had the impression and 

satisfaction from the perception by touching the artistic pictures. 

The paintings, used for exercise touch, are need not be the famous 

pictures or master pieces. They may be the paintings of the amateur artists or also 

friends in the classroom of the art subject. However, using the pictures are famous 

wilL help the participants have the motivation and inspiration in the participation in 

the activities. Then, if the blind can perceive and understand the 20 pictures, they 

wiLL be able to learn in the art painting class and the art history. 

It is widely accepted that besides the human perception will depend 

on the stimulus, the performance of the sense organs, the learning and 

experiences, the cuLtures, the preparation of perception, but aLso depend on 

the expectations or needs of the recipient to know what? That is the 

motivations were aLso to get in the roles in the perception. (Rucharee 

Nopppaket, 1997: 210) 

The perception obtained from the touch activity. The participants might 

be show expressing the opinion, criticism and interpretation. The discovery of the 

colors and shapes were by the touching to the pictures through the device and 

software. It was the representation by the coding of the colors with the sound 

pitches by themselves. It was from the explanation or interactive with questions and 

answers. It might direct or guideline by the researcher to be the response in terms of 

deference and defend themselves for their answer has the correctness. It is the 

requirement for defend or protect themselves that not to be blamed. (Murray, 1938, 

quote in Siri-on Wichawut and others, 2007: 249) The participants could express their 

opinion, criticism and interpretation about the artistic pictures. The aim and the 

hypothesis of the research do not expect that the device and software will help the 

congenital blind can perceive colors and shapes of the paintings as perfectly. 

However, there is the activity of drawing and painting with the device and 

software. They are aSSigned the topics for the participants to painting follow the 

original master's works. It is the showing to see the results and it is the conSistency 

check the perception of the colors and shapes in the poSitions of the pictures that 

they touched. The details will be explained in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 8 

Analysis of the results to expression with drawing and painting 

In this chapter, it is the anaLysis and presentation of resuLts in the 

expression of drawing and painting of the participants from the fieLd work to the 

final. It focuses on the anaLysis to justify the efficiency of the device and software to 

bring about responding the probLems, questions and hypotheses of the research. The 

data and resuLts obtained from the other. They are Interested in happening during 

the research. They wouLd Lead to further research in the foLLowing suggestions. The 

anaLysis of the expression with drawing and painting are presenting the resuLts of the 

painting program using. The artworks were made from the test methods or the 

drawing topics assigned. They were the resuLts of the expression of the participants' 

ideas and imagination. 

This chapter will be the answer the research questions of the number 

issues 4.2.3 and 4.2.5, and the hypothesis of the number issue 3.5 in Chapter L 

The expression with the drawing and painting was the showing artworks of 

the partiCipants to used painting program. There were the asking and interview to 

foLLow the question and the interview form was prepared but they couLd be flexible 

relate to the situation. There was the observation of the participants before painting, 

while painting, and after painting done. That was for studied and anaLysis their 

paintings from their concepts, attitudes and imaginations of them. They expressed as 

a painting artworks to follow the test methods or the topics assigned to 4 categories, 

such as copying with the originaL master piece, drawing with imagination, drawing 

with emotion and feeling, and drawing with the topics. WhoLe were totaL of 9 

pictures including, copying with the original master piece using picture as "The Starry 

Night", and "Horse in a Landscape", draw and paint with imagination and title giving, 

draw and paint with emotion and feeling, draw and paint with the topic "Tree and 

flower", draw and paint with the topic "Mountain, river and field", draw and paint 

with the topic "Sea, beach and sky", draw and paint with the topic "My body", draw 

and paint with the topic "Dream". 

135 
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Using the device and painting program, they could select 12 colors, such 

as purple, blue, green, yellow, orange, red, light blue, pink, brown, white, grey and 

black. The colors were not too much and these colors were appropriately and 

enough for selected to use drawing and painting in preliminary. 

Ask Answer Ask Answer Ask Answer 

i t i t i tActivity. .. Paintin!; activity 
Before During After 

Information - Idea - Describe How to Overall - Perception 

Paintin!; idea painting color and shape 

Figure 61 The interview related to time periods of the painting activity 

This research is focused on the analysis of the participants' artworks 

utilizing the device and software. These results were brought to answer the 

problems, questions and hypotheses. They will show the effiCiency of the device 

that could take to follow the aim, or not? The device was developed in this research 

to make the results, aforementioned. The grouping of data types were in this 

qualitative research has formed into groups as appropriate and in accordance with 

the methodology of this study. The data types would be related and linked to the 

analysis and be ahead of the conclusion. They were divided into 6 sections. There 

were different details from the analysis of the color perception of the painting art in 

Chapter 7. The data types and analysis are in this chapter as follows: 

1. The data of test methods and the problems or topics assigned in 

drawing and painting, how the details are? For example, the problems were open

ended or closed-ended questions, the problems were abstract or realistic, how did 

the participants interpret of contents? They had the relationship with the expression 

of drawing and painting. 

2. The data of the participants or painter including age, level of education, 

type of blindness, experience of drawing and painting and artistic, and the other 

related backgrounds, as shown in the table above. 

3. The data of environment and equipments, such as the device was 

different as type and size of touch-screen, as the table above. 
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4. The data of participation of the activities obtained from the 

observation, such as willingness, each participant's expectation and motivation 

contributed to the painting activities. These were the effect to expression. 

5. The primary qualitative data, such as observation, interview, interaction 

or participation of the participants, question and answer. Whole were used before, 

during and after painting. They could be separated into 3 sections of data might be 

consistent or not. They would be analyzed with the observation as follows: 

5.1 Data of the artworks were expressed as evident, such as the 

selection colors, shapes appeared. 

5.2 Data obtained from answer to the questions, such as the 

intellectual opinion, questions directed to answer, questions directed to creativity of 

artworks, etc., 

5.3 Data of the opinion of the participants, such as the description of 

their concept, metaphor, etc. 

6. The secondary qualitative data were obtained by recording, such as the 

artworks, taking photographs, video and sound record. They were used to review 

with the primary data and to be analyzed. (Taweesuk Noppakasorn, 2006: 111) 

The researcher set up the environment to collect data and the activities. 

Next, the researcher explained the assignments or test methods for the experiment 

to the participants known, and then they would paint each the paintings of the test 

methods respectively. The researcher and the research assistants would not hold 

their hand or helped them in drawing and painting. They would draw and paint and 

selected colors by themselves be utilizing the device and software. Each participant 

used touch-screens have different size including 15.6, 21.5 and 42 inches. 

The analYSis presented in the painting artworks from the expression of the 

participants in this chapter was to present the target groups who were the congenital 

blind only. Therefore, there were the participants was the total blindness, congenital 

or acquired before 5 years of age (Lowenfeld, Berthold, 1981: 67) amount 7 persons 

and the total blindness, acquired after 5 years of age amount 1 person. But it was 

not included the partial blindness or low vision due to they could see the pictures in 

the distance of the computer monitor or screen using. Then it offered the target 

groups the total of 8 persons. They are the qualities in the table as follows: 
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TabLe 41 Participant qualifications were used for anaLysis of the drawing and painting 

Name Age 
(Years) 

Education Type Color 
(Know / Favorite) 

Old you ever 

be palntin~ 

before7 

Monitor Size Attention / 

Expectation 

(5 score) • 

Case (A) 25 1st year 

(bachelor) 

CT8'* black, white, light 

blue (cool, water) 

Yes. But less. 15.6, 21.5, 42" 5 

Case (8) 18 Grade 12 CTB light blue (pretty) No 15.6" 

(Capacitive) 

5 

Case (C) 22 Grade 12 CTB pink (sweet) No 21.5" 

(Resistive) 

5 

Case (D) 21 Grade 12 CTB pink, light blue 

(lively, politely) 

No 21.5" 

(Resistive) 

4 

Case (E) 24 Grade 11 CTB pink (sweet), 

white (pure), light 

blue (waiting) 

No 21.5" 

(Resistive) 

4 

Case (F) 19 Grade 10 CTB light blue, white No 21.5" 

(Resi stive) 

3 

Case (G) 20 Grade 10 CTB light blue (bes t) Yes. But she 

didn't know 

what she di(D) 

15.6" 

(Capacitive) 

2 

Case (H) 21 Grade 11 TB- 10*** green, light blue 

(cool) 

Yes. But she 

didn't know 

what she di(O) 

21.5" 

(Resistive) 

5 

Remark: * Attention / Expectation was evaluated by the observation of researcher. 

** CTB is abbreviate from" Congenital totally blind". 

*** TB-10 is abbreviate from "Tota lly blind, after 10 years". 

The interview was carried on the researcher had to be flexibLe enough to 

conduct the interview according to the situation and each person. In order to they 

expLained their ideas or images or what they are drawing or finished. After the 

researcher expLained the topic to paint, so someone might be thinking and pLanning 

before creating their paintings or someone couLd draw a picture to go with the idea. 

Then the researcher wiLL record and anaLyze the preliminary data from the 

observations to be attributed to the data coLLected in the future. 

The partiCipants had to take four sessions of test, the first to third were 

hypothesis test and the fourth, or the last one is an art lesson. There are 2 main 

parts, the academic and the studio courses. 

The academic course is about art history, theory of composition and art 

criticism. The second part or studio is about introduction of using the software and 

device, the study of the master works and the drawing and painting session. 
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(Data of test method) 

Topics of test 

method 

Summary 8 
(Dose devices work well 

or not7, Comparison 

wi th old techniques, To 

got new knowled~e) 

, - - -- , ,, ,, 
IPlanningI , " Convert color 

(Data of envi ronment) "- __ -  Code representedto sound 


Device 
 .-ID~~~ 
Expression 

~.~~~~' Draw and paintTouch-Screen 


(Data of the primary and seconda ry) 
 Jl 
______--_ ,.,7 

Interview, conversation, Pro blem, quest io n, Experience of the 
, ~idea, description --' participants (Data) 

Relationship, 

hypothesis 

1'1 
In tention,accordin~ of data ~ 
motivation 

u (Data of participation) 

Analy sis the result s _______...l(Explain, select color and shape,Paintings 
perception own artworks)\=J l'----------' 

\=J '----- 

Figure 62 	 The data relationship and coherence are analyzed the pictures of the 

partiCipants and toward the conclusion 

The analysis of resu lt was using the process of the acceptable art 

criticism, such as the information of artwork, the description, the analys is and the 

interpretation. (Suchart Thaothong, 1994: 157-188) Therefore, the painters or 

participants who were the congenital blind had no vision experience. When we talk 

about art education, most students had limited art lessons. Some students take only 

limited amount of art class or some of them had never taken art class at all. They 

were not the professional artists, for that reason there was not need the stage of the 

judgment. Accordingly, the level of analysis and criticism of the artworks were the 

presentation obtained from the observations of the active participation of the 

participants. It pOinted out that the results from utilizing of device and software 

developed for the test. The criticism is d ivided to 3 stages: 

l. Information stage: artworks are including the name of artist, the name 

of artwork, using the technique, size of picture and type of touch-screen. 

2. The analys is stage: artworks are collect for analysis. The researcher 

made an overall analysis, such as using of colors, drawing a shape, organizing 
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composition. The outcomes are the mixture of something unexpected and some 

were the participants' intention to draw or paint. 

3. Interpretation stage: the researcher makes interpretation of the events. 

Notes were taken, artworks were analyzed. Questions were asked. The researcher 

discussed with the participants, asking them what they thought about creativity and 

how they express feeling through the artworks. 

This chapter is about the artworks its Significant. The researcher analyzes 

the artworks from 9 topics, 3 pictures are selected 

The chapter is the proof to justify the activity. The test method worked 

properly. The participants can remember the positions of art forms, perceive colors 

and shapes of the elements in the pictures. 

1. Copying with the original master of "The Starry Night" 

The applications of the software were helpful. The participants can study 

the composition of Van Gogh's Starry Night. They could understand the composition. 

As the participants became more familiar to the program they not only 

could study but also create their artworks. 

From the field works and the activities using of painting program, they 

were assigned the test methods or the topics of copying to draw and paint the 

original master piece of "The Starry Night" by using the device and software. Firstly, 

the participants could use the touching program to study the composition of the 

picture. They could also use the painting program to paint by copying the master's 

work. 

Some participants could remember most of the information from the 

touching period, they could copy the master's work by using the painting program 

continuously. Some participants could not got remember the content, they have to 

shift between the two modes or programs touch and paint when they have to make 

a copy. 
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(1) This picture of "The Starry Night" (2) Case (A) and Case (C) were painting with the original picture of 

was reduced colors and details. "The Starry Night". 

Fi~ure 63 	 "The Starry Ni~ht" picture was simplified details and colors that the 

participants painted to copy 

Table 42 Analysis and interpretation of the paintin~ with the ori~inal picture, 

"The Starry Ni~ht" 

The participants' painting Information - Analysis - Interpretation 
~==~--------------------------------------------~ 

.,/~, - .,. 	 .' Artist: Case (A) (Congenital tota lly blind) - r.,- . 

\ -::.:~~. 
• \1 

.. ~' 
~ 	 •.,.'t .• 

Title: My "The Starry Night" 
~ ..,.'~ .~ . . ."""- ~- .•;...!.. . 

-	 -"'I. ~ 
. ~ ... . ..	 ,.- Technique: Digital Painting 

.. 
Frame Size: 1,366 x 768 pixel, Monitor: 42 inch 

Analysis: Case (A) uses the co lors completely, define point of obseNation, the boundary, 

position and proportion of the picture si 'lar to the origina l picture. Details of the picture can 

be rendered. The painting method paint to fill the who le area to make a shape. Due to using a 

42-inch screen, then use the defect of monitor frame and own body help to measure and 

remember space, such as the waist, breast, position of nut and the label stick to the frame of 

screen. There is using the switch mode to touch for check the self-image to drawn. 

Interpretation: Case (A) understood the picture content, so while painting, she could perceive 

what she was choosing color and draw anything? Such as the ground, cypress tree, sky and 

moon. The researcher noticed that she had been satisfied and enjoy with drawing and painting 

using the device and software. Case (A) said that "It is an art", the participant could encourage 

herself, once she thought her drawing was not good enough, but now she had gained more self 

confidence. The area was light blue, she used the fingertip whip technique to simulate the 

painting of Vincent van Gogh artist Case (A) was taught and guided the fingertip whip technique 

by Assoc. Prof Pairoj Jamuni, who participated the field work into the experiment to obseNe 

with the researcher that the picture was drew out an exhaustive and compLete . 
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Table 42 Analysis and interpretation of the painting with the original picture, 

"The Starry Night" (Continued) 

Painting art picture Information - Analysis - Interpretation 

Artist: Case (B) (Congenital totally blind) 

Title: My "The Starry Night" 

Technique: Dig ital Painting 

Frame Size: 1,366 x 768 pixel, Monitor: 15.6 inch 

Analysis: Case (B) draws the horizontal and vertical lines and paints to mix be black bar below 

the picture. To draw a vertical blue line and light blue arrange on top of the screen. It is the 

drawing style of self, and draws a yellow circle scatter on the picture. No part of the moon at 

the top right corner of the picture. There is a vertical black straight line amount to 1 line in the 

middle toward the left of the picture. 

Interpretation: Case (B) remembered the position of the black bar that it's main of the picture 

by dividing ratio similar to the original picture. She perceived and understood the content of 

picture which was described by the researcher. To divided part of the sky and ground, and 

drew a vertica l black straight line in the middle t oward the left of the picture that was the 

cypress tree. Case (B) had not enough confident because she drew it for the first t ime, but she 

could adjust and understand the device and software. 

, Artist: Case (H) (Totally blind, after 10 years) 

Title: My "The Starry Night" 

Technique: Digital Painting 

Frame Size: 1,366 x 768 pixel, Monitor: 21.5 inch 

Analysis: Case (H) can use all colors as occurred in the reproduction of the original painting. 

She could control space, proportion and position of each color and shape. She knew how to 

drag the line and paint the black area in the lower part of the picture, the long blue line on the 

top, yellow circle on the top right corner of the picture, and there is a vertical black shape in 

the middle level along the upper-lower axis. This black mass, if willed in the horizontal axis is 

on the left side of the picture. It is a cypress tree. 

Interpretation: Case (H) used the perception of touch the picture with an understanding of the 

content of the picture. She got from the description by researchers, and also Case (H) was the 

totally blind after the age of 10 years, then she had experienced to vis ion before. When she 

used the device and software that it helped to understand picture and the painting better. 

The results of analysis indicated the participants could use the software 

to help them to copy Vincent Van Gogh's "The Starry Night". They could draw the 
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outline and fill the area with colors. For example, the ground is a black zone and it is 

at the bottom of the picture, the sky is long and the participants place it on the top 

of the picture. Light blue, representing the cloud is spread around the center of the 

picture. The participants could draw a circle representing the moon and placed it at 

the upper right corner. 

The reason of the participants could be drawing to follow the original 

picture because they touched the picture of "The Starry Night" by the touching 

program before. They could remember the colors of the picture. They used to draw 

the structure and the frame of the screen or monitor to help divided the phases and 

the proportion of the picture and obtained the explanation to support with the 

contents of the picture by the researcher. Then they understood and imagined the 

image more but it affected to the resu lts in a distortion of painting with the original 

picture. So that the test method of drawing and painting with the device and 

software was assigned them to paint follow with the picture. It was the proof of 

effectiveness and showed the empirical results, and also to examine them that they 

could perceive the colors and shapes in the positions or the picture to touched 

through the device and touching program. 

From this painting, the participants studied Vincent Van Gogh's "The 

Starry Night". In this study, the researcher used the simplified version of the painting. 

Many elements of the original were modified reduction of details, especially tiny 

linear textures were eliminated and only some key colors, such as white, black, blue 

and yellow remained. Other colors of the same family, such as darker and lighter 

tones of blue were eliminated (Pairoj Jamuni, 2005: 22-36). See the figure below: 

..... --- ... 
~--- ... ' o 

(1) The original of "The Starry Night" (2) This picture of "The Starry Night " (3) "The Starry Night" was analyzed 

picture. was reduced colors and details. to simplify and structure lines. 

Figure 64 Analysis of the picture composition is "The Starry Night" with the key 

structural lines and simplified shapes 
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2. Copying with the original master of "Horse in a Landscape" 

From the field works and the activities of the using of painting program. 

They were assigned the test methods or the topics to copying to draw and paint to 

follow the original master piece as "Horse in a Landscape" by using the device and 

software. Firstly, the participants touched the original picture by using the touching 

program before, and the next they used the painting program to paint to follow the 

original picture that they touched. They touched it in the period of the touch activity 

and they already understood the contents of the picture. 

(1) This picture of "Horse in a Landscape " (2) Case (A) and Case (B) were painting with the original picture of 

was reduced colors and details. "Horse in a Landscape". 

Figure 65 	 "Horse in a Landscape" picture was simplified details and colors that the 

participants painted to copy 

Table 43 Analys is and interpretation of the painting with the original picture, 

"Horse in a Landscape" 

Painting art picture Information - Analysis - Interpretation 

Artist: Case (E) (Congenital totally blind) 

Title: My "Horse in a Landscape" 

Technique: Digital Painting 

Frame Size: 1,366 x 768 pixel, Monitor: 21.5 inch 

Analysis: She arranges the layout area or shapes of each color to the left and right to balance. 

Without much consideration of the original picture. There are the seLecting colors and paint 

completely the originaL picture. 

Interpretation: Case (H) tried to paint to follow the original picture with colors arranged into 

groups to the position that touched and painted completely coLors to follow the original 

picture, using their identities and painting styles, and grouping of color to baLance 
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Table 43 Analysis and interpretation of the painting with the original picture, 

" Horse in a Landscape" (Continued) 

Painting art picture Information - Analysis - Interpretation 

Artist: Case (C) (Congenital totally blind) 

Title: My "Horse in a Landscape" 

Technique: Digital Painti ng 

Frame Size: 1,366 x 768 pixel, Monitor: 21.5 inch 

Analysis: In this painting, Case (C) selected all the bright colors as found in the prototype and 

painted. She had used all the colors but the outline may not be accurate colors, such as 

ye llow, red, blue and green were selected in the simiLar manner to the original model. She 

paint the yellow as the largest area to verify that she could used her finger and the device and 

program to find the yellow as the largest area by touch . She tried to put the position of the 

other colors as close to the original as possible. 

Interpretation: Although the picture was the realistic, it had the contents and story but 

understand ing hard. Due to it was painted to wrong as reality and the horse was bodily 

movement unable to unders tand and imagine so hard, because the horse was demeanor that 

unknown. Then she was not able to paint completely to follow this original picture. However, 

Case (C) attempted to paint to follow the original picture by colors arranged into groups with 

the position that touched, and tried to paint fully color. Nevertheless, Case (C) knew it that she 

painted it as not well that expected. 

Artist: Case (A) (Conge nital totally blind) 

Title: My " Horse in a Landscape " 

Technique: Dig ital Painting 

Frame Size: 1,366 x 768 pixel, Monitor: 21.5 inch 

Analysis: Case (A) uses the coLors completely, defines space, scope, position and proportion of 

the painting similar to the original picture. She used separated groups of shape. There are pick 

details and colors. The painting method paint to fill the whole area to make a shape. She 

knows the painting as background. She used the switch mode to check the quality of her 

painting. The program is helpfuL for it can help the blind to make self criticism of the painting . 

Interpretation: She understood the contents and themes of the picture was touched by self, 

and also to be explained by the researcher. The participant was using the switch mode to 

touch for reconsider and remember to next draw. To paint colors completely as the original 

picture. She perceived the shapes and positions of the group that she drew, that shown a 

conceptual plan. 
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The results of the analysis showed that the participants could draw and 

paint to follow with the picture of "Horse in a Landscape". It is the original master 

piece in the fairly level. In the other words, they could select the colors completely 

be equal to the colors of the original picture because it has not many colors. 

Nevertheless, they specified the spaces and proportions of the colors and shapes were 

not good. 

They could paint the colors to follow position or boundary of zone just 

was only approximate. It just only Case (A) could draw and paint to work out very well. 

There were caused of this picture of "Horse in a Landscape", although Case (A) could 

do the exercise well but content of the picture is rather ambiguous. It is very difficult 

to imagine why a horse twisted its neck for some strange reason. It is a better idea that 

the participant's performance is judged by how well the participant could copy the 

shapes of mass and spaces and try to understand the structure of the pictorial 

composition. The horse gesture with its twisted neck is a very ambiguous picture. 

Trying to imagine or understand the artist is from intention may be a waste of time. 

From the painting, the participants made a study of Franz Marc's "Horse in 

a Landscape". They have to make the picture so close to the reproduction of the 

original as much as they can. The result of this research can show that the picture 

was simplified. Reduction of detail, such as colors, shapes. The study will help them 

to understand the used of colors and shapes organized. 

(1) The original of "Horse in a 

landscape" picture. 

I 
l ____ _ 

I 1------------------_ ... I 

-(1--------

\ "'-(j 
(2) "Horse in a landscape" was (3) "Horse in a landscape" was analyzed 

reduced colors and details. to simplify and structure lines. 

Figure 66 	 Analysis of the picture composition is "Horse in a Landscape" with the key 

structural lines and simplified shapes 

The researcher selected, "The Starry Night" because it represented the 

true painter's world view. Moon, stars, cloud and sky are beautifully arranged in 4 
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The artist the in some way M",-,""Y'''- from visuaL Horse in 

a , is painted coLors world. were 

the contents clearLy it is the pictures are the 

use as the test 

the never have visual 

positions or area to 

original remember 

were limited, so to 

even though couLd 

their 

understanding should be for 

in 

effect their study work. 

The test methods of participants nQYTnncn the copying "The 

and "Horse in a were used as exercise. 

It is not so to detail 

information. case the should 

not mean that participants master's 

could not see what had drawn or It should mean 

to construct the main structure of the composition 

since she painted she could miss a 

The have the test to the work but we 

have to keep computer has its limits. cannot 

see and cannot r10TClf~T information in a high 

Draw and paint with imagination and title giving 

activities the of program. 

were the test methods or the topics to draw and with imagination 

to 

their thought and giving was the proof their 

participants talked to someone they 

some ideas or sources by having personal the 
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they have to inte~rate difficuLt sources of information in order to draw or paint the 

mere perfect picture. PersonaL interested and conversation are of course assent. 

Table 44 AnaLysis and interpretation of the paintin~ with ima~ination and title ~ivin~ 

Painting art picture Information - Analysis - Interpretation 

Artist: Case (E) (Congenital totally blind) 

Title: "A mountain of happiness" 

Technique: Digital Painting 

Frame Size: 1,366 x 768 pixel, Monitor: 21.5 inch 

Analysis: Drawing the entire picture space and used spirals and confused lines. The participant 

draw an each color overlay layers, such as black, light blue, green, red and light blue again, 

respectively. The complexity lines are combined into the equal group as the picture on the left 

and right to ba lance. This picture is an abstract when it is evident and feeling as firmness. 

Interpretation: Case (E) began to draw by selecting black, drawing spirals to be confusing lines 

around the entire picture to make the background of the picture showed that Case (E) had 

understand the background and the overlapping layers of painted. There was an inspiration of 

nature and the landscape She drew along with the idea as improvisation. The black was the 

background that was the earth and mountains. The next, to painted light blue was the river on 

top, green was the grassland half below, red was the move round line of circle to circle as the 

sun, and then selected light blue again to paint overlay to be the river as the surrounding 

mountains. It could be seen the drawing as a 20 of the floor plan. 

r Artist: Case (C) (Congenital totally blind) 

Title: "My heart" 

Technique: Digital Painting 

Frame Size: 1,366 x 768 pixel, Monitor: 21.5 inch 

Analysis: The lines were drew with scribble. There are the shapes as light blue scribble lines 

above and the shape like a symbol of pink heart-shaped These are the composition expressing 

the meaning and symbol of love and happiness. 

Interpretation: The inspiration was from Braille code to convey to the audience perceived the 

language of the blind by writing her name. Select light blue and pink because it was her 

favorite. Case (C) drew a symbol of pink in the center. She considered into the principles of the 

art composit ion of se lf-understanding by arranged Braille code in a straight row orderly and 

beautiful, and put a heart-shaped in the middle of the picture as emphasis. 
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Table 44 Analysis and interpretation of the painting with imagination and title giving 

(Continued) 

Painting art picture Information - Analysis - Interpretation 

Artist: Case (H) (Totally blind, after 10 years) 


Title: "Rainy" 


Technique: Digital Painting 


Frame Size: 1,366 x 768 pixel, Monitor: 21.5 inch 


Analysis: The picture is expressed the content and theme as the real istic because the painter 


has been seen before. It is the landscape with brown ground, hill, tree, gray clouds and light 


blue drizzle rain are many points and scatter, it make to feel the movement. 


Interpretation: The inspirations were from nature, landscape and atmosphere was raining 


lightly, Case (H) expressed comfortable and happiness. The creative of image was the concept 


There was planning to composition. Case (H) had the intention to participate as very well, but 


she was fatigue because painted continuously 9 pictures. However, Case (H) was satisfied and 


aimed the benefits of the device and software. She knows how useful the device is. 


The results of analysis indicated that the participants were able to draw 

and paint. Device and software are effective helpful tool to enhance these participants 

to develop their full potential to draw and paint, expressing all the feeling, imagination 

and true creative power. Most participants had the inspiration from positive such as 

nature and love, happiness and comfortable are the favorite themes . These 

participants have no chance to see the beautiful world of amazing shapes and colors . 

They can use their imagination to express their inner powerful idea. 

They could express into both the realistic and abstract. It showed that the 

participants who are the totally blind had the imagination and made concept, and also 

they could express for the artworks with drawing and painting. They could be naming 

for their paintings which were the conclusion and communication to relate with their 

artworks. The participants were able to painting and selected the colors. They did not 

need the helper or supporter to hold the hands pointing or drawing. Sometime these 

participants need help when they forget the key codes of sound to represent the 

colors as the whole. They would select the color to use their experience and 

information about color, and then selected the color by the sound pitches of 

application, and then painted it. For that reason, the colors and objects or shapes, as 
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intend to communicate, were correct as the sighted people drawing. It showed that 

the device and software that can help the totally blind to drawing and painting. 

When the researcher asked the participants, that they considered to the 

principles of the art or not? They would answer to consider as well. Most participants 

referred the principle of the balance and the emphasis, because it was related to the 

proportion and position and it was the principle to understand and recognize easily. 

However, although some of the pictures might be inconsistent with the 

principle of composition that they referred, but it showed that the participants who are 

the congenital blind were able to learn and understand the visual elements and 

principles of composition. The art subject was required times and Inserted into the 

lesson, and also received attention from the instructors with interactive talking. 

4. Draw and paint with emotion and feeling 

From the field works and the activities of the using of painting program. 

They were assigned the test methods or the topics to draw and paint with emotion 

and feeling by using the device and software. The participants painted with their own 

feeling have an effect on colors or metaphor of events and the other of their freely. 

Table 45 Analysis and interpretation of the painting with emotion and feeling 

Painting art picture Information - Analysis - Interpretation 

__I , Artist: Case (B) (Congenital totally blind) 
I . 
~~ 

Title: "My emotion" 

~ 
Technique: Digital Painting 

Frame Size: 1,366 x 768 pixel, Monitor: 15.6 inch 

Analysis: Painting color as groups and shapes to arrange the picture and there are the different 

kinds of t he shapes, such as oval red , circle pink, black free-from shape is larger than any other 

color, and vertical and horizontal green lines. 

Interpretation: Red was anger that "When everyone angry sometime the ir face as red." Black 

was desperate, hopeless that painted larger than other because she had feeling these moods 

to more often. Pink was cheerful. Green was vertical and horizontal line showed the spirit. 
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TabLe 45 AnaLysis and interpretation of the paintins with emotion and feelins 

(Continued) 

Information - Analysis - InterpretationPainting art picture 

Artist: Case (C) (Congenital totally blind) 


Title: "My emotion" 


Technique: Digital Painting 


Frame Size: 1,366 x 768 pixel, Monitor: 21.5 inch 


Analysis: Colors are arranged and separated to 4 corners of picture to identify with 4 emotions 

and feelings , and make the framing of the picture with black lines. This is an abstract expression. 

Interpretation: Pink means happiness, light blue means cheerfulness, purple sadness, and 

black departure. Using colors to convey emotions and feelings based on data and knowledge 

to learned and memorized. Case (B) and (C) partiCipated at the same time and the same day, 

therefore they could result in an analogy concept. Because they talked and interacted with the 

researcher. Talking and teasing between Case (B) and (C). They allow the enjoyment of painting 

Art ist: Case (E) (Congenital totally blind) 


Title: "My emotion" 


Technique: Digital Painting 


Frame Size: 1,366 x 768 pixel, Monitor: 21.5 inch 


was rather individual. All her artworks are similar. 

Using spirals to confused lines to the group of shapes and draw over all around the picture 

area. She has an understanding to paint as the background and use overlapping colors. The 

color groups are on the left and right to balance. 

Interpretation: This picture of Case (E) used feeling with respect to what it had inspiration to 

artwork, to drew along with idea as improvisation to creative imagination and contents upward, 

interaction of interviews with researcher. She began to paint black fill the background as the 

earth, blue were the king and loyalty, red was Thai land, white was religion, light blue were 

water and dam that the king created, pink were the rain and waiting, and light blue was cloud. 

Presenting a coherent story by freely mood and movement in painting freely by satisfaction. 

art activity, so it had effect of drawing the content or method in analogy. 

Analysis: Case (E) has identity of painting 

Because of the participants were to draw and paint with their emotion 

and feeling which was abstract. The participants couLd not imagine. Therefore, they 

expressed themseLves frankLy. They were willins to draw some shapes which had 

some meaning or were symboL of something they heard from Learning and reading to 
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represent in the creative as found in artworks. Then the picture had abstract 

qualities. 

However, the participants enjoyed doing the abstract works. The device 

and software could help the totally blind to draw and paint. 

5. The topic of "Tree and flower" 

From the field works and the activities of the using of painting program. 

They were assigned the test methods or the topics to draw and paint with the topic 

"Tree and flower" by using the device and software. The participants could use 

freely their thought and imagination but it must be in the scope of the topic that 

assigned to realistic. 

Table 46 Analysis and interpretation of the painting with the topic "Tree and flower" 

Information - Analysis - Interpretation 

Artist: Case (A) (Consenital totally blind) 

Title: "Tree and flower" 

Technique: Disital Paintins 

Frame Size: 1,366 x 768 pixel, Monitor: 21.5 inch 

Analysis: The picture is the realistic and clearly rendered. It showed trunk and shrubs in correct 

position, and the srass has some red and yellow flowers scattered. This balance with trees and 

flowers. 

Interpretation: Case (A) could express the artwork to correctly and realistic. Case (A) had been 

touched and climbed the tree when she was a kid, and also she learned a basic about it 

Artist: Case (G) (Consenital totally blind) 

Title: "Tree and flower" 

Technique: Disital Paintins 

Frame Size: 1,366 x 768 pixel, Monitor: 21.5 inch 


Analysis: The sreen straisht l ine is the trunk. There are the yellow flowers or bush on the tree. 


Interpretation: Case (G) often used to draw a frame of picture before drawing with a black line 

to defined the paintins scopes. It was habitude that had been tausht in courses or to touch 

with the bas-relief. It often had a frame or border and then drawins the picture and contents in 

this frame that she made. There were some yellow flowers on the green tree. 

Painting art picture 
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Table 46 Analysis and interpretation of the painting with the topic "Tree and flower" 

(Continued) 

Painting art picture Information - Analysis - Interpretation, Arti st: Case (8) (Congenital totally blind) 
_II.... ~ .. 

Title: "Tree and flower" .'-'~ 

Technique: Dig ita l Painting 

Frame Size: 1,366 x 768 pixel, Monitor: 15.6 inch 
-

, Analysis: The picture is the shape of red line which is the trunk of tree as the emphasis. The 

bush is the shape of square look strange to make the interesting for it. The leaves are green 

and pink flowers are drew some line and points to the left and rig ht of the trunk to balance. 

Interpretation: Case (8) selected red to Christmas tree, to drew the trunk was line continue to 

horizontal and vertical perpendicular to the spreadi ng branches. To draw a horizontal and 

vertical drawing style of Case (8) 

The participants drew and painted with the topic "Tree and flower" it was 

realistic. The participants could understa nd the topic and communicated or 

conveyed them into shapes. For example, the trees had trunk and bushes or leaves 

of tree, and the flowers had colorful and flashy. They seLected colors based on their 

experience and information to be Learned or heard, and also they were familiar the 

trees and flowers. They showed that the device and software were abLe to heLp the 

totaLLy bLind to draw and paint . 

6. The topic of "Mountain, river and field" 

From the fieLd works and the activities of the using of painting program. 

They were assigned the test methods or the topics to draw and paint with the topic 

"Mountain, river and fieLd" by using the device and software. The participants could 

freely use their thought and imagination. They had to find a proper way to depict 

their idea to serve the goal of reaListic representation. What they had experience, the 

fun and enjoy waLking among bushes and grass bLades is wonderfuL aesthetic 

experience. This is what they never have when staying in schooL. 
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Table 47 Analysis and interpretation of the paintin~ with the topic 

"Mountain, river and field" 

Paintin~ art picture Information - Analysis - Interpretation 

Artist: Case (A) (Congenital totally blind) 


Title: "Mountain, river and field" 


Technique: Digital Painting 


Frame Size: 1,366 x 768 pixel, Monitor: 15.6 inch 


Analysis: Case (A) defines the colors and shapes of the object as layer to make dimension and 

distance far-near. There are the steps defining the hills above the river as the true information. 

Select the colors to make the object as its really is. Use fu ll area of the picture filled with 

colors. 

Interpretation: Case (A) planned to drawing with the concept by overall objects or the painting 

to the same story. If she thought of the river, she would think of the blue and light blue mixed. 

She made the contexts of the picture story with the augmentations, if there were river and 

mountains, it must have the forests and fields . Case (A) used the information and the 

experience of reading some books or hearing bring to the creation of artwork of the realistic 

topic 

Artist: Case (B) (Congenital totally blind) 

Title: "Mountain, river and field" 

Technique: Digital Painting I~ 
Frame Size: 1,366 x 768 pixel, Monitor: 15.6 inch 

Analysis: Shapes are arranged into separate components and scatter to fill the area of the 

picture. There are different shapes according to contents. There are a group of curves to back 

and forth on left. Drawing a square as border and a group of green straight lines in the middle 

of the square make a balance. To show the orderliness and refinement of the painter. 

Interpretation: To analyzed this picture along with the topic of "Mountain, river and field" that 

took to understanding Case (B). She draws the objects and shapes along with the nouns or 

wordings of the topic Brown mountains were the curve to back and forth on left, the curves 

aligned as layers to insinuate the mountains several overlapping. To painted light blue was the 

river to below the mountain. There was red sun over the mountains. To draw a rectangle 

showing by the border of the green field, and a tree was in the field. Case (B) used the 

metaphor and displayed the picture in a 20 floor plan or map. 
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Table 47 Analysis and interpretation of the painting with the top ic 

"Mountain, river and field" (Continued) 

( 

I 

Painting art picture Information - Analysis - Interpretation 

Artist: Case (F) (Congenital totally blind) 


Title: "Mountain, river and field" 


Technique: Digital Painting 


Frame Size: 1,366 x 768 pixel, Monitor: 21.5 inch 


Analysis: Case (F) arranges the shapes to separate components according to the nouns or 

vocabularies for the metaphor as symbols along with the topic. There are different shapes each 

content, and blue circle is in the middle of the picture, and free-form shapes are on the left 

and right 

Interpretation: The mountain was represented the blue circle. The grey river, was dragged line 

as free-form shape, was insinuated to the flow of water. The green field was tried to draw a 

rectangle. However, Case (F) required that the painting was given to the abnorma lity, then 

defined the mountain was in blue and the river was in grey. 

The participants drew and painted with the topic "Mountain, river and 

field" it was realistic. They could understand the topic and communicated idea of 

them into shapes. The colors and shapes mostly separated to nouns or wordings of 

the topic and the contents, such as the mountain, river and field, respectively. The 

expression of artworks mostly showed to the plan or 20 map or the layers arranged 

upward to show the dimension or distance. The partiCipants knew and understood to 

using the kinds of line to make the movement and the insinuation. 

7. The topic of "Sea, beach and sky" 

From the field works and the activities of the application of painting 

program. They were general instruction of the procedure the test methods or the 

topics to draw and paint with the topic "Sea, beach and sky" by using the device 

and software. The participants could use freely their thought and imagination but it 

must be in the scope of the topic that assigned to realistic. 
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Table 48 Analysis and interpretation of the painting with the topic" Sea, beach and sky" 

Information - Analysis - Interpretation 

Artist: Case (A) (Congenital totally blind) 

Title: "Sea, beach and sky" 

Technique: Digital Painting 

Frame Size: 1,366 x 768 pixel, Monitor: 15.6 inch 

and darker tones of blue to show de of sea water. 

Interpretation: To painted the sea, the oblique lines. There were many white blanks appears 

representing bubbles of water. She selected orange was the beach and painted purple in 

addition that s 

Artist: Case (D) (Congenita l totally blind) 

Title: "Sea, beach and sky" 

Technique: Digital Painting 

Frame Size: 1,366 x 768 pixel, Monitor: 21.5 inch 

Analysis: Drawing a rectangle with blue border. There were many colors, such as light blue, 

grey and orange vvhich are linear of short, long and oblique mixing. To paint with shading. 

Interpretation: Case (D) drew the blue lines as square to be the frame represent to the 

seawater surrounding herself with the light blue water scattered none direction certainly 

around herself. She selected grey represent in a waves of water by drawing a straight line and 

many directions and selected the orange was represent the sand. Case (D) 's artwork could use 

the colors from the sound itches to sent codes established. 

Arti st: Case (E) (Congenital totally blind) 

Tit le: "Sea, beach and sky" 

Technique: Digital Painting 

Frame Size: 1,366 x 768 pixel, Monitor: 21.5 inch 

Analysis: Case (E) uses the drawing style in a confused line to back and forth to the entire 

picture. There are the groups of grey lines which some disorganized and confused in the below 

of the picture. There are the confused lines of light blue lines to the entire picture and 

overlapped with the of lines. 

Interpretation: To draw the confused grey lines as a ground because she thought t hat the grey 

was able to replace the black. There were the confused lines of blue lines to the entire picture 

as the waves of sea. To painted the brown dense color which were the chemicals to be 

allowed from the industrial factories. Fina lly, used with the confused line of yellow lines to 

represent the sun. It was the expression with the Symbolism and Expressionism form. The 

drawing was the floor plan or 20 map. There was creating the imagination as the story that 

to to the thou ht and intelligence. 
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The participants drew and painted with the topic "Sea, beach and sky" 

that was realistic. The participants couLd understand the topic and communicated or 

conveyed them into shapes. The coLors and shapes mostLy separated to nouns or 

wordings of the topic and the contents, such as the sea, beach and sky, respectiveLy. 

They couLd make the atmospheres with objects or things and composition to reLate 

their contents and story. 

The expression mostLy showed in the pLan or 2D map or the Layers 

arranged upward to the dimension or distance. The participants selected the colors 

to compare with the language and information of the objects, for example, the sea 

water was light blue or blue, the sky was light blue, the tree was green, etc. After 

that, they would select the colors from the palette of the program utilizing the 

sound pitches that represented as coding to separate the colors and then painted. 

Thus, the colors of picture were correct as it should be. They did not need the 

helpers or supporters to help them to selected colors. They showed that the device 

and software that can help the totally blind to draw and paint. 

8. The topic of "My body" 

From the field works and the activities of the application of painting 

program, the test methods or the topiCS to draw and paint with the topiC "My body" 

by using the device and software carried out. The researcher intended to assign the 

drawing of the whoLe body but for some reason the participants to draw only the 

face. Most partiCipants said that the assignment of drawing the whoLe body is too 

difficuLt, so they draw only face. There is another possible explanation, it is more 

convenient to draw only face because of the screen shape. 

The participants could use freely their thought and imagination but it 

must be in the scope of the topiC that assigned to realistic. Participants could not 

paint the whole body, because they wanted to show the details of the content of 

the picture but drawing area limited, then they expressed as a face. 
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Table 49 Analysis and interpretation of the painting with the topic" My body" 

Information - Ana 

Artist: Case (A) (Con~enital totally blind) 


Title: "My body" 


Technique: Di~ ital Paintin~ 


Frame Size: 1,366 x 768 pixel, Monitor: 15.6 inch 

Analysis: Case (A) painted the whole screen area. She uses the technique to paint shapes by fillin~ 

colors into area. There is an estimate phase and position of elements on the face precisely. This is a 

symmetric balance and selected colors based on information that learned or "'Yr,,,,rll,,,nr"'< 

Interpretation: Case (A) pressed the key Tab to create a new paper or clear the screen to redraw 

several times. She was stress to draw the face picture because of uncertainty that her artwork was not 

~ood as expected. She tried to keep the details to a refinement utilizin~ the touch in~ mode to switch 

the and a red nose a sick and cold. 

Title: "My body" 

Technique: Digital Painting 

Frame Size: 1,366 x 768 pixel, Monitor: 21.5 inch 

Analysis: Case (C) draws a face with the free-form lines continuously. She arran~es the position 

of eyes to a pair of left and ri~ht Next, it is the nose under the eyes and mouth. Jagged lines 

represent to the ear. She arranges the parts on face correctly but it may be incorrect of the 

truly posit ions due to she is not seen to control her arm hard. 

Interpretation: There were the selecting to paint eyes was light blue because the eyes had 

tear, red lips, black hair was scattered, and the jagged lines copied the appearance of the ear. 

Case (C) was not confident in her artworks because she did not draw and paint by herself 

Title: "My body" 

Technique: Di~ital Painting 

Frame Size: 1,366 x 768 pixel, Monitor: 15.6 inch 

Analysis: Case (B) has her own an identity and style of drawing. The straight lines and the other 

elements are nice and tidy. It is the face picture has brovvn hair as a strai~ht line vertically aligned to 

the top of the picture. The circular shapes of the eyes are arranged in pairs on the left and ri~ht 

Next, it is the nose under the eyes and red lip is upper and lower. The ears are the ~rey circles. The 

blue lines the direction of arms that read and vertical lines ent the s. 

Interpretation: Case (B) tried to paint the entire body with the head, arms and le~s with the 

way of lines to show the direction and manner which were the insinuation of stand i n~ and 

the arms out, and the hairs were fallin~ neatly ali~ned well. 
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The participants drew and painted with the topic "My body" they mostly 

drew the face because it was the part of body that they thought was the most 

important and most familiar. It was the part of body. They could express the 

emotion and feeling, such as the smile, laugh, etc. What is interesting in the artworks, 

this topic could use elements. They used the lines, directions of line, and the types 

or characteristics of line representing parts of face with the insinuation. For example, 

eye as circle, mouth horizontal line, hair, arranged straight lines or confused lines to 

continuously, etc. 

What is interesting in this picture is the participants could arrange 

composition of organs on face correctly or made them similar to the artworks of the 

Sighted persons. For example, the hair was at the top and also was together as 

grouping of straight lines or painted the color bar to the shape, the eyes were the 

pair of left and right, the next down it was the nose, from the next down of the nose 

was the mouth, the ears were the left and right to positioned away from each other. 

The selecting of colors was as accurate, such as the hair was black or brown, the 

mouth or lip was red, etc. 

They used to draw with their own experience and information that 

leamed and heard. The device and software could be helpful the totally blind to 

draw and paint. 

9. The topic of "Dream" 

From the "field works and the activities, the application of painting 

program, they were assigned the test methods or the topics to draw and paint with 

the topic "Dream" by using the device and software. This topic obtained from the 

interview and found that the blind have also the dream or have fantasy whiLe they 

were sleeping. Each persons were different or there were the abstract much more 

and intangible. They did not know that explained it liked the others or not? 

However, the participants could express freely either in any dream while 

sleeping or it was fantasy they had. They enjoy the activities of drawing and painting. 
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Table 50 Analysis and interpretation of the painting with the topic" Dream" 

Painting art picture Information - Analysis - Interpretation 

Artist: Case (E) (CongenitaL totaLLy blind) 


TitLe: "Dream" 


Technique: DigitaL Painting 


Frame Size: 1,366 x 768 pixeL, Monitor: 21.5 inch 


Analysis: Case (E) stiLL uses her painting styLe that is drawn the confused line aLL around the 

picture. There are the light bLue, green, and bLue which are overLap, respectiveLy. The aspect 

ratio of horizontal red and haLf bLue. 

Interpretation: Case (E) uses the beLief and fantasy are the inspiration. There are contents and 

storied of dream, for exampLe, she was flying in sky, she met the green fairies and the bLue 

angeLs, so if it was heaven, it must have the red hell. When Case (E) painted finish that she 

narrated the events and the personal belief about the sin. The heLL is hot and it has the 

messenger of death. The heaven is comfy. These were the inspiration for painting of this topic 

Hereafter, it was the interesting conversations to hoLd a personaL belief The researcher 

discussed with the judgments of Case (E) to show the information, such as her ideas, attitudes 

and beliefs. She has been used as the inspiration for the painting. There were the conversations 

was transcribed off briefly as foLLows: 

Case (E) reLated about her inspiration of this painting that "Once, I didn't know aLL what are the 

virtue, the kindness, the wicked things and the sin? Now, I studied the dharma, practiced the 

dharma, and pray a littLe. Then, aLso there was the person with previous deeded on each other 

came to meet me. I couLd perceive by meditation. He wouLd come into my mind. He was 

wearing the Mauhom shirt and kind of shorts in Chinese styLe, and aLso he heLd his the light 

sword shining on it I dreamed that I couLd hear the sound with a groan of the hungry ghost and 

the other. They requested portion of merit" 

The researcher asked to insert that "So you expressed aLso the image of your dream Like this, 

right? There were some fairies, angeLs, the heLL, and then how did you know that the heLL 

shouLd be the red coLor?" 

Case (E) expLained that "Yes, it 's in the Tripitaka. The heLL, it onLy has the heat but not to be 

comfy reaLLy. It isn't like the heaven, if everyone do good, they wiLL enjoy happiness to take 

them there. As someone who was born a human need to do good to go to the heaven, and 

aLso everyone must transmigrate souL and try to be back human being again." 
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Table 50 Analysis and interpretation of the painting with the topic" Dream" (Continued) 

Information - Analysis - InterpretationPainting art picture 

Artist: Case (C) (Congenital totally blind) 

Title: "Dream" 

Technique: Digital Painting 

Frame Size: 1,366 x 768 pixel, Monitor: 21.5 inch 

Analysis: To arrange the confused lines to the groups of colors separate to 6 colors and 

arrange to be the similarly row to balance and variety. This picture is an abstract. 

Interpretation: Case (C) interpreted this test method or topic the ambitions or longings and 

feelings, and she said that" I have a ambition when I learn in grade 12 and I have every mood: 

the disorder, the sorrow when I may be the farewell from my friends, the happiness to be 

graduating, and the intention of me was to pass these obstacle, something like that." 

.--. 

Artist: Case (H) (Totally blind, after 10 years) 


Title: "Dream" 


Technique: Digital Painting 


Frame Size: 1,366 x 768 pixel, Monitor: 21.5 inch 


Analysis: Case (H) draws a red rectangle with a pink ribbon tied on a gift box and it is floating 

up by using the appearance of the lines indicate the direction to the movement. The picture 

was expressed a realistic and exaggeration (Surrealism). 

Interpretation: Case (H) was inspired by the interpretation of the topic. The dream was over 

and the exaggeration of participant. She connected the thoughts and feelings of love and 

happiness, then made a new story. She made this artvvork depicting that the story everyone 

wanted to get a gift. That is the reason why the person in the dream tried to reach and pick the 

box of the red gift floating. The red gift box was something special. It had a yellow light 

emitted. There was a walkway, the brown line and a river alongside the walkway. 

The participants drew and painted the topic "Dream", was the test 

method as semi-abstract. They could interpret both dream and fantasy which were 

difficult to explain. They had to use the inspiration and imagination to make artworks 

depicting the strange or unfamiliar situation. However, the participants were able to 

express their paintings to communicate by convey their ideas and imaginations using 

the experience, the creativity and the expression of the abstract to realistic by the 

colors and shapes to explained. 
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10. Summary 

The analysis of the results to expression with drawing and painting using 

the device and software, the researcher found that the participants could draw and 

paint by themselves without the helper to hold the hand to painted or selected 

colors. 

Nevertheless, the participants still did not remember whole the sound 

pitches represent to the colors, then they must have the helper told to them with 

the name of the color but the participants could select some coLor in sometime. 

They could select colors that they wanted to draw and paint to be the shapes 

follow to their thought and planned with the test methods or the topics assigned to 

4 categories, with the conclusions as follows: 

10.1 Copying to drawing and painting of the original master pieces: 

The participants touched with the touching program before, and then used the 

painting program to work. The titles of topic used for "The Starry Night" and "Horse 

in a Landscape" were the examples of artworks. This result has been found that the 

participants could leam they know and understood the pictures. They were able to 

talk and retort and showed the opinions or criticized to interactive with the 

instructor. They obtained the explanation the contents and themes of the paintings 

and about the artists. They perceived what were the colors in these paintings that 

they touched have? Where were the colors in the positions of the pictures? 

They perceived some shapes of pictures. Even if the device and software 

could help to perceive for them perfectly not yet, but it was the creation of the way 

and the technique of technology. It could help to perceive the pictures at a certain 

level. EspecialLy, the colors of pictures from the 2D artworks of the participants in 

these activities can help the blind to learn the art lesson. It was the touch to 

pictures and painting with the original master pieces of the famous artists in the art 

history. 

The drawing and painting with the original master pieces was the painting 

follow to the theory of Imitation. (Mittler, 1994: 91-92) It was the painting to imitate 

with the prototype or master of pictures. The picture was obtained to be the 

characteristic of the representation that was copied follow to the prototype of the 

picture to touch with the touching program before. They must remember aLso the 
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sound and the position of sound to appear and represented the color, and then they 

brought it to reproduce with the sound position and the picture coLor. 

10.2 Drawing and painting with imagination and title giving: It practices 

the participants to creative thinking, planning and making imagination of the artwork. 

It couLd make an enjoyment and pride on the work compLeted. The title giving was 

the exercise for the concepts to summarize and review the contents of their artwork. 

They couLd screen out to the name of the picture. CoLor seLection was based on 

their information that they leamed and experienced, that showed the abilities to 

make and use something were both the realistic and abstract. Then, the participants 

were proud of their work and to show the understanding of the nature. 

10.3 Drawing and painting with emotion and feeling: It was the practice 

to study the expression of the abstract intangibLe, and then to be abLe to expressed 

it to the realistic tangibLe by drawing and painting the colors to appear and the 

description of their concept of self-presentation. Selecting of coLors were both based 

on the information that they have learned and experienced. When someone tried to 

use the sound qualities and the sound pitches to represent emotions and feelings. 

However, the drawing and painting with the emotion and feeling were abLe to use 

the meaning of the colors reflecting their own emotion and feeling. 

10.4 Drawing and painting the topics assigned: They were separated to 

both the realistic and abstract. The participants were abLe to select colors to follow 

the information that learned and experienced. They selected the colors by the 

nouns or vocabularies, such as river is blue, sky is light blue, ground is bLack, sun is 

red, etc. 

10.4.1 The realistic topics were assigned. The participants tried to paint 

and communicate the reality. They tried to paint and represent the pictures or 

objects into the touch-screen using the metaphor and narrative. It was related to the 

study of Kennedy. (Kennedy, 1993: 222-227) The participants might use the attributes 

of line and shape to draw following everything that they knew or understood, for 

example, drawing the mountain as the curve lines to back and forth insinuated to be 

the complex or overlap mountains, etc. Someone used the representation by the 

insinuation or metaphor, for example, drawing the rectangLe was around the drawing 

area to represent the sea was surrounding around them, using lines were spread 

direction' to represent shine of the sun, using horizontal lines were direction of the 
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river, using some dots and lines arranged to continuous the movement of falling rain, 

using the attributes of line and shape expressed the feelings, etc. 

10.4.2 The abstract topic "Dream" was assigned the open-ended of 

the test method which to be able to used the thought in the abstract. However, the 

participants were able to use the interpretation and imagination to dress up both the 

realistic and abstract. Someone interpreted and expressed the other topics as the 

abstract, for example, Case (E) used the colors represent the nouns by the drawing 

style as a confused line to back and forth to the entire picture. She was not 

interested in the reality of shapes, etc. 

The participants were not able to remember the codes of sounds 

represent to colors all 12 colors but they could remember some pitches, such as 

white, grey, black, light blue, pick and brown because these colors were the sound 

pitches to different in the octaves. On the other hand, they could not remember or 

perceive the sound pitches of purple, blue, green, yellow, orange and red 

immediately because those colors were nearby the sound pitches that made them 

to remember alternately. 

-----p"w"" til", ~ercef.' . . ~ of col, " ano st , a~,-;:,, ----

)f plell; - i h J-v' - i'rl j ,,[ .~<ll "! 

(1) Diagram showed that they can perceive the image which they touched really 

with program by painting to follow the original picture. 
Painting program Touching program 

Open imag1 

[

------ They can remember their own some image 

but if there are hint that they will recognize 

(2) Diagram showed that the opening their artwork and touch it for test that they 

could remember, or not? 

Figure 67 Proof the picture perception tested using touch and painting program 

After the activities were complete, the drawing and painting were with the 

test method all 9 topics. The researcher tested someone of the participants in 
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addition while it had the time periods or remainders of the set. The researcher made 

a random open their artwork files by the touching program. The results to show that 

the participants could remember or guess their paintings and could identify the 

picture name are correct some parts. If there was the hints or answer what it is?, they 

could remember or recall surely. They could also describe the contents of picture. It 

showed to see that the painting program and the touching program were able to 

work to related as well utilizing the technique of coding to represent the colors with 

the sound pitches in this research. 

When comparing between the new device and painting program and the 

techniques of the old drawing tools which showed the advantages and disadvantages 

to the table as follows: 

Table 51 	 Comparison of the advantages and disadvantages of the device and 

painting program and the old drawing tools 

The device and painting program The old drawing tools 
Advantage Advantage 

1) Select, draw and paint by themseLves. 1) To perceive the shapes easiLy that they 
They did not need the helpers. drew, with the contour outline to bas-relief 
2) Draw and paint the picture by sound from drawing tools. 
pitches that it can define pitches to cover 2) To perceive the shapes accurately and fast 
many coLors. but may be backward the picture or mirror 
3) Perceive colors of picture that they painted image. 
by sound pitches, touching mode. 
4) The masters of artwork are the digital they 
can be easiLy store, share, new create, edit 
and deLete. They do not waste papers and 
materials. 
5) To be abLe to find and purchase the touch
screen and computer to using and share the 
appLication to install easily in the present. 

Disadvantage Disadvantage 
1) There is the variety of drawing to Less, such 
as size of lines, type of Lines, etc., it is 
developed to the next. 
2) To perceive the shapes difficultly and 
slowly that they drew, they perceived onLy 
the way and the approximation that it may 
be error. 

1) They cannot perceive compLetely coLors but 
they perceive onLy Lines, textures and shapes. 
2) SeLecting and painting, they must have 
helper. 
3) Pictures were created cannot edit or delete. 
4) Must provide some tools for using as much 
more, they couLd not recycle and waste 
materials. 
5) The production of medias, tooLs and 
materials must appLy and provide in the 
Locality that was not the standard. 
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From the table found that the new device was able to help the blind to 

select for usinS colors and painted colors and shapes by themselves without the 

helpers. But if perception of picture and shape that they drew with touch ins mode, 

they perceived to some extent only. They had to remember shape that they drew to 

be composed of perception. On the other hand, the old tools could help to them 

perceive lines and shapes that they could draw as well and easily but they could 

not perceive colors certainly. Color paintins was in the old tools only makins the 

raised-line and imprints or textures to picture. Therefore, the new device had the 

notability about the colors paintins and se lected colors, and also they were able to 

select the colors and painted colors by themselves without the helper. These issues 

were able to answer the problems, the question and the hypothesis of this research. 

(4) Equipments such as MDF board, (5) Equipments such as MDF board, (6) Using clay for making bas-relief 

rubber plate, mosquito wire screen, leather or future board, and drawing contours and shapes. 

paper, and painting with crayons for with stylus on stencil paper for 

making textures. making bas-relief contour outlines. 


Fisure 68 	 Comparison between the usinS device and software with usinS the old 

tool is the bas-relief of contour line 

The technique of old drawins had not the standard of production, in 

other words, it could be flexible with appropriate and necessary, such as the 

materials and tools that could find in local, cheap, etc. It could be applied to media 

of learnfns and teachins for the blind. However, it had the basic resulation, for 
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example, the paper size was into 11 x 11.5 inch or the size was equal the printing 

paper of Brielle codes, there was safety to body and using, etc. It could be made 

and developed to further techniques as unlimited. Teachers or instructors might use 

the notice when they were teaching that how it should be made and applied for the 

media learning as better. 

In the "Art for all" activities, 16th was between August 1-5, 2012 at 

Arayana Phupimarn Resort, Pakchong district, Nakhonrachasrima province, Thailand. 

In this activities had also the blind participated with the drawing and painting. They 

needed the sighted helpers to select colors for them and hold the blind's hand to 

paint. Although, the blind could not see what they drew, but it contributed to make 

them to satisfy and enjoy the activities. 

1

Figure 69 Activity of 16th"Art for All", there were the blind students to participated 

to the drawing and painting 

Source: Photographer by Sethakij Changdum, and Pongsit Thongsingh, the college 

student at Faculty of Applied Arts and Design , Ubon Rajathanee University. 

However, it should give the practice and learning with medias and 

techniques, devices and varieties of tool for the blind. It must promote and integrate 

together toward dimension of perception as better and making the understanding, 

spatial, idea, imagination and concept. The expression is with drawing and painting of 

the participants may be containing less. Because of they are the congenital blind. 

They have information about 20 objects or pictures to be less because they could 

not see or perceive about contents, stories and large or big objects. These are the 

limited of expression and presentation the picture of artworks. In the artworks are 

complex that they are the needs to have the teachers to help to explain with using 

the bas-relief by insertion in learning various subjects. 
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Art is the most important feature is the one that is the expression 

because of no matter the emotion, the feeling, the thought, the experience, 

the beauty, the intuition, the symbol, the fantasy, the story or the event. Also 

all must express through the forms which the artists select or create almost 

all. ((halood Nimsamer, 1999: 15) 

The expression of drawing and painting helped to support the participants 

to be able to express their thought, idea, imagination, concept and creativity to both 

the realistic and abstract that conveyed to realistic mode of drawing and painting by 

the 20 artwork through the device and painting program utilizing the sound pitches 

to colors coding. They could select to use the colors with the objects or shapes that 

they drew. They referred to the data of nouns or the color names, and then they 

selected colors by the sound pitches of the program. Next, they drew with the 

shapes following their understanding that they desire of communication and 

expressed feeling. 
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Chapter 9 

Analysis of the results to questionnaire of satisfaction 

This chapter is the analysis of the results to questionnaire of satisfaction. 

It would show the results which were obtained from the participants with the 

questionnaire after participated in this research. It is to shown the satisfaction of 

using to the device and software, and participated in the activities of the participants. 

It was analyzed and summarized the resuLts by the quantitative research methods. It 

was for answer questions, problems and hypothesis of the research. It was 

demonstration of the effectiveness and benefits of using the device and software 

which were created in this research. 

The questionnaire is both the types and issues of closed-ended and 

open-ended questions. They are used to explore the satisfaction to using the device 

and software, and participated in the activities. Closed-ended questions are divided 

the Levels of score from the participants. Measurement or interval scales are divided 

into 5 levels. (Narong Phopruegsanun, 2008: 212-213) For example, when the 

participants acted the activities of touch the pictures and drawing and painting to 

finish, the researcher will interview them to know the feeling and perceived to their 

artworks and satisfaction, etc. There are details of the satisfaction levels, such as 5 

scores as excellent, 4 scores as good, 3 scores as average, 2 scores as less, 1 score as 

least, NIA as not available or no comment. The open-ended questions are the 

querying to comments and feedbacks or suggestions from the participants to express 

their opinions freely. 

The researcher asked the participants by the questionnaire to explore the 

satisfaction to use the device and software after the activities completed. The 

querying to the participant rated, then the researcher was a record the scores and 

data. Due to there were the total of 10 participants, including the congenital blind 7 

persons, the adventitious totally blind was after 10 years old 1 person, and the 

partially blind or low vision 2 persons. There were a few and not complex, then it 

referred to statistical methods in the quantitative analysis. 

169 
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The measure of central tendency was with a mean and percentage 

(Kullaya Wanichbuncha, 2010: 46-54) and shown as a bar chart to below as follows: 

Table 52 	 The scores, mean, and percentage of the questionnaire explore the 

satisfaction of the participants 

Questionnaire and Case A 
(X,) 

B 
(X) 

C I 0 
0<,) (><.,) 

E 
0<,) 

F 
(><.,) 

G 
(Xl) 

H 
(X.) 

I 
(X9) 

J 
(X,ol 

Mean 
x=LX, 

n 
100% 

To obtained the knowledge and experience, 4 5 5 4 4 4 3 5 5 4 4.3 86 

Touch and perceive colors of the art picture, 5 4 5 5 5 4 4 5 5 4 4.6 92 

To expressed with drawing and painting, 5 4 5 5 4 3 3 4 4 3 4 80 

To learned in the art education, 4 4 4 5 5 4 4 4 5 4 4.3 86 

Difficulty and easy to use the device, 3 3 3 3 3 I 3 3 3 3 3 3 60 

If you will got the practice in advanced, 5 4 4 4 5 3 4 5 4 4 4.2 84 

The period of time "vere used the activit ies, 4 2 2 4 4 3 2 3 4 5 3.3 66 

The opportunity to participate in next time, 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 4.2 84 

The benefit of the device. 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 5 5 5 4.9 98 

Agree? If the device is developed for the next, 5 5 5 5 4 4 5 5 5 5 4.8 96 

Remark: 	 To defined a variable of n represent to the number of participants 

LXi = Xl + X2 + " + Xn 
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Figure 70 The bar chart shows the satisfaction levels of the participants 
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Table 53 Comments and sussestions were in the satisfied questionnaire 

Person Comment and Suggestion from Questionnaire Solution 

Case (A) "To used this touch-screen of 21. 5 inch, it' s hard stab." Should select the 

capacitive touch-screen. 

Case (B) -- No comment -

Case (C) "The time periods of the activities were fast, may be a To increased the time 

lot more than this." periods of the activities 

and more than thi s. 

Case (D) -- No comment --

Case (E) -- No comment -

Case (F) I "It might be have this device, because it's convenient There is to provide and 

to painting and touch the picture. It made me what increase the device and 

was the picture?!! use it seriously. 

Case (G) "I like to draw with a paper more than it, I feel that is To make a familiarity to 

not convenient to use touch-screen, and then the use the device, and add a 

software, it should talk to me, what is color?" function of speech to talk 

a co lor name or identify 

after sound note when a 

i 
I 

user re lea se a fingertip 

out of the touch-screen. 

Case (H) "How do the sounds to easily remember? I ca n't There are the training or 

distinguish the sound of orange, yellow and red, but I practice and use usually 

can easi ly remember to black, and I want the pictures the device and apply to 

of chart or line graph. It should be developed for the use with pictures in the 

other subjects, such as the mathematic, etc." other subjects. 

Case (I) -- No comment --

Case (J) -- No comment --

From the results of the votes, score, mean and percentase, and the 

comments and sussestions of the questionnaire to explore the satisfaction by the 

participants can be analyzed and explained the issues as follows: 

1. To obtained the knowledse and experience of the learnins in the art 

lesson of the elements and basic principles of composition, and touched the 

pictures, and expressed with drawins and paintins. It is in sood to excellent. 

2. To touch and perceive colors of the pictures and they had the 

satisfaction to touch and perceive the colors of paintins. It is sood to excelle nt that 

related to the issue (1) 

3. They had satisfied to express with drawins and paintins. It is sood that 

related to the issue 0). As the mean was not the excellent because the participants 
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feLt that the test methods have the difficuLty in the average, and they never acted 

the activity of drawing and painting before. Then they feLt that they did not work 

very weLl. However, the participants had the intention and acceptance in training or 

practice and continue to Learn. 

4. There was the satisfaction to learn in the art lesson about the elements 

and the basic principles of composition. It is in good to excellent that related to the 

issue (1). 

5. They felt that the device and software. There were the using of the 

difficuLty and easy to average. They must be trained and accustomed and the times 

to learn and practice more. 

6. They were interested and willing to be got the practice in advanced, for 

example, the addition of more colors, to increase the pictures various to touch. It is 

in good to excellent. 

7. They feLt that the periods of time, which were used the activities, 

shouLd be Longer than this, and used the device regular or continuous. 

8. They accepted to participate in the next activities, if there are an 

opportunity and time giving. It is in good to excellent. 

9. They saw beyond the benefits of the device and software. It is 

exceLlent. 

10. They agreed with the device was developed for the next. It is 

excellent. 

From the resuLts of the votes, score, mean and percentage, and the 

comments and suggestions of the questionnaire, to explore the satisfaction by the 

participants remained in good to excellent. 

Summary 

As a result of the question of satisfaction was from the participants. It 

found that they were satisfied and saw beyond the benefits of using the device and 

application. It remained in good to excellent. There were the difficulty and easy to 

average. It showed that they must be given the times and need to train or practice 

to use and more use always. They satisfied to participate in the activities that 

remained good. They wanted to have the times to take part in the activities more. 
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The participants who were the totally blind and the partially blind or low vision had 

the agreement and supported to develop the device and application to the next. 

The results of these votes or score were obtained from the participants, 

the researcher requested to please them voted the scores and comments with their 

truly feelings. Consequently, these votes or score and comments were considered to 

be reliable. 

The results of satisfaction to used the device and software that the 

researcher could recognize by the observation and interview, since the continuity to 

begin practice the device and software using, learning the elements and basic 

principles of composition, using the touching program, and using the drawing and 

painting program. The participants had to the opinions about using the device and 

software throughout the activities, both the comments and suggestions from them, 

and also questioned or interviewed by the researcher. It showed the speech or 

conversation data of the participants were obtained from sound recording and 

transcription in Chapter 7. They had the satisfaction to using the device and software 

and participated in the activities. 

The participants obtained the knowledge and understanding of learning in 

the elements and principles of composition . Although, they were not still 

comprehend the content of the subjects were studied, due to there were a time 

period of study was short, and it was the first classes in the art subject, but It has 

been a good response from the participants who were the totally blind and the 

partially blind or low vision. 

J 

Figure 71 The activities of arts were learning in the elements and the basic principles 

of composition to make the participants had satisfied to learn 
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The participants were satisfied with the touched and perceived colors and 

shapes of the pictures. They had the intention and expectation to participate in the 

activities. The touching of the pictures gave the knowledge, enjoyments and new 

experiences to them. The most participants also could consider taking the device 

and software to further and extend to the learning with other classes. 

The participants got the satisfaction and enjoyment in the expression with 

drawing and painting. They could show their potential, whole experience, knowLedge, 

idea, and imagination and expressed in term of the 20 artworks through the device 

and painting program. 

It is abLe to use the device and software including, the touching program 

and painting program. They were deveLoped in this research to be applied in 

teaching and Learning in art lesson. 

However, they must depend on other factors, including, for exampLe, the 

teachers must understand to using the device and application with the abilities of 

instruction that there are the flexibility and observation. It wilL make to support the 

learning and teaching in the art education, both the theories and practices for the 

totaLly blind efficiently, and studies and deveLops to research and find the new 

techniques or promotes the oLd them to better, etc. 

In order that, they are the results to consistent with the theory of Learning 

process and the instruction integrates between the aesthetic and art criticism. They 

are "talking about art in terms of the quality or feeling (Aesthetic), and taLking about 

artworks in term of the quantity or ideas as the main criterion. (Art criticism)" 

(Malichat Ua-anant, 2002: 72), the art practice, and the art history which are into 4 

the main kinds of fine arts. They wiLL made the totalLy blind be abLe to learn and 

practice. That is the art for all or the universal in art actually. 

However, the questionnaire to explore the satisfaction was the data 

collection of the comments and suggestions and used the results to improvement 

and development in the future research to the next or in the other fields. The 

questionnaire and the results were obtained are not the outcomes to the answer the 

problem and hypothesis of the research. 
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Chapter 10 

Conclusion, discussion and implementation 

In this chapter, the conclusion presented the resuLts that obtained from 

the participants, activities and using device and software, such as: Touch for 

perception of coLors and shapes of painting, it showed contents, analysis and 

summary in Chapter 7, it is increased table of movement captures of the 

participants' fingertip touched pictures; Expression of drawing and painting in colors 

with topics assigned, both realistic and abstract, it showed in Chapter 8; and 

Questionnaire of satisfaction for using of the device and software, it showed in 

Chapter 9. The conclusion presented to overview in result of the research. Whole are 

in figures, tabLe and diagram of data reLationship and benefit outcome and also 

toward the answer of research probLem, questions and hypothesis of the research. 

The discussion is the synthesis of research and explanation of relationship 

from data and benefit outcome in addition, such as reflection of the totaLly blind's 

artworks, Identity and behavior painting of the blind from overaLL artworks, factors 

that will support in the activities to success, and reLationship between art theories 

and the congenital blind. 

From the studies, results of analysis, and conclusion are toward the 

information and ideas are crystallized, screened, and distilled to be the new 

knowledge and new theories. Theory of drawing and painting for the totally blind 

which the drawing theory is based on the vision but now it is possible to close the gap 

of drawing theory for the blind by using the device and painting program of the 

research. 

The proposal is the new theories of art for the blind into 4 respects and 

coherence together. Whole are referred, explained and created further from basis of 

art theories of the sighted people. 

The implementation proposed for toward knowledge, development and 

research to the next. There are the contents and themes as following: 

175 
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1. Conclusion 

This research title is that "CoLor Perception of Artistic Expression from 

Drawing and Painting by Utilizing Sound Pitches for The CongenitaL Blind" This research 

made the technique and device utilize the touch-screen technoLogy and computer 

software deveLopment by converting color value, that is RGB to HLS double cone 

modeL, to MIDI sound pitches of musical note for help the totally blind can perceive 

colors and shapes of painting. The research is the activities of colors and shapes 

perception of 20 painting which are simplified details and colors, and expression with 

drawing and painting. It is the qualitative research as case study and applied research. 

The methodology and tools for data collections were explained in Chapter 3. 

It was developed the software utilizing through the device that are the touch

screen monitor. The blind could take the fingertip to draw and paint freely. They could use 

the buttons or keys on the keyboard to the commands, when the need some specialized 

or required function. The perception of the paintings is the using the touching program for 

perceive or recognize and access the colors of artworks, and the expression is the drawing 

and painting with the painting program with the device and software in the research. 

The participants could not remember the all codes of sound to represent into 

12 colors. Because of the test had the time period for practice and remember the sound 

pitches to represent the coLors which were time limited, and it was the first activities. 

Therefore, they need the practice, remember and used it frequently to increase skill. 

The device and software could help for perception of paintings and expression 

of drawing and painting in colors for the participants who were the totally blind inbom and 

after bom as well. The researcher had also used this drawing and painting program to 

experiment with drawing for the sighted persons and found that even if it were not 

effective directly, but the feedbacks made a new strange, enjoyment and interested to 

them. It can be used for the elders who were the totally or partially blind also. 

The device and software are able to use in the education and instruction 

of arts in the elements, such as point, line, shape, and color theory. The students 

can appreciate and touch the colors and pictures, and the basic principles of 

composition, such as unity, harmony, contrast, proportion, balance, emphasis, 

repetition, variety and direction. To heLp the students understand and work 

effectively. They must be learned gradually and usually, it made the lesson plans 

and the knowledge course presented in the Appendix B. 
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1.1 Touch for perception of coLors and shapes of painting: Five world 

master piece of paintings are used as example for studying compositions, such as 

Vincent van Gogh's "The Starry Night", Franz Marc's "Horse in a Landscape", Serge 

Poliakoff's "Composition verte, bleue, rouge et jaune", Kasimir Malevich's "Supreme" 

and Piet Mondrian's "Composition", They were simplified colors and details into 12 

colors for easily pictures, Each selected master piece has uniqueness. They serve as 

good examples for different reason, for example, Van Gogh painting for expression 

theory and Mondrian for Apollonian Formalism, The congenital blind participants could 

perceive colors and shapes of painting. It was explained in the summary of Chapter 7. 

Even though the quality of the device and software were not perfect but 

if they used always and more times, they will perceive the shapes of the picture 

better, To show that the device and software could help the blinds were able to 

recognize colors and shapes of the 20 artistic paintings. 

, \ \ 
(1)Touch "The Starry Night", (2) Touch "Horse in a 


Landscape" , 


(The totally blind) " - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -', 

Device Perception r?(:~:~ ~~a~~i;h::~~~~~~i~~it~~e~~~:~~' "Art pictures 
, Learning : - Can talk and share ideas with friend ~ouch-ScreenDigital 
, , in class and society, 

: - Can further, integrate with other fields, 

(help and support / (integration / : - Obtained knowledge, experience and :, Art pictures ' 

begin to practice) Bas-relief : 
 further) 	 " others, 

, 
_ ______ _ _ _ 1 

~-------------------------~ 

Figure 72 	 Conclusion of the partiCipants touched colors-shapes in pictures, the 

diagram of toward device and touching program efficient 

The pictures, which are taken to the participants touched, have different 

degrees. They depended on factors, such as amount of colors in the picture, the 

position of colors, the shape of each colors, the composition, and substance and 

theme. These factors have the relations each other and they are not separated. The 

pictures, which are taken to touch, do not need to be a famous art as the world master 

piece was Picasso. It may be the pictures of amateur artists or classmates in the arts. 

(3) Touch "Composition (4) (5) Touch "Supreme" 
verte, bleue, rouge et jaune", and "Composition", 
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Movement captures of the participants' fingertip touched pictures, it will be 

able to use for expansion and further to the next research. It can be discussed as follows: 

Table 54 Movement of the participants' fingertip touched on the pictures 

Movement of the participants' fingertip touched on paintings by touching program 

Case (C), she tried to move follow to border put together the researcher 's 

explanation. It showed the movements follow to border of shape obviously 

and also moved all around and overall of picture. 

Case (Al, she began from bottom of picture. She tried to practice different 

movement, such as move to left-right, up-down orderly and listened to the 

researcher instructions. This is helpful for her to remember sound on the 

picture easily. When she found the sound changing, she would try to 

re color area and interpreted to be grou i 

Case (Cl, she moved overall around picture. It showed that she tried to 

explore overall and focused on shapes. The lines of movement appeared 

to grouping obviously. 

Case (F), it showed movement on the left vertical red rectangle and 

horizontal black. She touched to put together bas-relief. 

Case (C), she moved finger on screen orderly and continuously. She found 

sound of black that hear between other colors. She could know the black 

colors were l ines and this picture had many rectangular shapes. The black 

was border of all rectangular colors and they looked like table and there 

was the red shape as est. 

The researcher developed sub-program to run in background. It was 

recording movements of the participants' fingertip were dragging on touch-screen 

positions for colors and shapes perception of the master paintings. The researcher 

showed to be example for the data collection of evident. These were not the main 

point of data and were not defined in the framework of research. 

1.2 Expression of drawins and paintins in colors: The activity of drawing 

and painting with device and painting software was assigned. Test methods or exercises 

are separated into 4 types, such as copying of painting with the original master pieces, 

painting with imagination, painting with emotion and feeling, and painting with the 
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topics. Total of 9 pictures, such as to draw and paint imitation with the original picture 

"The Starry Night" and "Horse in a Landscape", to draw and paint with imagination 

and title giving, to draw and paint with emotion and feeling, to draw and paint with the 

topic "Tree and Flower", "Mountain, River and Field", "Sea, Beach and Sky", "My 

Body", and" Dream" ,. It was explained in the summary of Chapter 8. 

(1) Paint "The Starry Night". (2) Paint "Horse in a Landscape". (3) Paint "My Imagination". (4) Paint "My Emotion". 

(5) Paint "Tree and Flower". (6) Paint "Mountain, River, Field " (7) Paint "Sea, Beach, Sky". (8)(9) Paint "My Body", "Dream". 

Totally Idea ---------~------, 1----------- ----- ---.1 

blind artist Imagination 	 , (data, experience, : : (expression, experience, : 
: color name, feeling) : : imagination, feeling) 

I ,l 	 ----- ------------ ---------- - --- -- --

Selected color by Draw and paintDevice 

by themselves themselves T ouch-Screen 

-------------------------------, ,--------------------------------, 
" - Drawing with the original art pictu res, they '.9" -They can indica te the opinion and crrtlC own ~ 
, could perceive and learn In the art history.: : artworks and other : 
I - To expressed with the Idea of art : : - To show the art exhibition of the blind and : 
, 	 I , 

I - To learned In the practice of art education I I the artists' artvvorks are for the blind. : 
I 	 : : _ The knowledge, experrence and the other : 

---------------------------- ____ .,' ',--------------------------- _____ ,1 

Figure 73 	 Conclusion of the participants was painting their 20 artworks, and the 

diagram of toward device and painting program efficient 

The device and software for drawing and painting is a helpful for the blind 

to paint in colors. The partiCipants can select some colors and paint by themselves. 

They selected some colors from information provided and experience they had from 

school for years and also what they learned or heard. They make art forms showing 

characteristics of each noun and matching them with certain color, and then chose 

the colors by the help of sound pitches of program. 
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As mentioned above, it is proved that the device and software and the 

activities applied to the research, enable to the totally blind to do what they had 

expected to be able to do, drawing and painting. 

1.3 Questionnaire of satisfaction for using of the device and software: 

The results of the questionnaire explore the satisfaction of the device and software. 

It was shown the details in Chapter 9. It was the data collection of the comments 

and suggestions and used the results to improvement and development in the 

future research to the next or in the other fields. The questionnaire and the results 

were obtained are not the outcomes to the answer the problem and hypothesis of 

the research. The conclusion is with an average score of 5/ 5 rating below as : 

Table 55 Conclusion of the questionnaire explore the satisfaction 

Questionnaire and Case X=~ 
Mean (SIS) n 100% 

To obtained the knowledge and experience. 4.3 86 

To touch and perceive colors of the picture. 4.6 92 

To expressed with drawing and painting. 4 80 

To learned in the art lesson. 4.3 86 

Diffi culty and easy to use the device. 3 60 

If you will got the practice in advanced. 4.2 84 

The period of t ime were used the activit ies. 3.3 66 

The opportunity to participate in next time. 4.2 84 

The benefit of t he device. 4.9 98 

Agree? If the device is developed for the next. 4.8 96 

Remark: Defined variable of n represent to number of participants; LXi =Xl + X2 + ". + Xn 

From the scores results, means and percentages, and comment and 

suggestion of the questionnaire of satisfaction from the participants who are the 

blind remained good - excellent. 

1.4 Answer the research problem and research questions: 

The research problem can be solved the congenital blind could perceive 

the colors and shapes of the pictures utilizing the representation of colors with the 

sound pitches through the device and software. They could express with the drawing 

and painting the colors through this device. 
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-------

'---------" 

'-___-oJ 

Color - Shape ofr\ ' - Solv; -1 r\1 Perception I 
painting

Lf '=====:r\[ The Blind )Lf'..:--=-==-=:=--=.:' 
Draw to shapes ~ Help ,Lf I Expression ' 

- - - - - (Congenital) 1________, Paint to colors 

¢ The blind can learn the </) The blind can perceive colors of 
elements and basic principles of pictures and they impress, 
composition. satisfy, and enjoy. 

<iJ The blind can anaLyze, criticize, The blind can draw and paint 
explain and comment the

pictures in colors. pictures which they touched, 

The congenital blind could The device and software ca nnot<iJ 
explain their ideas - imagine that .' help the low vision to perceive, 
they painted. draw and paint in colors. 

This research can make the relation 

/l 
~ 

,/l 
~ 

The blind can draw and paint with<iJ 
and pairing between colors and the elements, and the principle to 
sound pitches by encoding. balance and emphasis. 

The blind are effected the _ The bUnd can analyze, criticize, 
impression and satisfaction with describe, and opinion the pictures 
artistic painting, which they touched, 

The blind have ideas and . 
The blind have the satisfactionimaginations to express both the 
and enjoyment of the activities,realistic and abstract as well. 

Summarize 

Hypothesis 


Figure 74 Diagram of answer the research problem, questions and hypothesis 

The research questions in Chapter 4 can be answered, as follows: 

1.4.1 It is possible to the congenital blind are able to learn the 

elements and basic principles of composition and be able to understanding, But they 

need more times, or inserted to study in school. So can be used as a guide in making 

lesson plans and appropriate activities of arts for the blind, and to the need to study 

and make lesson plans or intensive teaching from veterans or knowledgeable people 

and associated persons with relevant and widely accepted, 

1.4.2 The congenital or early totally blind can recognize color of 

pictures utilize the device and software which are developed in this research to a 

very good level, But they must support with the knowledge or the basis of the color 

by themselves, It may be different for each person. The results are, such as 

description, explanation, comment and opinion are effected with the 20 pictures 

through used the device and software, The participants were impressed and satisfied 

with the 20 pictures which were the tests in good to excellent 

1.4.3 The congenital blind can represent by drawing and painting of 

pictures in colors using the device and software which were developed in this 

research well, but they must had the knowledge or the basis of the color also, It 

may be different for each person, That is to show be evident from the artworks of 

drawing and painting of the participants, 
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1.4.4 The congenital blind can analyze, critic, explain and opinion to 

commenting on visual art which they touched in a few level only. Because of they 

did not Learn in arts or less. But when the researcher tested the participants found 

that the participants could understand in art, which they need times and always to 

learn like the sighted person. 

1.4.5 The congenital blind were able to explain their ideas and 

imagine that they painted in good to excellent. 

1.4.6 The device and software, which were developed in this research, 

can be applied to other types of the visually impaired, such as the congenital blind 

or before 5 years old, and the totally blind after 5 years oLd. But the partially blind 

or low vision although early or after 5 years old ago, if they can see pictures in the 

distance of using the touch-screen monitor. The device does not help to facilitate to 

perceive coLors and does not help to drawing and painting because they are able to 

see it in the distance to use the monitor, then they can work the others drawing and 

painting software with general computer. 

Some knowledge and experiences received from the touch but the touch 

and perception of colors with a true sense that is impossible. However, the 

theoretical knowledge is better than Letting the students who are blind do not learn 

until they lack of knowledge. This may be an example for how to use the metaphor 

of teaching by comparison what is needed. 

1.5 Summary to the hypothesis of the research: The hypothesis of the 

research can be summarized, as follows: 

1.5.1 To establish a relationship between colors and sounds that only 

work in this research. It is the technique of the code with the coLors with the sound 

pitches of musical note. It can use to color perception and expression with drawing 

and painting for the congenitaL blind can do. 

1.5.2 When the blind people have learned already about the art 

lesson of the elements and basic principles of composition, they could draw and 

paint with visual elements, such as point, line styles, shapes whole geometry and 

free form. They could select colors for both the truth and unbelievable, and 

consider to the principles of composition by using the principle of baLance and 

emphasis of the pictures. As the other principles, which were complex and 

complicated, must take the times to Learn and practice regularly. 
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1.5.3 The congenital blind were able to perceive the colors are 

represented to sound pitches. They were effected the impression and satisfaction 

with artistic painting. But they were not able to remember the sound to represent all 

colors, because there are least time to the recognition and the first use, but they 

knew that the colors of the pictures are different. 

1.5.4 The device and software of this research can help people who are 

the congenital blind perceive the colors of painting. They can touch to use by their 

physical contact, for example, use a fingertip for perception of location or area of the 

picture by the sound present with point or touch by fingertip or drag to move it on 

around touch-screen monitor, and they can analyze, critic, describe, and opinion about 

the picture that they touch in good leveL However, they must use some factors of 

surroundings to support, such as attention, expectation, motivation, etc. 

1.5.5 These device and software can help the congenital blind to 

expression by drawing and painting as the test method assigned. They had ideas and 

imaginations to express each the realistic or abstract and they can describe their 

thought, and make the imagination and expressed in terms of drawing and paint as 

well. They have the satisfaction and enjoyment of the activities. 

In the subject matter of arts that they learned the both theoretical and 

practicaL found that the students understood, they were made satisfaction and 

enjoyment of the activities. They were able to express the idea, fantasy, concept and 

creativity, and can be described and interactive about their artworks. The participants 

aimed at the need for the device and software that are benefit and efficiency as 

weLL, and can be also applied in the classes or everyday life as weLl. 

Especially, the activities and this device are abLe to help the totally blind to 

understand and perceive the colors, they can select colors actually or abstract or 

selected the coLors arbitrary with satisfaction and pleasingly. These make about colors to 

influence and advantage in both emotional and functional to more the totally blind. 

As the conclusion mentioned above that the device and software can 

help effectively the totally blind to perceive colors and shapes of the pictures, and 

also help to draw and paint by themselves without the heLpers to seLect coLors and 

hold their hand to paint. 

Moreover the activities, technique, device and software can also be 

applied to learn and teach in art education all 4 main subjects of the fine arts as 
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follow: The art history, they can take the pictures of famous artists as the world 

master piece in the history. The totally blind can touch to reco~nize and learn about 

the colors and shapes and the contents of master artworks and art history; The 

practice of art, the participants can express their emotion and feelin~ by drawin~ and 

paintin~; The art criticism, if they touched and perceived colors and shapes and 

learned contents and themes of the pictures, they will be able to comment and 

criticize the artworks; Finally, the basic aesthetic, it is the discussion in terms of a 

sense of art and beauty that may based on an individual opinion related to personal 

experience, such as readin~, hearin~ and touchin~. However, these are be~innin~ 

steps and their opportunity to learn about the art and beauty courses. 

Topic-Test 

Touch-Screen 
DevicePaintings 

method 

I I 

: Learn-Understand : ~ ~ Select Select Color 
Got Experience Code __ 

I 
By Oneself 

---------------- I ~epresente~ _ ~o~nd1
I I ~--------------""'II 
: Critic, Comment, : Draw / Paint 

Opinion ~ Color to sound

J 
Color-

I I By Oneself 
~convert _ '=

~--------------""'I 
I 

Satisfaction Color and Shape Expression of Draw : Imagination, Idea, : 
I I 

Enjoyment : Perception of Art Figures and Paint in Color I Creative I 
I I I I 
1- ______________ I 1- ______________ I 

l 

, - - - - - - - ---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I \ 

, For the next of arts £I- core subject, such as History of : 
, art, Artisti c practice, Art criticism and Aesthetic ' 

... - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - ~ 

Fi~ure 75 Dia~ram of conclusion, benefits and usin~ device and softvvare 

The students who are both the totally blind and the si~hted persons are 

able to make emotion and ima~ination from artworks that they expressed with drawing 

and paintin~ in colors. The only difference is important that the visually impaired is not 

visible and do not receive completely information of pictures or ori~inal master pieces 

that they are drawin~. Nevertheless, they have some abilities to fantasy and ima~ine, 

they can make new somethin~ without the consideration of information from the world 

of reality. With this, the visually impaired or the con~enital blind, so do not be restricted 

by usin~ the represented technique of colors codin~ with the sound pitches of musical 

note throu~h the device and software that are developed in this research. 
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The answers of the research probLem, research questions and hypothesis 

showed that the research obtained the issues of benefit more than the outcome of 

the proposal research of introduction in Chapter 1. 

However, when this device and software are powerfuL or efficiency and 

useful, then should be published for use in the teaching of art education and 

integrated in other subjects for the blind and the blind students to the next. 

2. Discussion 

The results of activities during both test and operation using device and 

software deveLoped for this research on the purpose of the volunteers and participants' 

painting, such as the results of colors perception of painting, the result of their own 

artworks of drawing and painting with the test method, and the resuLts of the 

questionnaire for surveying their satisfaction to using the device and software. The memos 

were the interview, questionnaire, observation, notes, sound recording, photography and 

video. Some problems of advantages and disadvantages notices were considered useful in 

enhancing the research process to explanation, analysis and discussion as follows: 

2.1 Reflection of the totally blind's artworks: The partiCipants' artworks 

carried through the artistry of children to their feelings, thoughts and experiences 

were clearly seen that these were from 5 respects of Learning (Parinya Nuntasuk, 

2004: 115-117) like goodness and virtue, positive expression, beauty as a result of 

doing good things, satisfaction leading to happiness, the facts through one's 

experience and according to science, and the facts that the object, color, lighting, 

and other, and the fact theory, culture, social and psychology as well. How to learn 

be effected their artwork to be evident. For example, Case (E) drew with her emotion 

and feeling to used inspiration by loyalty to Majesty the King of ThaiLand, the King's 

devotion to Thai people, and expressed through the emotion and feeling was about 

dam, water and fertility that show to goodness and virtue, while Case (C) conveyed 

to paint through the imagination and inspired by satisfaction about love leading to 

happiness. The participants could convey with drawing and painting about plant and 

nature because these are leading to comfortableness and cheerfulness. 

Their artwork deveLopment couLd not be in line with the theory of the 

sighted children, due to this theory of artwork development stand on the 

fundamentaL of the sighted people. They were able to see their painting and their 
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hand and they could control their hand and seeing together, some restrictions. 

However, the artworks of the totally blind were reasonably suited for their age, 

experience and learning. Some were expressed in schematic stage lines (Lowenfeld, 

Viktor, and W. Lambert Brittain, 1987: 186-187). Even though the quality of artworks were 

not perfect or they did not draw as real objects, because they did not see before no 

matter, but the participants was able to draw the cause and reason with the reality. 

I I
Knowledge, Experience 

,------=:i....F------
" Word Noun ThingII II I : 
'-- ---~---1---------, ,-------,.- Y- __ ,. -

I T~OU~rt, :dea, I I The sky is Ii~ht I I The rose Is pink I SOme leaves are 
mag na Ion I I blue. t ~ or red. I ifeen. 

\ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -71 - - /- - - ~- - - - 
i-I \ \ -----------fc :=::> Select a color ---I..¢ I Sometime they may select I 

Device and Software by sound pitch I color by arbitrary for thetr I 
encoding. I satisfaction and funny. I,-----------.' 

,----- ,-----
I Communicate, I I Content. Theme
l Convey I I 

IArtworks 

' 
t 

Figure 76 How the congenital blind selected and painted the colors truly? 

How the congenital blind could select and paint the colors truly? Because of 

the participants are the high school students, they learned with the other sighted students. 

Then, they had the knowledge and experience about colors' name of things from learning, 

reading and listening. They used color to paint by a word, a noun. For example, they knew 

that the sky is light blue, the blind selected a light blue from palette on screen by 

touching and hearing the sound pitches of light blue encoding. When the blind got the 

color, they painted it with a shape that they can draw. It maybe yes maybe no. 

Sometime the participants might select and paint in wrong colors by their 

intention, which depending on their satisfaction or they thought that it was an art. 

They could do anything by their arbitrary. Most were in 20 or map. 

2.2 Identity and behavior paintins of the blind from overall artworks: 

When paintings were taken from each participant, they were put on display to be 

seen as an identity and style of different drawing and painting unique to each person. 

For example, Case (A) confidently painted continuously on the whole 

frame with rational actually colors causing shapes and lines, Case (B) used straight 
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lines both horizontal and vertical to~ether with actual colors and space, Case (C) 

drew with confusin~ but continuous lines with clear and appropriate proportion while 

Case (D) used discontinuous and scattered ones and made to insinuate as objects 

movement, Case (E) used free lines, circlin~ and confusin~ lines, color layerin~ as 

proportionate and balancin~ in both ri~ht and left part, Case (F) emphasized on 

colors with only few lines, Case (G) used carelessly line which expressed in the mood 

of hot-temper and hurry, and Case (H) who became the totally blind at the a~e of 

ten, had seen experience before, preferred reasonable colors, shapes and lines. 

~~[EJ
I~Oi)J ~ . .. 1o;;llIO~ I 

0) Overall artworks of Case (A) Style. (2) Overall artworks of Case (B) Style. 

~CJ~~ ~D3 r/~~ 

~~~ 	 .,. ~ 1 1 ~~ 

, L3~~ 	 (if?;: ~:I \, . , ;:~ 
(3) Overall artworks of Case (C) Style. 	 (4) Overall artworks of Case (D) Style. 

~. ~ ~~ 
~ ~ LT ~ 

~~~~I 
(5) Overall artworks of Case (E) Style. 

~f;l ~ 

~~~j,---_ _ --'
--, L... _ _ 

~h -ej l _~_ IF 'T ~ I 
(7) Overall artworks of Case (G) Style. (8) Overall artworks of Case (H) Style. 

I~ 6 (~I 

Fi~ure 77 	 Overall artworks of the participants had the identity and style of different 

drawin~ and paintin~ unique to each person 

2.3 Factors that will support in the activities to success: 

If there are devices or technolo~ies to help the blind perceive colors, 

shapes, space and dimension, it will be the perfect life for the blind to study in art 

lesson. In the future, it may be have new devices and technolo~ies or inventions that 

successfully inte~rate science, technolo~y, engineering and computer. 
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I 
Attention, Expectation, Knowled~e-Enhance , 

Willingness Sincerity, Open mind, 

..... ..• .• 
·• · ·•·••••. DEVICE TOOLS·..0p.
0··.. 

o / /SOFTWARE~
/ ·0. 

V 

... 
..•........... ... 


Art history, Art practice, 

Art criticism, Aes thetic 
Art exhibition of the blind - for the blind 

Competition, Propagate 

Talkin~ calmly 

• ••• Intervention in a school 

••~college course 

Period of time and chance 

to continue the activity 

Environment, Surroundings, 


Activities as well 


~ 
...... .'

.. 

Development, Flexible 

Figure 78 Diagram of factors that will support in the activities to success 

This "dream machine", if the inventions are created, they will make the 

blinds' life and world of art to be perfect for them. If there are such technologies in 

the future, the education atmosphere for art, learning and teaching w ill be perfect . 

The blind w ill have chance to develop their artistic talent. They will be able to 

integrate in other subjects . Also if the blinds have better chance, the chance for 

higher level of art education, to create artworks and the art world will open boarder 

for both the blinds and persons of normal sight will w ork together productively. 

2.4 Theory of drawing and painting for the totaLLy blind: 

Drawing is about the themes and contents of vision . It is a form of 

visual art. There is the nature of the subject is different from other types of 

visual, To obvious that drawing is a process of using the outline shape of the 

form 20 surface. It can appear as anything from a confused line to create 

many groups of shapes. (Suchart Thaothong, 1993: 5) 

The theory of linear drawing for sighted people or drawing and painting on a 

2D plane is drawn on the basis of vision. The brain controls other organs such as arms, 

hands and fingers. The movement of other parts supporting the arms, hands and fingers 

are also in the control of the brain. Eye sight is the most important tool, it is use for 

looking at object, seeing how the object is seen as elements such as points, lines, shapes 
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and coLors. The eyesight is also usefuL for the precision arms, hands and finger controLs to 

make the drawing appear as intended. The whoLe process of drawing is the mechanism 

that brains, eyes, bones and muscles of arms hand and fingers have to be synchronized. It 

is the eye that sees, so the brain coordinates muscuLar movement, hand and fingers wiLL 

handLe the penciL, brush or computer to draw the line preciseLy. When the practice is 

repeated, higher LeveL of skiLL is developed and expertise of drawing or painting gained. 

The theory of drawing for the blind cannot explain as the sighted person 

that mentioned above. Because of the information need by the blind is a 

combination from conceptuaL knowLedge, what the person was toLd or Learn before, 

the senses of touch and hearing. Then aLL of these different channeLs of information 

are integrated in the brain. It is aLso the brain that will construct the picture and 

another part of brain orders the depiction of the picture, based on the blind person 

imagination. In the final stage the arm and hand draw the lines to draw or paint the 

picture. But the experiment of this research showed that even though the congenitaL 

blind had no the experience of seeing before, so they couLd draw or paint and 

selected coLors, and abstract or realistic shapes, and also they could explain to affect 

reLationship between their own artworks and ideas as well as those sighted people. 

Even though the participants had a limited period of time in training they 

can control the shapes, Lines coLors and positions on the rectanguLar screen welL, but 

they stiLL need to improve the accuracy. The sound pitches were used as codes to 

identify colors, a participant hears the sound and he knows what color it is. It is the 

tool of sound codes helping the blind as if it were the magic machine that can help 

the blind to have visuaL perception. The participant hear the sound, it enable their 

arm and fingers to draw. This research close the gap of painting theory, once, the 

drawing lesson for the blind was believed to be impossible but now it is possible. 

Therefore, the device and software developed is concemed with using 

different to sound pitches, each of them represents the basic color. The researcher 

reduced the number of coLor from 77 to 12. The narrow coLor range is a narrow choice 

but it is sufficient and convenient for the planned activity. Now it is possible to close 

the gap of drawing theory for the participants could do by themselves the foLLowings: 

2.4.1 They couLd select the right color to drawing and painting by 

themselves without the assistants select for them. 
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Brain 

Look fixedly at 

2.4.2 They could draw the points, lines and shapes, and placin~ the 

element into the desired position in the picture by themselves without the assistants 

held their hand to paint. 

2.4.3 They could use the software to create paintin~. 

2.4.4 They could check the accuracy of the art form color and shape 

and position wh ere each element was placed in picture by touchin~ pro~ram or 

switchin~ mode. 

The whoLe processes are accomplished. The partiCipants could make their 

paintin~ accordin~ to their ima~ination. The artworks have ~ood artistic quality. The 

participants were willin~ to do the jobs, paintin~ with intelli~ence and ~ood concentration. 

Emotion, feeling, thought, 

imagination, experience, fantasy, 


theme, lanning 


I 

Eye look Check thei r 

own artworks 
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command arm, 

hand, finger 


Draw-paint Drawing tools 
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Device and 
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(3) Blind painted with hearing and hand in painting mode. (4) Blind examine with hearing in touch mode. 

Fi~ure 79 Paintin~ procedure of the blind are usin~ device and software 

Check, planning, 
estimation, evaluation 

-. 

Brain 

(2) Sighted people examine with eyes. 

Check, planning, 
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(1) Sighted people painted with eyes and hand. 
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As mentioned above, the device and program are helpful for the 

participants in color identification as well as detecting the position of each line, 

shape or coLor in the picture. So the tooL heLps the blind to paint. Something that 

once was believed impossibLe is not made possibLe. 

However, the painting session was possibLe because of dedicated teachers 

and assistant. Participants need encouragement. Proper method of conducting the 

class is required. The activity has to be taken seriously and properly. The proper 

practice will enable the participant to do their productive work, could fulfill their 

goal of achievement and be happy. Professor SiLpa Bhirasri (Corrado Feroci), who is 

the founder of SiLpakorn University, described as the classic that"Art does not only 

teach you to paint or draw but aLso ... teach you to make a life." 

2.5 Relationship between art theories and the congenitaL blind: The 

theory of art as imitation which was Plato's theory of art at the first of older times that 

was the imitated of nature and reproduce the appearance of something that already 

exists. Afterwards, it was advanced to the theory of art as representation that was not 

directly the imitated of nature but it was represented of expressed to the truth of the 

nature. (Chalood Nimsamer, 1999: 5) But this research is the congenital blind are painting 

with the master pieces, but the imitation theory that is based on the vision which they 

couLd not see. Therefore, the quality of the totally blind's artworks were not an imitation 

and were not a representation but they could copy to paint with the master pieces by 

using the device and software that represented the color to the coding of sound pitches 

to help the perception of the original master pieces, and then drew follow them. They 

could perceive colors and shapes on the position of picture that they touched actualLy. 

In the other test methods are, such as painting with imagination, painting 

with emotion and feeling, and painting with the topics as realistic and abstract. The 

participants could convey as the artworks by their ideas and imaginations. These were 

related to the theory of art as expression. Robert G. Collingwood mentioned that: 

There is always in art a distinction between what is expressed and that 

which expresses it; there is a distinction between the initial impulse to paint and 

picture; there is a distinction between an emotional element in the artist's 

experience and what may be called an intellectual element... The act of 

expressing it is therefore an exploration of his own emotions. (Ross, 1994: 197-199) 
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Thus, the expression of art is related to use the artists' emotion and 

feeling convey to artworks for audiences. 

Therefore, the art theoretical expression of the congenital blind are then 

express emotions and feelings inner effected to one or more of the issues that were 

brought up in drawing and painting utilized the symbolical shapes and metaphor or 

analogy to draw the picture of thing in mind, express with lines and shapes. These 

can represent their feeling and understanding. If Robert G. Collingwood's expression 

theory has to be rewritten for the blind: Firstly, the use of symbols, metaphor and 

analogy are necessary to depict the picture of the mind; Secondary, abstract patterns 

consisting of shapes, lines and color are the visual language, communication, 

representation the blind intends to tell us what they feel or understand. 

Since the blind is naturally deprived the chance of visuaL experience and 

understand the profound aspect of visuaL language, it is necessary that they need 

aLternative channeL of information such as touch, auditory and information they have 

Learned as concept. When alL these different sources of information combined they 

can construct the mental picture depicting the environment atmosphere or sense of 

place of the landscape. Symbols, in terms of shape and color are used to make the 

visual metaphor of what they feel or have experienced. 

The most important aspect of a work of art is the effective arrangement 

of the eLements of art according to the principles of art. They beUeve that an 

effective organization depends upon how well the artist has arranged the colors, 

values, lines, textures, shapes, forms, and space relationships used in the work. 

Works of art that use these elements successfully are said to have an overall 

unity. This theory is known as formalism. (Mittler, 1994: 109-110) 

It is the same as Clive Bell, he purposed the significant form that: 

In each, lines and colors combined in a particular way, certain forms 

and relations of forms, stir our aesthetic emotions. These relations and 

combinations of lines and colors, these aestheticaLly moving forms, I call 

"Significant form"; and "Significant form" is the one quality common to aLL 

works of visual art. (Ross, 1994: 187). 

The participants could describe the shapes and forms that they do 

reasonabLy. This results in the creation of the participants found that they are thought 

to be derived from the experiences of reading, listening, talking with friends or in a 

social exchange, in the school, and everyday life. The information obtained from the 
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format of languages, vocabularies and nouns. For example, the choosing of colors to 

be used as a noun or the name of the color in beginning, and then to chose the 

color to search for that coLor position of the palette arrange and the sound pitches 

to represent the color different, and then use drawing and painting for the next. 

As the brain memorized experiences, as John Dewey's art theory that art as 

experience, 

Art is experience in its most articulate and adequate form; the union 

of sense, mood, impulse, and action characteristic of the live creature. It is not 

differentiated by the predominance of anyone mental faculty, such as 

emotion or imagination, but by a greater inclusiveness of psychological factors. 

It has no highly restricted subject matter; anything vividly and imaginatively 

realized, indeed, may be the source of "an experience that is an experience" 

the kind of experience that is art. (Rader, 1960: 170) 

From a satisfactory experience cause was deeply impress in the minds and 

memories into a real experience, it received from the environment. 

David W. Ecker's the artistic process as qualitative problem solving (Ecker, 

1961: 283-290) can be applied to the blind arts. The blind leamed from their touch, 

teacher explanation and other classroom experience. Each participant integrated all of 

these skills, techniques, concepts and solves their assigned problem to use lines, 

shapes, colors or other to make their artworks as the respond to the assignment. 

2.6 Purpose the new art theories for the congenital blind: 

From the study of research, analysis of result and conclusion obtained 

knowledge, it can cause toward the explanation of acts to happen from the activities 

of art for the congenitaL blind. The practical art is the expression from drawing and 

painting by self, and the perception and understanding of colors, shapes, composition 

and contents of pictures. It showed that artwork by the blind related to many art 

theories which above-mentioned and exemplified. Nevertheless, those art theories 

were base on sighted people but this research could be used to describe the 

relationship between art and the blind in term of theory. Therefore, the researcher 

asks for purpose the new art theories for the congenital blind into 4 theories. They 

referred to the art theory of the expert person as above-mentioned. Each theory may 

have the relations or coherences which are not break away or keep apart. It is for the 

way or guideline of study and further in term of academic. It is in brief as follows: 
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(4) Art as Growth 

Fi~ure 80 Purpose the new theories of art for the con~enitaL blind 

2.6.1 Art as Adjustment: The con~enitaL blind had no experiences of 

vision before. Their experiences had Limited. Thus, makin~ and conveyin~ of their 

artworks have to the adjustment by using their oLd experiences. The oLd experience 

~ained from touching to sensation and perception by their sense that remained and 

using with environment, space and atmosphere. When they are assi~ned a topic for 

paintin~ that is their probLem, they wiLL try to soLve it for make their artwork. It reLated 

to David W. Ecker's theory that "The artistic process is qualitative probLem soLvin~; it is 

the controLLed procedure of instituting qualitative reLationships as means to the 

achievement of a quaLitative end or total." (Ecker, 1961: 288-289). They have to use 
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these put together to make understanding for interpretation. They must use their 

imagination to make contents and use their intelligent to consideration of 

reasonableness or unreasonableness. They must use these things to explain their 

artworks and concept until those become the new experience. They will obtain and 

use the new experiences to the next and can be explained by base on Dewey's theory. 

2.6.2 Art as Metaphor: The congenital blind had not enough some 

information about shapes, forms and colors. Their information was the memory about 

smell, savour or taste, touch and sound. The information of sound is separated into 2 

parts, such as the sound of environment, and the sound of listening and communication 

by language including reading from touching Brielle codes. These are used to make 

understanding of personality. Some are same concept as perception of atmosphere and 

environment in 2D map, but some are different as understanding about large objects, etc. 

Therefore, the conveying, communication and expression of their paintings then they used 

points, lines, shapes and colors in term of symbol to be representation. These are the 

expression of both realistic and abstract by the metaphor or insinuation. 

2.6.3 Art as Satisfaction: The congenital blind have desire cause to 

intention of participation to perceive artworks and make their artworks. The blind are 

able to have imagination, inspiration and thought reasonably. They can learn and make 

artworks with their satisfaction, enjoyment and happiness. They can convey and explain 

their artworks in term of realistic and abstract. It is the expression with deeply moved or 

affected inner emotion and creative in positive. It is the satisfaction of personality. 

2.6.4 Art as Growth: Although the congenitaL blind had not the 

experiences of vision and picture but they couLd make understanding of contents 

and subject matter of art both realistic and abstract. They used the skills, such as 

emotion, intelligent, phYSical, perception, aesthetic, creative and social. ALL of skilLs 

are the effect to obtain from Learning both theory and practice of art. Art causes the 

deveLopments and growths that are entire advantages. Because of art is the indicator 

of the deveLopment, growth, taste, idea and inteLligent. 

However, the purpose of the new art theories for the congenitaL blind all 4 

respects have the reLationships from art as adjustment, metaphor, satisfaction and 

growth respectiveLy. Each theory reLate together which is the adjustment cause the 

metaphor, the metaphor cause the satisfaction, and aLL 3 theories cause the growth for 

the blind: WhoLe theories must use with the device and software and the activities 
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which were presented in the methodology procedure of the research and the results 

from analysis. The new theories of art for the congenital blind are the purpose for 

make to be the theory use to explain the blind's artworks which they had no 

experience of vision. They are naturally different from sighted people because the 

Sighted people have the vision of picture to be the first and important perception 

cause to be their experience. The researcher referred, applied and adjusted the new 

art theories for the congenital blind by using the art theories were base on the sighted 

person. These are using for explanation of art activity to proper for the blind. 

2.7 Possibility of the congenitaL blind's aesthetic: When we were talking 

about art, it must be about beauty and affected emotion. Although the totally blind 

could not recognized beauty by vision and response to the beauty of something they 

saw as the Sighted people, but the idea or concept of beauty can reach their mind 

through other channels such as information and explanation, belief and explanation are 

among the important factors constructing the idea of beauty in their mind, and led to 

the emotion and feeling of the 2D artworks which were related to statement that: 

In fact, beauty is relevant to the real object, but does not begin from the 

object. It is the emotion of the human. Beauty is an emotional hedonism, when we 

say that this object is beautiful, in the fact that this object save the emotion of 

beauty or the hedonism or happiness to us. (Chalood Nimsamer, 1999: 6) 

Satisfy, Enjoy, 
Funny, Happy. 

Figure 81 Aesthetic and the blind 

The aesthetic of paintings are related to beauty of the participants, who 

are the congenital blind, are simplistic paintings or the pictures take the participant to 

be able to make imagination to follow them. It may explain content of pictures from 

narrator or teacher. The imagination is factor to affect the understanding, making 

emotion and participated feeling. Each imagination of person may be different. The 

participants will be has satisfaction, impression and enjoyment with the pictures and 
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artists' content and theme. These make them to happiness for perception of art. 

They talked and shared their art experiences which have motivation, expectation, 

participation of activity and emotional state relate to all together. 

3. Implementation 

As the methodology of the research, preparation for data collection, data 

analysis and conclusion caused be interested in issues that can lead to further study 

and research or increased to the framework of this research for the next, or integration 

of other fieLds. They achieve the knowledge and techniques to help the perception of 

the totally blind be abLe to fulfill their life and happy. As suggested by the foLLowing: 

3.1 There should be studied by the technique of the color codes 

represent by sound to enhance and adding sound pitches to make completely 

substitution of color and sound for perception. They probably are professional 

musicians, scientists, engineers, psychologists, and artist to help further integration. 

3.2 It can develop software on tablets or other device with touch-screen. 

They probably have difference in the platform and operating system. They have to 

further deveLop the principles and techniques of this research. 

3.3 Add an effect further development in more complex applications and 

software, such as increasing the size of the line, select the type of line, the surface of the 

line emulate the appearance of different types of pens, pencils, brushes, colors mixing 

on a computer simulation, etc. To created beautiful and detaiLs of drawings better. 

3.4 There should develop software to convert pictures and reduce coLors 

automaticalLy for achieve convenience of touch other pictures, and the blind are 

able to import the picture file data by themselves. 

3.5 The device and software of this research are not only useful to the 

congenital blind, it can also be used to help people with visual impairment began, such as 

the accident take them to the totally blind, the old ages sight grew dim level to totalLy 

blind, etc. The groups can be found in anyone, whether they are individuals or artists. 

3.6 It can use as device to help in Learning and teaching the 4 core subjects 

of art education including art history, art practice, academic art criticism and aesthetic 

subjects. It may be applied or integrated other subjects, such as learning graphic in 

mathematics, diagram, map, etc., and be able to use for an elementary education. 

. 3.7 There should be an exhibition of the artworks to the blind, both 20 
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drawings and 3D sculpture by the artists. On the other hand, it should be a painting 

exhibition dispLays paintings and scuLptures art of the blind to show for the audience. 

3.8 The results of research can be used for Learning and teaching in art 

education. Especially, the blind or visual impaired children are able to fully benefit that 

achieved as follows: Improve the subject content of the theory and practice of art 

utilizing learning and teaching tools, and electronic technology that the same as this 

study and integration with other media, such as bas-relief pictures, models, etc. that can 

assist their own learning.; Provided workshops to enhance the knowledge of teachers 

and assistances for efficiently of the art teaching and learning for the blind.; In the future, 

there should be a course of higher education. It is the opportunity for the blind or 

visuaLLy impaired to Learn with teachers, instructor, lecturers of art and design, etc. 

These related to the vision of Professor Wiriya Namsiripongpun that the 

disabled have abilities same as aLL people. They can do something much more expected. 

The arts can promote the disabled have mental health as well, 

including to promote the educational institution to make the cultural arts 

activity, there are the volunteers of art to support, they should had the 

opportunity to visit the art galleries and also participated to show their artworks.; 

There are the promoted to the disabled obtained the development of art of 

them efficient which the educational institution of art to give the opportunity 

of art education for them. There should be the course and competition of art 

for them.; There are the promoted to make a living of art. It may open the 

commercial of art gallery for the disabled artworks and trade mark for them. There 

should be some works for them in the art. There are the market fairs of disabled to 

open the opportunity of all people to understand the abilities of them in arts. 

(Wiriya Namsiripongpun, quote in Channarong Pornrungroj, 2003: 73-74) 

At last, the researcher looks forward to technology and thought of human will 

help the disability is not obstacles in daiLy life. Everyone has been the right to be 

disability since born to old age. The studies and research of the creation of techniques 

and tools or devices to help the disabled that made the greatest innovation is extremeLy 

useful. In the art world, most wilL need to perfectly perceive and recognize that the Lack 

of opportunity for disabled people to perceive the art as something that represents the 

progress of human civilization, for example, the blind cannot see the coLors, pictures and 

performances, the deaf cannot hear the music, etc. Then, the development of these 

tools and devices can help to make fulfill their life as the art for aLL actualLy. 
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Veteran and Associated Lists. 


Formal document of enquiry: 


The formal memorandum

-ask for permission of experiment tools with the participants. 
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Veteran and Associated Lists 

Table 56 Veteran and associated lists 

Professor John M. Kennedy 

University Professor (distinguished rank) 

Department of Psychology, University of Toronto. 

Winit Moonwicha 

Teacher at Khan Kaen School for The Blind, 

Thailand. And Deputy Director for Academic Affairs 

of The Christian Foundation for The Blind in 

Thailand Under The Royal Patronage of HM. The King. 

Yodyiam Teptaranon 

Former President of The Association of Siamese 

Architects Under Royal Patronage (ASA), Thailand. 

Chaiya Hongnee 

Director of Khan Kaen School for The Blind, Thailand. 

Kitipong Suthi 

Director of Thai National Institute for The Blind. 

Kamonporn Saiyakij 

Teacher at Khan Kaen School. for The Blind, Thailand. 

Oranuch Boonkla 

Head of Division of Instructional Media at Khon 

Kaen School for The Blind, Thailand. 

Somkid Permklang 

Teacher at Sanambin School, Khan Kaen, Thailand. 

Anothai Nitibhon, Ph.D. 

Deputy Dean for Student and Special Affairs. And 

Lecturer at Faculty of Music, Silpakorn University. 

Asst. Prof. Onanong Ritruechai 

Lecturer (Art Education) at Faculty of Education, 

Khon Kaen University. 

Asst. Prof. Choopong Tongkamsamut, Ph.D. 

Head of Department of Architecture. And 

Lecturer at Faculty of Architecture, Khon Kaen 

University. 

Canetr Phandej 

Bachelor of Arts (English), General Administration 

Officer, Professional Level, The 3rd Regional 

Livestock Office, Nakhonratchasirna. 

Nitiwadee Tongpong 

Lecturer at Faculty of Architecture, Khan Kaen 

University. 

Kanokphan Tongpong 

Lecturer at Faculty of Humanities and Social 

Sciences, Khan Kaen University. 

Nantamet Jindakul 

Computer Programmer and Architect. 

Nitikorn Waropas 

Music Composer and Landscape Architect. 

Chayes Srikaew (AsSistant Researcher) 

Student at Faculty of Architecture, Khan Kaen 

University. 

Duangkamon Chamontri (Assistant Researcher) 

Student at Faculty of Architecture, Khan Kaen 

University. 

Asanee Suntives, Ph.D. 

Electrical and Computer Engineering, McGill 

University. 

SVOA Public Company Limited 

Assistance loaned to the Touch-Screen for the 

exhibition. 
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This document is the formal 

memorandum at !'Iii 0520.20711499, It was on: 

September 26, 2012. It was sent the query to Dean' 

of Graduate School of Silpakorn University. It had 

to ask for permission to use the software in the , 

research. The title is "Usage a software license of ' 

Microsoft Visual Basic Version 6.0" 

It obtained to reply from Computer: 

Centre of Silpakorn University. There are the 

contents in brief that Computer Centre of Silpakorn 

University queried to SVOA Public Company 

Limited, which is the agency of Microsoft 

,Corporation, elucidated that "The students are 

able to develop software using Microsoft Visual' 

Basic Version 6.0 for the reference of the research ' 

but do not use it for the benefit of commercial." 

Figure 82 Formal document ask to use a software license of MS VB 6.0 
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This document is the formal memorandum 

at l'lfi 0520.107fln It was on February 15, 2012. It 

was the formal document from the Graduate Schoot 

of Silpakorn University for the data collection. The 

title is «Ask to assistance to borrow the touch-screen : 

from SVOA Public Company Limited for the 

exhibition. " 

There are the contents in brief that please 

ask to assistance to borrow the multi touch-screen in 

, 42 inch from SVOA Public Company Limited for the 

exhibition, It used to show the work of the research is 

in progress, and tested with the volunteers who are 

the blind and the other. Exhibition displayed in 

"Heptagon: Seven Corners, Seven Ideas" at Art and 

DeSign Gallery, Faculty of Decorative Arts, Silpakorn i 

University, Programme title: "Visual Arts for the 

Blind", It was during March 1-14,2012. 

Figure 83 Formal document ask to borrow the touch-screen from SVOA 
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This document is the formal 

memorandum at t'l5 0520.107/771. It was on. 

February 15, 2012. It was the formal document· 

from the Graduate School of Silpakorn University 

for the field work and the data collection. It sent to 

Director of Khon Kaen School for The Blind, 

Thailand. The title is "Ask to experiment tools of 
, 

the research with the volunteers and the 

participants at Khon Kaen School for The Blind, 

Thailand." 

There are the contents in brief that. 

· please ask to experiment tools of the research with . 

the volunteers and the participants at Khan Kaen 

School for The Blind, Thailand. It was during March 

20-31,2012. 

Figure 84 Formal document ask to experiment tools with the participants of 

Khon Kaen School for the blind 
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This document is the formal 

memorandum at t'l5 0520.107n70. It was on 


· February 15, 2012. It was the formal document· 


from the Graduate School of Silpakorn University 


· for the field work and the data collection. It sent to 

President of Thailand Association of the Blind. The 

title is "Ask to experiment tools of the research 

with the volunteers as members of Thailand. 

· Association of the Blind (TAB.)" 

There are the contents in brief that 

please ask to experiment tools of the research with 

the volunteers as members of Thailand Association 

of the Blind. It asked to help provide volunteers 

who are the totally blind for test the device and 

software. It was during March 1-14,2012. 

Figure 85 Formal document ask to experiment tools with the participants of 

. Thailand Association of the Blind 
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Appendix B 


Tools of the research: 


Practical course and manual. 


Application of knowledge

-about the elements and the basic principles of composition. 


Master pieces of painting for test to the perception. 


Representation between colors and sounds and RGB value. 


Test method assigned and the topics for drawing and painting. 


Interview form. 


Questionnaire to Explore of Satisfaction for Using the Device. 
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Practical course and manual 

1. Understanding of the device 

1.1 Access the touching program and open the square picture. There are 

the devices, including the touch-screen monitor and keyboard. The touch-screen is 

the flat. Then you cannot touch and grope the textures. You must use a fingertip to 

point it and move your fingertip aLong the screen. (The blind students are tested 

their fingertip touch on the screen) 

1.2 The fingertips touching are on screen into 4 methods, for instance, 

touch and reLease, touch to stay on, touch into 2 times consecutiveLy or it's caLLed 

"DoubLe taps", and touch and drag aLong the screen. (Students pattern to foLLow it) 

1.3 Apply the O&M to use with the screen monitor is the orientation or 

environment, and the pointing of fingertip is the mobility. 

1.4 The Left hand catches or touches on the frame of screen. The right 

fingertip pOints to the position by touching on screen and moves or drags aLong the 

positions. You must make your sensation to join your perception of the dimension. It 

is the relationship between the size or space and the frame of the rectanguLar 

screen. You must know where your fingertip point to? How the limit of screen? 

Because of each the specification and brand of touch-screens have the different size. 

(Students pattern to follow the explanation) 

1.5 Where is your fingertip on the position of the rectanguLar frame screen? If 

the fingertip moves and the sound pitch or quality is changed, it means the coLor is 

changed and it is the border of shape. Whereas, if the fingertip moves and sound pitch 

is not changed, it means this area is the same shape and color. The suggestion is that 

the movement of fingertip is in order, it wiLL heLp you to explore easiLy the picture. 

However, it depends to your convenience or skill and expert. (Students test to move it) 

1.6 The practical perception of border and shape has the suggestion that you 

must move your fingertip to expLore or find the sound pitch changing. You move slowly 

your fingertip when you are interested in it. You begin with the geometries, such as the 

square, triangle and circle shape, and you use the bas-relief to heLp put together your 

practice. (Students have to use one fingertip to touch the bas-relief) The next, you practice 

to perceive the border and shape from the free-form shape and the kind of lines. 
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1.7 The buttons or keys are used, such as Key "F", "J", "Back", "Space", 

"Tab", "Enter" and "Esc". You do not remember it now and you can ask to the helper. 

1.8 Access the practical program and you try to remember the 12 sound 

pitches represent to the 12 colors as follows this until you can remember it. 

1.9 Open the color palette No.1 (Students point their fingertip to move 

from the left to right and call each the color names. They may switch between the 

touching program and practical program or the helper helps them to call the color 

name sometime. So they pOint their fingertip to move from the right to left and call 

each the color names. Then, the helper point to randomize the color on screen and 

ask the blind students what this color is represented the sound you heard?) The 

next, open the color palette No.2 and No.3 respectively. 

(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

! / 'c:~ 
(11) No.2 Table. (12) No.3 Random. (13) The rules of the fingerti p movement in the practice 

Figure 86 	 The shapes, lines, color palettes pictures, and rule of fingertip movement 

are put together the practice 

2. Using of the software: The practice using the touching program 

2.1 Open computer and software will be auto-run. Using the main menu 

that the users drag the fingertip on the screen selects the programs. Double taps, the 

program will open. Explains the keys to use, such as Key "F", "Backspace" and "Esc". 

2.2 When you accessed the touching program, it will show to the palette 

into 12 colors on the screen. Press" F" key to select the picture. Touch and release 

for selecting the picture or use "Arrow" key, program will talk for the picture name. 

Using this picture, you will be double taps on it in the same position to touch. 
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2.3 You try to consider each the picture zone. The suggestion is you may 

separate the picture into 9 sections, such as on left-top, middle-top, right-top, left, right, 

left-bottom, middle-bottom and right-bottom. You try to explore the sound to appear in 

each section and then consider in the section or part that you think it is important or be 

interested in it. You move your fingertip to find the shape or color in that zone . 

• 
~~-
• 

(1) The Starry Night. (2) Horse in a Landscape. (3) Composition verte, (4) Supreme. (5) Composition. 

bleue, rouge et jaune. 

Figure 87 The pictures are used with the practice 

3. Using of the software: The practice using the painting program 

3.1 Describes the using to the buttons or keys, such as "F", "J", "Backspace", 

"Space bar", "Tab", "Enter" and " Esc". The important key is the "Space bar". 

3.2 Access the painting program, you can use your fingertip to touch or 

move or drag for the drawing and painting immediately. It will appear the black line. 

3.3 Press "Space bar" for color selecting. It will display the palette into 12 

colors. You use your fingertip to point or drag on the screen for color selecting. When 

you selected the color that you wa nt, you must lift off your hand from the screen. The 

next, you press " Space bar" to switch or back to the painting screen. 

3.4 The suggestion is the painting have into 2 methods, for instance, you 

can draw as the border or shape and you must remember its position and then paint 

the color on that area, or you fill frequently some lines to make the color area. 

(Helper may hold the blind student's hand to test the 2 painting methods.) 

3.5 If you wa nt to explore the picture or touch your picture that you 

painted, you will press the "Enter" key to switch mode into touching mode and 

press " Enter" key again to switch back into painting mode. 

3.6 The suggestion is the drawing and painting has into 2 methods, the 

first, the painting of the nonstop. You must use your thought and imagination to 

define your picture and paint nonstop to finish; the second, you alternate to paint 

and explore your picture that you w ill be have the skillfully to use the touching 

program. This second of method w ill have the meticulousness to paint. 
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Application of knowledge

-about the elements and the basic principles of composition 


(Special course for the visually impaired or blindness student) 

1. What is Art? 

Art is the thing of human made from the creativity for the beauty and 

satisfaction. It was created to proceed since the past and a Long time to the present and 

the future. They will create and develop its forms and pattem of thought to much endless. 

2. Why do need leaning in Art? 

The contents of learning arts area support to develop the students. They 

will have the initiation and imagination in arts. They will appreciate the beauty, 

aesthetic and value which effect to the quality of life. The art activtties heLp to 

growth the students including the physical, mind, intelligent, emotion, society and 

toward the development of environment. It will promote them to confidence. It is 

the foundation of education or graduation and earns a living. 

3. What do leaning about Art? 

The contents of learning arts area emphasize to develop the student to be 

the knowledge and understanding. They will have the skill of the art methods to 

appreciate in the value of art. There are the opportunities of them to express freely in the 

art. They have the knowledge in the composition, the elements that they are able to 

create and show their artworks in term of the visual art from the imagination. They are 

able to use the equipments properly. They can analyze and criticize the value of art and 

understand the relationship between the visuaL art and history and the cuLture. They see 

beyond the value of art which is the cuLturaL heritage, inteLligence of Locality including 

Thai and the international. They admire and apply It in their everyday life. Advantages of 

art are for emotion, intelligent, physical, perception, aesthetics, creative and sociaL growth. 

4. Point 

Point is the important element. It is the origin of the artwork composition. It 

has the property to be smalL and round. It does not show the width, length and depth. 

Point can occur into 2 types, for instance, the points occur from the nature, and the 
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points are made by human. (Students touch for painting the points on screen) 

5. Line 

Line means the scratches or writings that are created to appear on the 

flat, or using some points are arranged to continue much more. The basic lines have 

into 2 kinds, such as straight line and curve line. The both lines can create to be the 

other kind of lines as follows: 

(6) Curve Line. (7) Wave Line. (8) Spiral Line. (9) Actual Line. (0) Line Formed by Edses. 

Figure 88 The examples are used in drawing points and the kind of lines and the 

actual line and line formed by edges perception 

5.1 Perpendicular line makes to feel the stability, strong, high, smart, rise, 

flame, serious, solemn. 

5.2 Horizontal line is widely, quiet, silently, calm, still, relax. 

5.3 Oblique line is unstable, unsteady, move fast. 

5.4 Serration or zigzag line, which is made from straight line, is severely, 

excitedly, confused, bustling, unsteady, fighting, destroy. 

5.5 Curve line is sweet, gentle, softly. 

5.6 Wave line, which is made from curve line, is move slowly, politely, 

pleasantly, gentle, sexy, lady. 

5.7 Spiral Line is power, grow up, circulate, and ease up. (Helper suggests 

to students to test dragging the fingertip on screen to draw some kind of lines) 

The line appears to obvious in the picture, such as the actual line has a 

little thickness and much length, and the line formed by edges is the line to the 

border or outline of the object. (Helper holds students' hand to point the example 

of actual line and the line formed by edges) 
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6. Shape 

Shape begins from some points and lines put together depend to the 

shape. The shape is the 20, it has the width and length. The form is the 3D, it has 

the width, length and depth. The shape can be made from the form by the 

consideration of the outline, the width and length to be shape. 

The shape may be separated into 2 kinds, for instance, the firstly, the natural 

shape that is the shape is conveyed from the nature and it can see in the general, such 

as human, animal, vegetation, etc. It may be included the free-form shape or shape of 

things, and the secondary, the geometry shape, such as the square, triangle, circle, oval 

shapes, etc. (Students test to draw the geometry and free-form shapes) 

I I D o 
(1 ) Rectangle of Geometry. (2) Triangle of Geometry. (3) Ci rcle of Geometry. (£I.) Free Form. 

Figure 89 The examples are used drawing geometry and free-form shapes 

7. Color Theory 

Color is the quality of lighting which appears or takes to the eyes to see 

as the color of white, black, red, green, etc., such as pigment or coated color, dyeing 

color, painting color and It is the phenomenon to affect the object and reflect some 

wavelength into the eyes. 

7.1 Color discovery: The color is the natural phenomenon that human 

can be seen in the general, such as the rainbow color, picture color, object color, 

creature color. The color has the much important because it is the first of 

perception. It can be seen the color to interpret something in vision and use the 

experiences put together the judgment. It is used to compare to distinguish the 

difference of pictures. 

7.2 Color type: Color began from the light directly. It was the color began 

from the light source to go and th rew into the eyes directly. It was the natural light 

or artificial light, such as the sun color, sky color, light bulb color, etc. 

Color began from the reflection of light. It was the color began from the 

reflectiorl of light put and down to the object, and then the object absorbed some 
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wavelength of light and reflected some wavelength that not absorb. The next, it go and 

threw into the eyes, in any case the natural color or the color is made by human or the 

mixing color, such as the color of surface was painted, color of flowers and leaves, etc. 

7.3 Color quality: Hue is a color to be defined by the wavelength of light 

and go and threw into the eyes and look to be some colors. 

Saturation is the hue is increased the resplendency of color or it call that 

the pale color go to grey. It began the step of colors go to grey in each a hue. 

Value or lightness (To explain in addition that colors are on the world in 

vision have the unlimited. It depend the separation of color range, for example, red 

has many value, such as dark red, light red, light red and dark red more than it just 

now. If students are interested in it, they can study about the color theory in advance) 

7.4 Color wheel: (Open the color wheel picture) It is the mixing between 

the primary and secondary color and arrangement in the circle or triangle shape. It is 

used to explain the relationship of color. The mixing are that Red + Yellow = Orange, 

Yellow + Blue = Green, Blue + Red = Purple. The primary colors are red, yellow and 

blue. The secondary colors are orange, green and purple. 

If the all 3 primary colors were mixed, it will obtain the color nearby the 

black or the soot or mud color. (In addition, whole colors are the hue or the primary 

color. They can be mixed. They do not always need these 3 primary colors. 

However, in this learning that it is the basic of color theory. If students are interested 

in it, they can learn in the advance to the next) 

(1) Color Circle or Color Wheel. - • 
(2) Complementary Color. 

• 	
(4) Warm Tone Color. 

(3) Analog Color . 	 (5) Cool Tone Color. 

(6) Color Contrast. 

Figure 90 	 The examples of color wheel are used to learning, color scheme as the 

complementary and analog, color tone and contrast 
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The color schemes began to create the relationship of colors in the color 

circle. The coherence of color types will be made the pair or group of the colors. They 

were used in the art and design working. The colors are used in this learning of scheme 

have the amount 6 colors and be used into 2 principles, such as the complementary 

color or the opposite color, and the ana log color or the nearby color. (Take to the 

students select colors and paint the complementary and analog colors.) 

Color contrasts are that, for instance, the complementary color in the 

color wheel, which it was called that the color contrasts, are actually. The colors 

were more different in the light and black or the color contrast intersected by the 

values, such as red and yellow, yellow and black, black and white, etc. (Students 

select colors and paint the color contrasts to brief understanding) 

Color tones are the colors made the feeling to hot and cool. Whole 

colors are separated of groups into 2 tones, such as warm tone, and cool tone. The 

purple and yellow would be in the row or line that divide the tone just enough. 

These both colors could be the warm and cool tones. Color tones are also the color 

schemes. The artists and designers can apply the color tones in their artworks. The 

color tones are also related to the feeling. 

7.5 CoLor and feeling: The psychology of color means that the study of 

internal color properties effect to the emotion and feeling of human. Everybody 

have the respond to the feeling of colors in the same. 

Table 57 Colors are compared with the emotion, feeling and symbolical 

_ Purple . 

Blue 

Source: Chatchai Auttapuk, Composition of Art, 7st ed. (Bangkok: Pimdee Press, 2011), 85. 
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It is used to expLain the reLationship between the coLors and human in 

the fieLds, such as the emotion and feeling, the metaphor, the symbolic, etc. The 

psychoLogy of coLor also reLates to the experience, cuLture and belief. It is used by 

human to appLy in the artworks, the principLe of design and using in everyday life. 

(Open the paLette No.1) 

In the generally, the warm tones wiLL made the feeling into the exciting 

but the cool tones will made into the relaxing and cool. (In addition, the colors used 

in everyday life, such as colors in the food, clothes, residentiaL and the medicine) 

7.6 The principle of using color: The coLor harmony is the using of 

coLors are nearby in the color wheeL, such as red and orange, orange and yeLLow, 

yeLLow and green, green and blue, bLue and purple, purpLe and red. 

The color contrast is the using of colors are opposite in the color wheeL, 

such as red and green, yellow and purple, bLue and orange. Using of the color 

contrast can make the emphasis in the artworks. 

8. The basic principles of composition 

It is using the eLements, such as points, lines, shapes and coLors to put 

the composition of picture. It refers to the principLe to make the picture as welL and 

interesting. The principles of composition are such as unity, harmony, contrast, 

proportion, baLance, emphasis, repetition, variety and direction. Some principLes can 

happen in the drawing and painting at the same time or continuously and reLation. 

8.1 Unity: It is the homogeneity of composition to put together the emotion 

and feeling in those artworks. WhoLe are in term of thought, emotion, and format in the 

presentation. Using the coLors is the unity, it must be using the colors to the same unit. 

They are in the same way or grouping. They are making the harmony and gradient. There 

are the goals of work, for exampLe, to want the terribLeness, mystery, it shouLd be the dark 

colors, opaque colors, the atmosphere is the density more than brightness. 

8.2 Harmony: It is the reLationship of the composition, for example, using 

the pOints or lines are the quality or kind and thickness nearby or the same aLL and 

scatter on the picture to be harmony, using the analog colors are in color wheeL 

Using the circles repeat onLy on the picture. Using the circles and ovals are put 

together to analogy. Using the many lines is in the same direction on the picture. 

Using the same shapes repeat on the picture. The drawing is with the shapes of 
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something to the same size and repeat. Using some colors are the same value and 

tone. (Students test to draw some shapes to harmony by using the analog colors) 

Oo~~ 

(1) Harmony colors and shapes 

\\\~ 

(1) Contrast by different 
lines. 

~////~

/~

(2) Harmony oblique lines 

o 
(2) Contrast by different 
colors and shapes. 

,. 
•-- -.. - 

(3) Harmony honzontallines 

• D 

(3) Contrast by different 
colors and size. 

I~ I 

(4) Harmony by curve lines I 

(4) Contrast by different 
colors. 

Figure 91 The examples of drawing are the harmony and contrast 

8.3 Contrast: It is the conditions of the composition to appear on the 

artwork to opposed. They are not in the same way, intersect and discord, for example, 

using the complementary colors are in the color wheel, using the dark and light color, 

using the horizontal and vertical line, short and long line, big and small shape. The 

contrast makes the confused. It calls for the interesting as well, such as the contrast by 

lines, by shapes, by sizes, by colors. Although the principle of contrast will make the 

interesting as well but it may make the picture to lack the unity. Then it may use the 

transition as the center to coherent the conflict, for instance, using the grey color 

separates between black and white, using the curve line separates between horizontal 

and vertical line, etc. (Students test to draw the contrast picture by shapes and colors) 

8.4 Proportion: It is the relationship between the composition and size, 

amount, quantity, density to appear in those artworks. If it had the proportion as well 

together, it will make the artworks to beautiful and interesting. It makes the understanding 

and perception in the proportion of point, line, shape, and color to draw on the picture. 

8.5 Balance: It is the picture composition by the elements, such as colors, 

lines and shapes to make the symmetry or asymmetry balance by feeling. 

The method is to assign the bisector line of the paper or screen, and then 

to be drawing by consider to the balance of the left and right of them. 

Due to all colors has the value or density, for example, the yellow looks 

like brightness, the blue looks like pitch-dark. The color must use with lines and 
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shape to appear it. The using of color made the feeling of balance or lacked. It is the 

making the weight of the color value on the picture, such as the dark color is weigh 

hard than light color, the heavy line is weight hard than thin line, the big shape is 

weigh hard than small shape. The composition of picture can make the balance, for 

instance, using dark color and sma l l size is the left and using light color and big size 

is on the right that they will be balance, etc. (Students test to draw and paint the 

yellow shape and the blue shape to different) 

D 0 
(1) No balance with colors and shapes. (2) Balance with colors and shapes. 

Figure 92 The examples of drawing are the balance 

8.6 Emphasis: It is the making something or some part to be the 

distinction more than another parts and much interesting. It is the creation of the 

prominent to the picture. The emphasis is on the picture that is the rectangle frame 

and related to the position to placed feature . The creation of emphasis may use the 

principle of contrast to make the main part and subordinated part pictures. 

Sometime the artists may be placed the features possibly. There are the methods to 

place of the prominent point on the picture, such as to place the position on the 

left-top, or using the rule of third. (Students test to draw a shape on the screen) 

I 

----$---- ---~---~------
-----:---0 ---

(1 ) Emphasis with center point. (2) Emphasis with left and top. (3) Emphasis with rule of third. 

Figure 93 The examples of position are the emphasis 

8.7 Repetition: It is the creation or action of something to repeat more than 

one time. The repetition is making the harmony and pattern in the picture. The using of 

colors are making the repetition is the using of one color more than one time in a picture, 

such as the repetrtion by lines, by shapes, and by colors to make be the rhythm or 
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pattern. (Students test to draw some circles or rectangles to repeat run-on or arrange 

continuously) 

8.8 Variety: It is the way in the integration of the compositions to put 

together for making the coherence together as well. The variety began by taking 

some compositions which are some points, lines, shapes and colors, are the changing 

and did not repeat leisurely. It is the making of variety to the picture. (Students test 

to draw some kind or style of lines and shapes. 

8.9 Direction: It is the compositions to divert in the same way or nearly. It 

makes the audience to happen the reaction to the artwork. It can lead the eyesight 

move of follow to the direction appear in the artwork. (Students test to drag the 

lines to the way in the directions) 

-
(1) Repetition rectangLe shapes. (2) Repetition vertical lines. (3) Direction oblique lines. (4) Direction horizontaL lines. 

",\? ~~ D ~ NW\J0 
~~ ~ 0 ~ 

DODD 11111 

(5) Direction with scatter. (6) Direction with dash. (7) Var iety with shapes. (8) Variety with Lines. 

Figure 94 The examples of drawing are the repetition, direction and variety 

9. Meaning of design 

9.1 The creative of artworks did not copy or repeat as before. It responds 

the requirement of utilities or the other. 

9.2 The solution or the knowledge of using the arts use into the benefits 

to the utilities and beauty. 

9.3 The creative of artworks are into 20 and 3D for making to the beauty 

and can use into the benefits with the appropriately events. 

9.4 The creative and decorative of compositions are such as lines, colors, 

sounds, shadows, properties, shapes, forms, textures, dimensions, proportions for making 

the new forms to follow the requirements of functions and there are the beauties. 
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Master pieces of painting for test to the perception 

(1) Afro Basaldella - Villa Horizon - 1960 (2) Alberto Magnelli - Confrontation - 1952 (3) Andre Derain - Charlng Cross Bridge - 1906 

• (Q) Andy Warhol - Marilyn Diptych - 1962 (5) Bart Van Der ~eck - Composition - 1918 (6) Ben Nicholson - Feb 261952 (lime 

Gree n) - 1952 

1910 Blau - 1953 

1907 

-- ------------------------------------------------------~ 

Fi'Sure 95 The master piece paintin'Ss were used to perceive in touchin'S pro'Sram 

Source: Volker Gebhardt Painting a concise history, (London: Laurence Kin'S Press, 1997), 138-209. 

Source: Hans L.C Jaffe, 20,000 years of V\Orld painting, (NeN York; Greenwich House, 1967),292-363. 
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(19) Laszlo Moholy-Na~y - A 2 - 1924 

(22) Nico as de Stael - Sk:ilian Landscape -

1954 

1952 

(20) Leonardo da Vinci - Mona Lisa - 1500

1502 

(21) Massimo Campi~ li - Women on the 

Beach - 1935 

Prtcher, and Frurt Bowl - 1893-1894 

(26) Ro~er De La Fresnaye - Man Seated or (27) Ser~e Poliakoff - Composit ion 

The Archrtect - 19 13 

- 1956(25) Pie! Mondrian - Composition - 1922 

(28) Ser~e Pol iakoff - Compos itio fl verte, (29) \(,ncent van Go~h - The Starry Ni~ht - (30) 'Nassili Kandinsky - Composrtion 4 - 1911 

bleue, rou~e et jaune - 1968 1889 

Figure 95 The master piece paintings were used to perceive in touching program 

(Continued) 

Source: Volker Gebhardt, Painting a concise history, (London: Laurence I<Jng Press, 1997), 138-209. 

Source: Hans L.C Jaffe, 20,000 years of V\QI"ld paintins, (NEVV York Greerwvich House, 1967),292-363. 
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Representation between colors and sounds and RGB value 

Table 58 Representation of 77 color codes with sound pitches of musical note 
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Test method assigned and the topics for drawing and painting 

Please the student draw and paint with the test methods or assignments 

which are topics assigned. You may try to consider about the knowledge of the 

eLements and the basic principLes of composition that you Learned. You have to use 

the ideas, imaginations and to describe your thoughts, feelings and opinions whiLe 

you are painting the topics as follows: 

1. Practical course of painting No.1 

1.1 Copying with the original picture of "The Starry Night". 

1.2 Copying with the originaL picture of "Horse in a Landscape". 

2. Practical course of painting No.2 

Draw and paint with imagination and give title. 

3. Practical course of painting No.3 

Draw and paint with emotion and feeling. 

4. Practical course of painting No.4 

4.1 Draw and paint with the topic as "Tree and flower". 

4.2 Draw and paint with the topic as "Mountain, river and field". 

4.3 Draw and paint with the topic as "Sea, beach and sky". 

4.4 Draw and paint with the topic as "My body". 

4.5 Draw and paint with the topic as "Dream". 
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Interview form 

Table 59 Interview form 

1. The interview of touching program 
The tools were used in the data collection, such as the interview form, sound recorder, video camera, 

photography and the note. The period of times were used in the experiments about 15-25 minutes. The 

interview could be fl.exible to follow the chance and properly. 

1.1 Before touch picture 
• What do you know some colors? 

• Who do you know the artists? Do you know the paintings of these artists? 

1.2 During touch picture 
- Do you find some colors or shapes on the picture? 

How do you feel to the color to touch?, such as scatter, jumble, confused, orderly, there are the widely area 

or narrow or various or little or hot or cool, or may explain in the emotion that you feel or understand, etc. 

- Can you be compare the proportion of each color?, for example, red more than green, etc. 

• Do remember the of color on the 

1.3 After touch picture completely 
- How did the color on the picture?, for example, What colors were there?, confused?, feel cramped?, wide or 

narrow?, like or unlike? 

- How did you perceive overall of the picture?, for example, there were some shapes?, What were some 

shapes?, Where was zone? 

• How did you think about this picture?, for example, like it?, be interested in?, quietly?, etc. 

• Did you have comments about the beauty of this picture? How? 

- How did you have comments about the touching program? 

2. The interview of painting program 
The tools were used in the data collection, such as the interview form, sound recorder, video camera, 

photography, the note and to save the painting picture file. The period of times were used in the experiments 

about 10-15 minutes. The interview could be fl.exible to follow the chance and properly. 

2.1 Before drawing and painting 

- Did you ever draw and paint before? Did you paint by yourself or the helper? What picture did you ever 

paint? How did you select some colors? 

2.2 During drawing and painting 
• What picture are you painting? What are you thinking? What about do you want to show or communicate? 

- Why do you select to use this color?, for example, you will use with the reality, you will use with your 

imagination or feeling, etc. 

• Do you use and paint with the principle of composition? What principle do you use? 

• Do you use and paint colors with the principles?, such as harmony, contrast color. 

o Do you perceive to your painting artwork that you are painting? 

2.3 After drawing and painting completely 
• How did you feel about your artwork?, such as satisfy, confident, correct, beautiful, it was to be follow your 

thought, etc. 

• Did you have the satisfaction, happiness and enjoyment into the drawing and painting? 

• If you use the touching program to touch your painting picture that you painted, Will you be perceive or 

remember it? (To randomize their painting picture to touch) 

- How did you think about the painting program? 
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Questionnaire to Explore of Satisfaction for Using the Device 

Date .......................................................................... Time ................................................................. .. 


Name......................................................................... Age...........years Sex................................... . 


Education Chighest/studying) ................................................ Work ................................................ . 


Type of blindness ............................................................................................................................. . 


Contact Cphone/e-mail) ..................................................................................................................... . 


Question of Satisfaction 5 4 3 2 1 N/A 

To obtained the knowledge and experience. 

To touch and perceive colors of the picture. 

To expressed with drawing and painting. 

To learned in the art lesson. 

Difficulty and easy to use the device. 

If you will got the practice in advanced. 

The period of time were used the activities. 

The opportunity to participate in next time. 

The benefit of the device. 

Agree? If the device is developed for the next. 

5 = excellent, 4 = good, 3 = average, 2 = less, 1 = least, N/A = no comment 

Comment / Suggestion 
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Painting artworks of the volunteers and participants. 
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The drawing and painting artworks of the voLunteers in the 2nd experiment 

Characteristics of the voLunteers in the 2nd experiment 

1. Volunteer (C) or Case (A), 24 years old, congenital blind, education of 

grade 12 of the high school student. 

2. Volunteer (0), 20 years old, congenital blind, education of grade 12 of 

the high school student. 

3. Volunteer (E), 20 years old, congenital blind, education of grade 12 of 

the high school student. 

4. Volunteer (F), 22 years old, congenital blind, education of grade 12 of 

the high school student. 

I(5) Volunteer (F) was painting the picture of "Free style". 

(3) Volunteer (0) was painting the picture of "Free style". (4) Volunteer (E) was painting the picture of "Free style " . 

Figure 96 Activities and the painting artworks of the volunteers in the 2nd 

The drawing and painting artworks of the voLunteers in the 3rd experiment 

Characteristics of the volunteers in the 3rd experiment 

1. Volunteer (G), 19 years old, adventitious totally blind after 17 years and 

then she was low vision since born and light perception before totally blind, 

education of grade 12 of the high school student. 
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2. Volunteer (H) or Case (D), 20 years old, consenital blind, education of 

srade 12 of the high school student. 

(13) Volunteer (H) was painting the picture of "Feel sorrowful ". (14) Volunteer (H) was painting the picture of " Be happy" . 

Fisure 97 Activities and the paintins artworks of the volunteers in the 3rd 
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The drawing and painting artworks of the participants in the final experiment 

1. The painting artworks of Case (A) or VoLunteer (C) 

A~e of 25 years old, con~enital blind, education of 1st year of the 

bachelor student. 

(1) Case (A) was paintin~ with the ori~inal picture of (2) Case (A) was paintin~ with the ori~inal picture of 

"The Starry Ni~ht". "Horse in a Landscape". 

(9) Case (A) was paintin~ the picture of "Dream". 

Fi~ure 98 Activities and the paintin~ artworks of Case (A) in the final 
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2. The painting artworks of Case (8) 

Arse of 18 years old, conrsenital blind, education of rsrade 12 of the hirsh 

school student. 

"'"" r 

(3) Case (B) was painting the picture of "Face". (4) Case (B) was painting the picture of "My emotion". 

(5) Case (B) was painting the picture of "Tree and (6) Case (B) was painting the picture of "Mountain, 

flower". river and field". 

(8) Case (B) was painting the picture of "My body". (7) Case (B) was painting the picture of "Sea, beach 

and sky". 

.' 

(9) Case (B) was painting the picture of "Dream". 

Firsure 99 Activities and the paintinrs artworks of Case (8) in the final 
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3. The painting artworks of Case (C) 

Age of 22 years old, congenital blind, education of grade 12 of the high 

school student. 

(4) Case (C) was painting the picture of "My emotion". 

(» ? 
, \'. ~1(QI 

l~j-' \ 

(8) Case (C) was painting the picture of "My body". 

(9) Case (C) was painting the picture of "Dream". 

Figure 100 Activities and the painting artworks of Case (C) in the final 
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4. The painting artworks of Case (D) or Volunteer (H) 

A~e of 21 years old, con~enital blind, education of ~rade 12 of the hi~h 

school student. 

(4) Case (0) was painting the picture of "My emotion". 

(5) Case (D) "vas painting the picture of "Tree and (6) Case (D) was painting the picture of "Mountain, 

flower". river and field". 

(7) Case (D) was painting the picture of "Sea, beach (8) Case (0) was painting the picture of" My body". 

and sky". 

(9) Case (D) was painting the picture of "Dream". 

Fi~ure 101 Activities and the paintin~ artworks of Case (0) in the final 
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5. The painting artworks of Case (E) 

A~e of 24 years old, con~enital blind, education of '$rade 11 of the hi'$h 

school student. 

(1 ) Case (E) was painting with the original picture of (2) Case (E) was painting with the original picture of 

"The Starry Night ". " Horse in a Landscape". 

(3) Case (E) was painting the picture of "A mountain of (4) Case (E) was painting the picture of "My emotion". 

(5) Case (E) was pa inting the picture of "Tree and (6) Case (E) was pain t i n~ the picture of "Mountain, 

flower". river and field". 

(7) Case (E) was painting the picture of "Sea, beach (8) Case (E) was paintin~ the picture of "My body". 

and sky" . 

(9) Case (E) was painting the picture of "Dream". 

Fi~ure 102 Activities and the paintin~ artworks of Case (E) in the final 
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6. The painting artworks of Case (F) 

A~e of 19 years old, con~enital blind, education of ~rade 10 of the hi~h 

school student. 

( 
(1) Case (F) was painting with the original picture of (2) Case (F) was painting with the original picture of 

"The Starry Night". "Horse in a Landscape". 

(3) Case (F) was painting the picture of "Cat" (4) Case (F) was painting the picture of "My emotion". 

(9) Case (F) was painting the picture of "Dream ". 

Fi~ure 103 Activities and the paintin~ artworks of Case (F) in the final 
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7. The painting artworks of Case (G) 

Age of 20 years old, congenital blind, education of grade 10 of the high 

school student. 

.' 

(3) Case (G) was painting the picture of "The sea in my (4) Case (G) was painting the picture of "My emotion", 

dream", 

(6) Case (G) was painting the picture of "Mountain, 

river and field" , 

(8) Case (G) was painting the picture of "My body", 

(9) Case (G) was painting the picture of "Dream", 

Figure 104 Activities and the painting artworks of Case (G) in the final 
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8. The painting artworks of Case (H) 

Age of 21 years old, adventitious totally blind after 10 years, education of 

grade 11 of the high school student. 

(1 ) Case (H) was painting with the original picture of (2) Case (H) was painting wit h the original picture of 

"The Starry Night", 

(3) Case (H) was painting the picture of "Rainy", 

"Composit ion verte, bleue, rouge et jaune", 

(4) Case (H) was painting the picture of "My emotion", 

(5) Case (H) was painting the picture of "Tree and (6) Case (H) was painting the picture of "Mountain, 

(8) Case (H) was painting the picture of "My body" ,(7) Case (H) was painting the picture of "Sea, beach 

and sky", 

~ . ----- . 
(9) Case (H) was painting the picture of "Dream", 

Figure 105 Activities and the painting artworks of Case (H) in the final 
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9. The painting artworks of Case (I) 

Age of 24 years old, congenital low vision to difficulty looking but she can 

see color in close to monitor, education of grade 12 of the high school student. 

(4) Case (I) was painting the picture of "My emotion ". 

(5) Case (I) was painting the picture of "Tree and (6) Case (I) was painting the picture of "Mountain, river 

-

flower". and field". 

(9) Case (I) was painting the picture of "Dream". 

Figure 106 Activities and the painting artworks of Case (I) in the final 
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-

10. The painting artworks of Case (J) 

Age of 18 years old, congenital low vision to difficulty looking, she lost 

lighting blindness at night and color blindness but she can see in 30 cm, education 

of grade 10 of the high school student. 

(3) Case (J) was painting the picture of "Tne Dream of (4) Case (J) was paintins the picture of "My emotion". 

the sky". 
1-':="'1-"--'" 

(9) Case (J) was painting the picture of "Dream". 

Figure 107 Activities and the painting artworks of Case (J) in the final 
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